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GLOSSARY

Adsorption. The adhesion of gas or liquid molecules to the surfaces of
solids or liquids with which they are in contact.

Aging. The n.Cange in properties of a material with time under specificI ~condi tions.
Alternating Current, Current in which the charge-flow periodically reverses

and is represented by: I=I 0 cos (2iTft+o) where I is the current, 1c is
the amplitude, f the frequency, 0 the phase angle.

Ambient Temperature. The temperature of the surrounding cooling medium,
such as gas or liquid, which comes into contact with the heated part-
of the apparatus.

Anode. The electrode through which a direct current enters the liquid, gas,
or other discrete part of an electrical circuit; the positively charged
pole of an electrochemical cell.

Anti-Oxidant. Substar,ce which prevents or slows down exidation of material
exposed to ,.ir.

Arcover Voltage. The minimum voltage required to create an arc between
electrodes separated by a gas or liquid insulation under spedified conditions.

Arc Resistance. The time required for an arc to establish a conductive path

In a material.

Askarel. Synthetic liquid dielectric which is non-flamnr.able.

Bond strength. The amount of adhesion between bonded surfaces.

Ereakdown (Puncture). A disruptive discharge through insulation.

Breakdown Voltage. The voltage at which the insulation between two conductors
will break down.

Capacitance (Capacity). That property of a system of conductors and dielec-
trics which permits the storage of electricity when potential dii'ference
exists between the conductors. Its value is expressed as the ratio
of a quantity of electricity to a potential difference. A capacitance
value is always positive. The charge which must be communicated to a body
to raise its potential one unit. rpe'-rsented by C=Q/V, where C is the
capacitance, Q the qd-atity of charge, and V the potential. In a parallel
plate condenser

-K

where A is the area of tho plat,ýs, d th, liistaiice hetw.enr them, and K
the dielectric constant of the rkdiuhi.

S"•: -i@ I • • -- • •:• • • i •- • • , .. . . . ... ......



Capacitor (Condenser). A device, the primary purpose of which is to intro-
duce capacitancc into an electric circuit.

Cathode. The electrode through which an electric current leaves a liquid,
gas, or other discrete part of an electric current; the negatively
charged pole of an electrochemical cell.

Cavity, Depression in a mold.

Cell. A single unit capable of serving as a d-c voltage source by means
of transfer of ions in the course of a chemical reaction.

Charge. In electrostatics, the anount of electricity present upon any
sbustance which has accumulated electric energy.

Conductance, The reciprocal of resistance. It is the ratio of current
passing through a rcaterial to the potential difference at its ends.

Conductivity. Reciprocal of volume resistivity. Conductance of a unit cube
of any material.

Conductor. An electrical path which offers comparatively little resistance.
A wire or combination of wires not insulated from one another, suitable
for carrying a single electric current.

Contaminant. An impurity or foreign substance present in a material which
affects one or rwore properties of the material.

Corona. A liminous discharge due to ionization of the gas surrounding a
conductor around which exists a voltage gradient exceeding a certair critical
value. A type of discharge--sometimes visible--in the dielectric of an
insulation system caused by an electric field and ctaracterized by the
rapid development of an ionized channel which does rot completely bridge
the electrode. May bh continuous or intermittent. Not a materials
property, but related to the system, including elect'rodes.

Corona resistance. The time that insulation will withstand a specified
level field-intensified ionization that does not result in the immediate
complete breakdown of the insýulation.

Corrosion. Chemical dction which causes dec.truction o0 the surface of a metal
by oxidation or chemi cal comibination.

Coulonit. Unit quantity of electricity; i.e., the quantity transferred by
1 ampere in one second.

Creep. The dimtnsional chdr(nn with time of ai material under load.

Creeepa qe. Electrical iciitqe on a solid dielectric surface.

Creepage surfa,-e on path. An ir,,ul itinq surftice which provides physical separation
as a furm of insulition betwr.ri t•,o electrical condUCtorS of diffe-ent
potent i I .

"2



Critical Voltage (of gas). The voltaoe at which a aas ionizes and coronaI occurs, preliminary to dielectric breakdown of the gas.

Delamination. The separationq of laye.s in a laminate through failure of
the adhesive.

Dielectric. (1) Any insulating rredium which intervenes between two conductors
and permits electrostatic attraction and repulsion to take place across
it. (2) A material having the property that energy required to establish
an electric field is recoverable in w.hcle or in part, as electric energy.

Dielectric Adsorption. That property of an imperfect dielectric whereby there
is an accumulation of electric charges within the body of the material
when it is placed in an electric field.

Dielectric Constant (permittivity or specific inductive capacity). That
property of a dielectric which determines the electrostatic enercv stored
per unit volume for unit potential gradient. The dielectric constant of a
medium is defined by E in the equation

4Trcr

where F is the force of attraction between two charoes Q and Q' separated
by a distance r in a uniform medium.

Dielectric Loss. The time rate at which electric energy is transformed into
heat in a dielectric when it is subjected to a changing electric field.

Dielectric Loss Angle (dielectric phase difference). The difference between
ninety degrees (9Uo) and the dielectric phase angle.

Dielectric Loss factor (dielectric loss index). The product of its dielectric
constant and the tangent of its dielectric loss angle.

Dielectric Phase Angle. The angular difference in phase between the sinus-
oidal alternating potential difference applied to a dielectric and the
component of the resulting alternating current having the same period as
the potential difference.

Dielectric Power Factor. The cosine of the dielectric phase anole (or sine
of the dielectric loss anole).

Uieiectric Streroth. The voltage which an insulating material can withstand
before breakdown occurs, usually expressed as a vcltaoe oradient (such as
volts per mil).

Dielectric Test. Tests which ccnsist of the adplication of a voltage hiaher
than the rated voltane for a specified time for the purpose of oeterrring
the adequacy aaalnst brevoKdown of insulatin.q materiols and spacings under
normal conGltions.

3



Dispersion. Finely divided particles in suspension in another substance.

Displacement Current. A current which exists in addition to ordinary conduction
current in a-c circuits. It is proportional to the rate of change of the
electric field.

Disruptive Discharge. The sudden and large increase in current through an
insulation medium due to the complete failure of the medium under the electro-
static stress.

Dissipation Factor (loss tangent, tan 6, approx. power factor). The tangent
of the ioss angle of the insulating material.

Electric Field Intensity. The force exerted on a unit charge. The field
intensity E is measured by q

E = 4•r2

4iu r

where r is the distance from the charae q in a medium having a dielectric
constant c.

Electric Strength (dielectric strenath)(disruntive gradient). The maximum
potential gradient that the material can withstand without rupture. The
value obtained for the electric strenoth will depend on the thickness of
the material and on the method and conditions of test.

Electrode. A conductor, not necessarily metal, thrnuqh which a current enters
or leaves an electrolytic cell, arc, furnace, vacuum tube, gaseous discharge
tube, or any conductor of the non-metallic class.

Electromagnetic Field. A rapidly moving electric fieid and its associated
moving magnetic field, located at rioht angles both to the electric lines
of force and to their direction of motion.

Electron. That portion of an atom which circles around the center, or nucleus.
An electron possesses a negative electric charge, and is the smallest charge
of negative electricity known.

Encapsulatirn. Enclosing an article in a closed envelope of plastic.

Energy of a Charge. W = iQV, given in ergs when the charge Q and the potential
V are ir electrostatic -nits.

Energy of the Electric Field. Represented by W ý KE2  where E is the elec-
tric field intensity in electrostatic units, K the specific inductive
capacity, and the energy of the field E in ergs per cm3 .

Epoxy Resins. Straight-chain thermoplastics and thermosetting resins based un
ethylene oxide, its derivatives or ho'.;ologs.
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Farad. Unit of capacitance. The capacitance of a capacitor which, when
charged with one coulomb, gives a difference of potential of one volt.

Fiber. A thread or threadlike structure such as comprises cellulose, wool,
silk, or glass yarn.

Fibre. A specific form of chemically gelled fibrous materials fabricated
into sheets, rods, tubes, and the like.

Filler. A substance, often inert, added to a plastic to improve p-operties
and/or decrease cost.

Flame Resistance. Ability of the material to extinguish flame once the Fource
of I.eat is removed.

Flammability. Measure of the material's ability to support combustion.

Flashover. A disruptive discharge around or over the surface of a solid or

liquid insulator.

Frequency. The number of complete cycles or vibrations per unit of time.

Graded Insulation. Combination insulatio.is with the portions thereof arranged
in such a manner as to improve the distribution of the electric field to
which the insulation combination is subjected.

Gradient. Rate of increase or decrease of a variable magnitude.

Grounded Parts. Parts which are so connected that, when the installation is
"complete, they are substantially of the same potential as the earth.

Ground Insulation. The major insu-ation used between a winding and the mag-
netic core or other structural parts, usually at ground potential.

Hall Effect. The development of a potential difference between the two. edges
of a strip of metal in which an electric current is flowing longitudinally,
when the plane of the strip is perpendicular to a magnetic field.

Hardener. A substance or mixture of substances added to plastic composition,
or an adhesive to promote or control the curing reaction by taking part
in it.

Heat Sink. Any device that absorbs and draws off heat from a hot obJect,
* radiating it into the surrounding atmosphere.

Hertz. (Hz) A term r2placing cycles-per-second as an indication of frequency.

Hygroscopic . Tending to absorb moisture.

Hysteresis. An effeLt in which the maqnitude of a resulting quantity is dif-
Ferent during Incr-eases in the :,aignitLJdC of the (Iause than during decreases
due to internal fric.ticun in a suLJLtrnce irni a( (u-panied by thf production of

heat within tht, suL',t~n(e. - l [ tr i hy',tert ',is (. .urs when a dielectric

material is suL,ýjf( ted to a vorying ,l ( ty i( fi !d ads in a capacitor in an

alternating-current circuit.i



Impedance. The total opposition that a circuit offers to the flow of alter-
nating current or any other varying current at a particular frequency. it
is a combination of resistance R and reactance X, measured in ohms anddesignated by Z. Z = (R2 + X2)ýi.

Impregnate. To fill the voids and interstices of a material with a compound.

610is does not imply complete fill or complete coating of the surfaces by
a hole-free film).

Impulse. A surge of unidirectional polarity.

Impulse Ratio. The ratio of the flashover, sparkover, or breakdown voltage
of an impulse to the crest value of the power-frequency flashover, spark-
over, or breakdown voltage.

Insulation. Material having a high resistance to the flow of electric current,

to prevent leakage of current from a conductor.

Insulation Resistance. The ratio of the applied voltage to the total current
between two electrodes in contact with a specific insulator.

Insulation System. All of the insulation materials used to insulate a particu-
lar electrical or electronic product.

Insulator. A material of such low electrical conductivity that the flow of
current through it can usually be neglected.

Interstice. A minute space between one thing and another, especially between
things closely set or between the parts of a body.

Ion. An electrified portion of matter of sub-atomic, atomic, or molecular di-
mensions such as is formed when a molecule of gas loses an electron (when
the gas is stressed electrically beyond the critical voltage) or when a
neutral atom or group of atoms in a fluid loses or gains one or more electrons.

Ion Exchange Resins. Small granular or bead-like particles containing acidic
or basic groups. which wil) trade ions with salts in solutions.

Ionization. Generally, the dissociation of an atom or molecule int,) positive
or negative ions or electrons. Restrictively, the state of an insulator
whereby it facilitates the passage of current due to the presence of cha:ged
particles Lsuaily induced artificially.

Laminated Plastics. Layers of a synthetic resin-impregnated or coated base
material bonded together by means of heat and pressure to form a single
piece.

Lamination. The process of preparing a laminote. Also any layer in a laminate.

Line of Force. Used in the descripticn of aur •.e,-tric or magnetic field to
repre'ent the farce starting fromn a posittYVe charge arid ending on a neoaa-
tive charge.
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Mat. A randomly distributed felt of glass fibers used in reinforced plastics.

Moisture Resistance. The ability of a material to resist absorbing moisture

from the air or when immersed in water.

Nylon. The generic name for synthetic fiber-forming polyamides.

Open Cell. Foamed or cellular material with cells which are generally inter-
connected. Closed cells refers to cells which are not interconnected.

Organic. Designating or composed of matter originating in plant or animal life
or composed of chemicals of hydrocarbon origin, either natural or synthetic.

Oscillatory Surge. A surge which includes both positive and negative polarity
values.

Overpotential. A voltage above the normal operating voltage of a device or

circuit.

Overvoltage. See Overpotential.

Partial Discharge: A partial discharge is an electric discharge that only
partially bridges the insulation between conductors when the voltage stress
exceeds a critical value. These partial discharges may, or may not, occur
adjacent to a conductor.

Partial discharge is often referred to ai "corona" but the cerm "corona" is
preferably reserved for localized discharaes in cases around a conductor,
bare or insulated, remote from any other solid insulation.

Partial Discharge Pulse: A nartial discharge pulse is a voltage or current
pulse whicn occurs at some designated location in the test circuit as a result
of a partial discharge.

Partial Discharge Pulse Charge: The quantity of charge supplied to the test
specimen's terminals from the applied voltage source after a oartial discharge
pulse has occurrcd. The pulse charge is often referred to as the dpparent
charge or terminal charoe. The pulse charqe is related hut not necessarily
equal to the qiidntity of .hdrge fiowinq in the local ized discharge,

Partial Discharge Pulse [nieray: The )artial discharge pulse energy is the
energy dissipated duriflg one irndivdual partial discharge.

Partial Discharge Pule R-,; tition ,•itp: The partial discharge pulse repe-
tition rate is the nurnlTer of partial dlcharqe pul•,ý- of spec ified mralnitude
per unit time.

Partial Oi-charge Pul~e Voltage: The, reak valo'-' of the voltaie pul ,e which,
if inserted in toe t,-,t c( cuit .t a trr,,inal of th1  *-st sp,(e men, would
produce a respoý r e ii thie cir-. uit em, ,1,emt to tait Ye'1,ulti n from a partial

discharge pulse withmin the s ,im fn The pulse volta te is aiso referreI to
aas the terminal r1, 1 a , '•,o v.l L' (
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Permittivity. Preferred term for aielectric constant.

pH. The measure of the acidity or alkalinity of a substance, neutrality bei g
at pH 7. Acid solutions are under 7, alkaline solutions over 7.

Phenolic Resin. A synthetic resin produced by the condensation of phenol with
formaldehyde.

Plastic. High polymeric substances, including both natural and synthetic pro-
ducts, but excluding the rubber,, that are capable of flowing under heat
and pressure at one time or another.

Plastic Deformation. Change in dimensions of an object under load that is not
recovered when the load is removed.

Plasticizer. Chemical agent added to plastics to make them softer and more
flexible.

Polarity. 1) An electrical condition determining the direction in which cur-
rent tends to flow. 2) The quality of having two opposite charges.

Polyamide. A polymer in which the structural units are linked by amide or
thioamide groupings.

Polycarbonate Resins. Polymers derived from the direct reaction between aro-
matic and aliphatic dihydroxy compounds with phosgene or by the ester
exchange reaction with appropriate phosgene derived precursors.

Polyester. A resin formed by the reaction between a dibasic acid and a
dihydroxy alcohol.

Polyethylene. A thermoplastic material composed of polymers of ethylene.

Polyisobutylene. The polymerization product of isobutylene, also called
butyl rubber

Polymer. A compound formed by polymerization which results in the che:lical
union of monomers or the continued reaction between lower molecular weight
polymers.

Polymerize. To unite chemically two or more monomers or polymers of the same
kind to form a molecule with higher molecular weight.

Polywethyl Methacrylate. A tran sparent thtermopl astic composed of polymers
of methyl methacrylate.

Polyp~ror, ylene. A plastic made by the rioyy: eri<itaion of hi(Ih-purity propylene
qai 1 itn th,- oreCince of ar, cr,' ,tallit' dtlyst at rjldtlve low prr•strPs
ani'd t (.::;•t.rd t LJr e S

Pol yI, rene. A thc r:".li1 ti c p!c.,duu.•'d by th [ olyref r i i it on of st yreute (vi nyl

Poly i mryl A§'.ta!e. A thrý,',.)ll< t ic T:aterijl c'' p.)u, of polymers of vinyl
cet tte

r ' • 1 I i . .. • " ' i • • " t , i . . . ° i . . . ... . . . .. ...
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Polyvinyl Butyral. A thermoplastic material derived from butyraldehyde.

Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC). A thermoplastic material composed of polymers of
vinyl chloride.

Polyvinyl Chloride Acetate. A thermoplastic material composed of copolymers
of vinyl chloride and vinyl acetate.

Polyvinylidene Chloride. A thermoplastic material composed of polymers of
vinyl idene chloride (1,1-dichloroethylene).

Potential. Voltage. The work per unit charge required to bring any charge
to the point at which the potential exists.

Potting. Similar to encapsulating, except that steps are taken to insure
complete penetration of all voids in the object before the resin polymerizes

Power. The time rate at which work is done; equal to W/t where W is amount of
work done in time t. Power will be obtained in watts if W is expressed in
joules and t in seconds.

Power Factor. 1) In an alternating current circuit, it is the number of watts
indicated by a watt meter, divided by the apparent watts, t;. latter being
the watts as r.2easured by a voltmeter and arneter. 2) It is the multiplier
used with the apparent watts to determine how much of the supplied power
is available for use. 3) That quantity by which the apparent watts must
be multiplied in order to give the true power. 4) Mathematicaily, the
cosine of the angle of phase difference between current and voltage applied.

Pressure. Force measured per unit area. Absolute pressure is measured with
respect to zero pressure. Gauge pressure is measured with respect to
atmospheric pressure.

Proton. A positively charged particle believed to be a nuclear constituent of
all atoms.

Pulp. Celiulose obtained from wood or other vegetable matter by cooking with
che•nical s.

Relative Humidity. Patio of the quantity of water vapor prescnt in the air to
the quanti*y which would Saturate it at any giver, temperature.

Resin. An organic substance of natural or synthetic origin characterized by
being pol ymeric in st rut. tu re and predo, inant'Iy armlorphous. Most resins,
though not all, ore of high v:'olfcular weioht and corieist of long chain or
network molecular Structure. Usual ly ri-,ins are more soluble in their
lower imole cular wtight for S.

Pesis'tancv. Property of a cordu(tto thitt di]t tri:,in, thi (AWrArent ptO(iu'('d by
da Qive(n d ffrtlr (u Of pu tt' tI Il. h, ur"l' 1'. theW pa(t)(.al unit of ru,,ivtan(e.

Resstivity. The abolity of a r ,,f1] to r ;,i)t 1) --'i, e of ele(tri(a l currt.
either throuagh it- au • or (!n d Ur 4, .1 Th, un't Uf vo nlelw resistivity
is the o -hm - , C o Jrf r r t 2, ty te ht.U
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Roentgen. The amount of radiation that will produce one electricsfatic unit
of ions per cubic centimeter volume.

Schering Bridge. An alternating current formn of wheatstone bridge, used lor
comparing capacitances or for m.easuring the phase angle cf a capacitor by
comparison with a standard capocitor.

Semiconductor. A material whose resistivity is Detween that of insulatocs
and conductors. The resistivity is often changed by light, heat, an elec.tr-ic
field, or a magnetic field. Current flow Is often achieved by transfer of
positive holes ds well as by movement of electrons. Examples include
germanium, lead sulfide, lead telluride, selenium, silicon, and silicor.
carbide, Used in diodes, photocells, thermistors, and transistors.

Sheet. Any material (conducting, insulating, or niagnetic) manufactured ill
sheet form and cut to suit in pro sing.

Shelf Life. Length of time under specified c'n ditions t;iat a material retains
its usability.

Silicone. Polymeric materials in which th'e recurring chemical group conta~ns
silic'- and oxygen atoms as links in the main chain.

So~vent. A liquid substance which dissolves other substances.

Sparkover. A disruptive discharge )et~ween electrodes of a measuring gap, such

as a sphere gap or oil testing gap.

,ýpecific Gravity. The density (mass- per unit vcilume), of any material divided

by that of water at d stand..rd terperature.

Staple Fiboers . Fibers of spinnibl e length iianUf C tilt --d direc(tlY or by cutting
continuous filaments, to short lengtn~s.

Storage Life. The period nf time during .inich ,liquid re-i: or adi* dye ca3r.

be sored anu remain suitable for use 'Also cill~ed Thelr L-ife.

Surface Creepage Vol taqe. See cr'eepiye.

Surfe-e Flashover. See V a~hoVer

Surface Leakage. Itl sass3aqe of current cvcr the t~oniia 1dy'' utio in

insul ator is di st i ngu i he l]O fc o~n :)'I t .rucgh voli. u

Surface Rei stiv it.y . Th'ý re-si 'stance, of ). iater i t d.,c -'-io opulhilt'
of a unit square rit ttscu rae SL.ria3& re~'t ivily "iv V iry wjd'.ly "Il

the (onditions of measuremcnt.

Surge. A tran i ent v, -iatiuon in the (current uujil 'r t. - in

the c irc u it.

re-3r StrenOth, 7orcf reqc ,rfhd to ini i t c orY (7 n)t i n wiit a oo tr r; v ima t er 1

undor~ ',pe( if itzc:! ord it.i on.

Toýnsi lo Strencqth . T he pal 11 iu ictr i 'cci, irei t Lrc,6: I givrn :npec 1ror.

Ther,ý.l Cnn.'ict ivi'ý P, b J i I I.w e ,v t, , ir i I )s c c d t h~t.



Tensile strength, The pulling stress required to break a given specimen.

Thermal Conductivity. Ability of a material to conduct heat.

Thermal Endurance. The time at a selected temperature tor an insulating
material or system of materials to deteriorate to some predetermined level
of electrical, mechanical, or chemical performance under prescribed con-
ditions of test.

Thermal Expansion (Coefficient of). The fractional change in length (sometimes
volume) of a material for a unit change in temperature.

Thermoplastic. A classification of resin that can be readily softened and
resoftened by heating.

Tracking. Scintillation 3f the surface of an insulator, may produce enough
heat to leave a degraded track of carbon.

Tracking Resistance. See arc resistance.

Transfer Molding. A method of molding thermosetting materials, in which the
plastic is first softened ty heat and pressure in a transfer chamber, and
then forced into a closed mold for final curing.

Tubing. Extruded non-supported plastic or elastomer materials.

Urea-Formaldehyde Resin. A synthetic resin formed by the reaction of urea
with formaldehyde. An amino resin.

Urethane. See Isocyanate Resins.

Vinyl Resin. A synthetic resin forested by the polymerization of compounds
conteining the group CH,, _-: CH-.

Viscosity. A lea sure of tie rc.' isLance of a Iluid to flow (usually through
a specific orifice).

Vol t. Unit of( elt,,troroft~ve force. It is the difference of potential reqti red
to make a currY'. • f ore1 aml;.re it1 through - resistance of one ohm.

Voltaje. The tern t;. ei l t u,. e, in place' of l t,, t • r otiye force, potent i,,
po ~en tia d !t t it' or v, ; I t, of druji to cc, ltint itt ei I, It re T

that ex ist:, t • '.t, t,. points Mr(d i , , l (0 prokf,( iw( .a ov, ,; K
rent when a clw'-'d is conrir -ti i,tte,,n t he two ol;ints

Volume Re';si tivity ' I I, If r l,(.. an C . i. . 1 i e). T he o I t -ri a r ,,i' , tin, .
between np,,.) , i ,i . o f c I I M-(1 .1 i ',l ,1 t 1 M 11.1 t• i•lt 1 , W;,FIi l Y

expre I,,! i i .... I rtý. Ii 'n ri':w d tit i' A",i Wi. . "l

Vulcm1r~izaiorr. t^, 0) ii1 i' t n in 'r ,11 t ' i (r'r tit"''. i n

I, I 11
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Water Absorption. Ratio of the weight of water absorbed by a material to the
weight of the dry material.

Wire. A conductor of round, square, or rectangular section, either bare or
insulated.

Working Life. The period of time during which a liquid resin or adhesive,
after mixing with catalyst, solvent, or other compounding ingredients,
remains usable.

Yield Strength. The lowest stress at which a material undergoes plastic
deformation. Below this stress, the material is elastic; above it, viscous.
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1. INTRODUCTION

One of the new challenges to the electrical insulation design engineer

is the application of materials to high voltage, high power aircraft com-

ponents. In aircraft, the space and volume constraints require that the high

power components be miniaturized, yet be compatible with the airplane's

thermal and mechanical environment. Added to these constraints and require-

ments are the traditional demands for minimizing weight with less insulation

and less metal, and at the same time keeping costs realistic.

There can be no miracle insulation that has ideal electrical, thermal,

and structural properties. Therefore, the insulation engineer must recogniLe

that each application has its own set of optimum insulations that satisfy all

the electrical performance, environmental, and structural constraints. For

example, capacitors require materials with high dielectric constants, whereas

insulators and feedthroughs require good structural properties with low
dielectric constant. lor insul•tion applications other than capacitors, a

low dielectric constant is ge•nerally preferred because it has low charging

current. Insulators for ,olid state devices have a different and unique

requirement --- a heat transfer rate which is uSually iot associated with lcw

electrical conductivity. These examples show that the design engineer is,

always evaluating compromises when choosing electrical insulation.

An insulation, before being adopted, should be evaluated by test. Tests

should include: (1) temperature cycling in the atmosphere in which it is to

be operated, (2) high voltage evaluation, (3) rnrv'L;ur(,eiLe t of dielectric con-

stant and loss factor, (4) verifi ,ition of tracking characteristics, (5) sur-

face resistivity rieasureicm rents, (6) voltage hr(,A dovwn ieasureient, (7) develop-

ment of models (.cU figur'ed to rtpre,,ent the cippli( at ion, otherwise the effects

of mechanical stress and t e (criviTufrI! ,Ots will not he correctly tes ted, (8)

exposure to environment, ard (9) ,ppli(,ttion of iji h(J nical ,,tr,'.es. These

tests will provide ,,wie asui;,mnt of rt,dt md irfla t Ir, tality of th!. final

assembly,

1,1 Definitionrl of "I r'.im1 ,tl '1". . 'hi( , i) tr,•t, of H'1t'i t i",r l irl i,l ot 1 s il1

to physitally 'm.jiF , - the wl, tv. it, K f .md w ritm e. the ir'.iltii
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must te composed of material.; which have very high resistivity in order to

restrict the flow of leakage current between conductors.

Gaseous, liquid, and solid insulations are in use. An insulation system

may consist of a single material, a composite structure such as a laminate,

or a combination of materials like a cable insulation system having layers of

different materials. Electrical insulation encompasses the terms "dielectrics"

and "insulators." A "dielectric" is a discrete matLrial or cldss of material

with a high resistivity. It is a non-metal used for isolating electrodes. An

"insulator" is a generic expression tor a solid material used to mechaniLally

support and electrically isolate one or more conducting elements.

1.2 Design Guide Content. Field theory and theoretical aspects of a

gaseous breakdown, insulating materials, and high voltage appiications :are

comprehensibly treated in textbooks and technical papers. ýpplicable portions

of this theory will be reviewed, and references where further detail can be

found will be noted.

Much nf thi' document is devoted to design techniques associated with

electric fieds. Partial discharges caused by the inclasion of voids in

dielectrics is treated --- application as well as the theoretical aspects of

a perfect hole embedded in an ideal block of insulation is discussed. The

effects of external gas pressure and of the gas content within the voids is
also discussed for specific applications.

Electric properties of insulation are discussed. Specifically, (1) di-

electric strength, (2) resistance to corona, creepage and tracking, (3) voltage

gradients generated between various electrode configurations, and (4) the

utilization factors plotted for the most conmon electrode configurations.

All these data are useful for quick preliminary evaluations of insulation

designs.

One of the last two sections in this guide dwcr ibes testing, test

equipiment, and the use of incipient failure detectiL, devices. The other

sect1 X1 ip i uw!(ThMUn failure merhaniss ifl S dl ociatod w;th equipment insuiation

and puý,J~hle solutions. >,.urce's Of mu•,. detailed data dud aralyticial te(:h-

niquies ore cited thuoujhout the, text-
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2. BACKGROUND

There are three important procedures for high density, high voltage,

high power airborne equipment dielectric design and packaging. These pro-

cedures are:

e The design should make use of high quality materials designed within

the electrical and mechanical stress limits of the materials.

* Circuit ind component materials should be modeled and proven adequate

for the design by electrical and mechanical testing. These tests

should be used to determine the electrical, mechanical, and chemical

characteristics and compatibility of parts and equipment and not as

a failure tool after insulation failure.

0 All parts, components, and assemblies should be fabricated in clean

rooms by personnel knowledgeable in clean room procedures.

2.1 Program Plan and Requirements. High voltage high power equipment

in future airplanes will operate in the 3,000 to 250,000 volt region, which

is considerably higher than previously experienced in aircraft equipment.

The consequences of a high-voltage breakdown on a mission need not be elab-

orated on here. The important point is that every high-voltage insulation

failure in the past could have been prevented by thoroughly specified require-

ments, carefully conducted design, and adequate and properly planned testing

to demonstrate that all requirements are-met. Particularly troublesome are

interfaces where equipment and responsibilities meet.

High-voltage circuit and component insulation must be analyzed by spe-

cialists, particul.irly when temperature cycling, high-density packaging and

high-power equipm,,nt are involved. For example, consider components which

are subjected to environmental and electrical testing prior to flight. During

testing, the components may be electrically overstressrd, connected and re-

connected, the cables flexed and vibrated, and occasionally some parts mAy be

exposed to hr'ýtiie funMes and te'mper, tures. These mechanical , chemical , and

electrical stresses dglrade. el c(.tr cal insýuldation. The '.pecialis t must show

by analyses, tests, or test sirnilaritieS, that stressing p)roduces ins ignifi-

cant materials degradation adr] his little impuoct on the life of the insulation.

Improperly tested curnorn ts must be fu ither analyzed and/or retested to show

fi ightworthiness.

15
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It is essential that the (1) insulation materials, (2) test requirements,

and (3) specifications be developed prior to hardware fabrication.

2.2 Requirements Specification. Each item of equipment in an airplane
must (1) perform its function, and (2) not interfere with other equipment or

systems on the airplane or a companion airplane, when two or more airplanes

are involved. For a mission to be successful from both standpoints, the

equipment must be correctly specified and must meet specified requirements.

An important initial part cf a high-voltage high-power design is the
specification of requirements which defines the mission temperature-pressure

profile, operating time, voltages, types of enclosures, and the electrical

characteristics of nearby materials and equipment. Included must be the

testing, storage, and all pertinent military, NASA, and public standards and

specifications.

Occasionally, d specification or standard- has inadequate electrical or

environmental test requirements. Then deviations, deletions, and/or additions
must be written. For exanple, the tests in the military specification for

transformers 1, MIL-T-27, are inadequate to ferret out pinholes and voids in

the electrical insulation of low voltage transformers and inductors.

2.3 Planning_ a__High-,Voltage Program. A program plan is a necessary

element that bridges the requirements specification to the specifications
that define the system, equipment and circuits as shown in Figure 1. This

program plan should include pre-flight testing, storage, and airplane constraints.

A good high volt'Age program plan includes a requirements plan and a design-

and-test-plan. The requirements plan (Figure 2) includes evaluation of his-

torical data applicable to the equipment and the airplane, operational constraints,

and the test and test equipment requiremnimts. Historical data fo) aerospace
2

equipment operating at voltaycs up to 10 kilcvults is abundant. l ikewise,

materials, designs, ond ;anufaoLtrimintg t •rm i (uS for this vol tage req ion are

I. "Tr,r,csfuorers a3nd Indu t or>; (Audio, Pou,,,m and Iijh -vPco r Pulse) General
Spt- iticatiorn For", Mlt.-[-.'[), Apr: i, P1 /4

2. J. C. Sutto ri , d ,,rn, rSpa ( rift Hig h Volt<,gje Pot.r i";.upply Con-
structi I ,, " i A',;, i t t I )/I'7,1O , Guddir d i ite I i(ht ( rL, r , G( t ' b-i b e It KI.

Apr I, I
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readily available. For voltages over 10 kilovolts information is scarce, and

research and development tailored to the constraints and requirements unique

to the airplane and equipment aboard the airplane is often needed.

High voltage testing becomes hard to define for several reasons. First,

the supplier ot electronic components may lack some test equipment or test
experience within his design organization, necessitating compromises in the
hierarchy of testing; second, there are several levels of testing to be per-

formed with difficult-to-evaluate options on when to perform what tests;
third, test equipment sensitivity is affected by the equipment being tested
and the connection thereto. Some equipment and experiments can actually be

designed to test themselves All thpse elements must be defined in the require-
ments plan by the equipment designer, and his customer, before preliminary

design review.

SPECIFICATION 
COMPONENT AND

REQUIRIMENTS Rl)JPLN- SPEC!FICAT IONS1

REU 1MNSHARDWARE •
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2.4 Design-and-Test Plan. A design-and-test plan should be developed

for each high voltage component aboard the airplane. It should contain the

constraints and requirements that affect the design; for example, pressure,
temperature, and outgassing products other than air.

Testing should be time sequenced with other phases of the high voltage

system development such as design, materials selection and application, and

packaging, to avoid delays and costly overruns from improper application of

a specific material. The design and test plan, shown in Figure 3, requires

that the insulating and conducting materials be selected and tested early in

the program to establish their adequacy and life-stress capability.

Dense parts packaging, where mechanically stressed insulation must with-

stand wide temperature variations, are particularly important to watch. Some

insulations crack when subjected to temperatures lower than -20 C, and with

high electric fields between parts, cracked insulation is a precursor to
3

partial discharges and ultimate failures.

I

I

3. W.G DunLar, Higjh Vo taiJ e Cc,,r,.•tionc for [1 i(ht Vehicles," Proc 9th
Inter'-ociit-ty [rfýýr" y i f r -• t 'i ,r•ng C'mnfCu n e, SV C n Fr nc i co,
California, i'ýJuu t 1 /l, pp
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S3 FrUNDAMEN[ALS OF INSULATIONS

Changes in insulation properties resulting from electric field
and temperature variations, mechnical stress, and surface contact with

electrodes are fundamental contributors to voltage breakdown. The designer
dealing with these changes in insulation properties needs to understand

certain fundamental characteristics of insulation behavior. Basic theory

of gas, liquid, and solid insulation is provided to an appropriate depth

in this section. Excellent texts on dielectric phenomena are listed as
References 4 through 8.

3.1 Gases. Much has been written about the theory of gas breakdown,
and data obtained under a variety of conditions has been published (References

9 through 17). A brief review and discussion of this theory follows.

4ý W.R. Smythe, Static and Dynamic ElectriMcit, McGraw-Hill Book Co.,
New York, N.Y., 1968.

5) J.D. Stratton, Electromagnetic Theory, McGraw-Hill Book Co., New York,
I N.Y.. 1941.

6) E. Weber, Electromagnetic Fields, John Wiley and Sons, Inc., New York,
N.Y., 1950.

7) A.R. Von Hippel, Dielectric Materials and Application, John Wiley and
Sons, Inc., 1954.

8) E.W. Greenfield, !ntroduction _to fDielectr½c Theor_ and Measuremenr.ts_,
College of Engineering, Washingtor, State University, Pullwan, Washington,
1972.

9) J.M. Meek and J.D. Cragq(s, Flectrical Breakdown of Gases, Oxford
University Press, t^,enHou'e, London, Enqland, 9533.

10) L.B. Loeb, F 1le, tri I.Co Co rona s,, Univtr-sity of Califrornia Press, Berkeley,
California, 1960'.

11) J.D. Cobine, G ;,fou5 (C ondu ( tor -, •,e'w York, New Yor 6 , Dover, 1958.

12) A. Von Ingel , Io i{d ().a%-es, I :ndo, Ox IforJ Uniw, rs ity Press , 1955.
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J.S. Townsend proposed his theory of gas breakdown in the early
1900's. 1 8  Much has since been added, but his original work is still the

basis for most studies.

When an electrical potential is impressed across a gas, a small
pre-breakdown current can be measured because free electrons drift from the

cathode or negative electrode to the anode or positive electrode. At low

potential the apparent circuit resistance is high because the electrons

collide with neutral gas molecules in the gap. Some electrons find their

way to the anode due to the elasticity of the collisions. As the potential
is raised, electron velocity is increased, and some electrons gain sufficient

energy to ionize the gas by collision, separating molecules into new free
electrons and positive-ion pairs. The new free electrons are accelerated and

ionize more molecules generating electrons at an expoential rate with

respect to applied voltage. This process, called avalanche breakdown of

the gas, is shown in Figure 4, where the pre-breakdown current is labeled
"recombination." Recombination is where the electrons released from a

cathode by background radiation, for example, a cosmic ray, tend to return
to the cathode by back diffusion and because of the space change field, The

region labeled "secondary ionization" is where the initiating electrons (NO)

cause a ionizations per unit distance traveled through the field. The number

13) F.L. Jones, Ionization and Bredkdown of Gases, John Wiley and Sons,
New York, New York, 1957.

14) F. Llewellyn-Jones, The Glow Discharge, Methuer and Co., Ltd., London,
England, 1966.

15) L.B. Loeb, Basic Processes of GaSseous E lectronics, 2nd Edition,
University of CaPress, Berkeley, Coflforriia, 1960.

16) F.M. Penning, Electrical Br-eakhlown of Gas"es , MacMillan Company, Now
York, N.Y., 195/.

17) G.P. Thomson, Cordu (tion of .fictr ci ity Thvnui(L h Gdoses, CaiiIridge
University Press, Vci. 2, 3r-d i td It. n, tcnun n, Lnqland, 1928.

18) J.S. To;. vscnd, rhLtriCi_- in__C,;.S_, Oxford LIniversity Press, london,
England, 1914.
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Secondary
IonizationL a Breakdown

Applied All ions
Voltage Collected I

Recombination

FIGURE 4. VOLTAGE-CURRENT CHARACTERISTIC FOR A GAS
IN A UNIFORM ELECTRIC FIELD

of electrons (N) reaching the anode at a distance d is then

N =N oid (3.1)

0

Further increase in applied voltage puts us in the breakdown

region where additional electrons are released principally by positive

ion bombardment of the cathode. This condition is describe-d by the sequence

of events sho,.n in Figure 519 Townsend's criterion for breakdown is

Y (e" 6 -l)1 (3.2)

19) W. H. Krebs and A.ý C. Peed, I1 ow P ue sre Elec,,t r icalI 0is cha1rge ~tudi es
STL / TR- 59 -0000 -0(493 1 , Ai r irc)Y(e Con t r ic t 0'4 (64A 7) -30)9 , PC-(embernr 19 59.
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Where Y is the secondary Townsend coefficient and 6 is the path in the

direction of the field in centimeters.

Three mechanisms for releasing electrons from a cold cathode

are:

Cosmic Ray foms first electron-ion pair

jQ d electro

lead pair-s-rornie n gd.I

( . r(e d-1) cd, elect1 oný

ad
Y(e -1) electrons _ _,__"

-IkeV

thod " '--•ed ?2(eldl )2e delectron: Anode

""- 
-) 

(, ,

_ -J -]-- _

~6

FIGURE 5. DERIVATION OF TOWNSEND'S BREAKDOWN CRITERION
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o Arriving positive ions strike the cathode,

o Light radiation falls on the cathode.

o Light results from excitation of molecules by collision

with electrons which do not have enough energy to produce

ionization.
o A metastable molecule, ,,h~ch cv,-31d from an electron-molecule

collision, diffuses back to the cathodc kFigure 5).

3.1.1 Electroneqative Gases. Elements having outer rings deficient

of one or two electrons form molecules and compounds which are able to capture

free electrons, forming heavy and relatively in'anobile negative ions. The

negative charge of such an ion equals the number of free electrons captured.
Gases forming such ions, callcd electronegative gasps, have high dielectric

strength because the heavy ions arrest the formation of electrical discharges

normally initiated by mobile electrons. The number of dttaching collisions
made by one electron drifting one centimeter in a field is the attachment co-

efficient n. The criterion for breakdown in an electronegative gas is

Y•- _ [ - _ '1 (3.3)

uases with oxygen arid halogen atom,; are electronegative and

hence good insulators, in contrast to hydrorarbon and noble gases. Some

electronegativf oases are sul fIr hexafluoride (SF6 ) dichlorodifluorowethane

(C C1l• perfliucroprop i ne (C .3), F perfluorobhLtine (C F.o), hexa f Iuoroethene

(C2 F6 ), chiloropen ta flu,)ro(j t borie (C j.iF5), di(,hI rft ,tr, f1uoroethano (C ,.Cl2F 4 )

and tetrjfIu-r(,!, -thane (CF 4 )

These gases are chb.yira'!Iv irnot .!nd have rjood therma,.l st.abiity

but can decompose chenihcal l' 4den o>iej';,<d to p.rt ial di mch.r<les or Thc¶. The

products of de(i o•po,.itior, ,:' (, ft.ii t.,,ic ax td vorr ie.

3.1.2 1 Coron,. I oet JO c rit. t. •, ; oiriahol ci rOna in ther 1

follcwirni ifarvo,:r. " fiy,. t a t, r ,tiv,.y low -. rc,, the !urinous

low current, , t.,,ke or . "' i-ý frJ, .:•,,,, ,,f",,

:- - .: w i #• : .. . •: • : s .•• = -i • . ...: -• : •':" • , . . .• . .. , . .. • . . . .. ' : -' = . ... . ..... .. . .. .. . ... .. ... .. .



spots, haloes, coronas, brushes, str2amers, etc. In consequence, these

luminous manifestations gave to the phenomena the general name, coronas. It

comes from the French word couronne, literally crown, which typifies one of

the various forms observed. This expression, corona, will be used to

describe the general class of luminous phenomena appearing associated with

the current jump to some microamperes at the highly stressed electrode pre-

ceding the ultimate spark breakdown of th gap. Where observed, the sudden

current jump, usually just preceding the initial appearance of the corona

and the associated value cf the potential, will be designated as the corona

threshold. The threshold for the appearance of a corona form may be further

classified in terms of the characteristic phenomenon or mechanisms associated

with it, such as the burst pulse threshold, the streamer threshold, the

Trichel pulse threshold, or the glow discharge threshold. The current at

many such thresholds is pulsating or intermittent in nature. Depending on

the geometry and the spectroscopic nature of the gas, the intermittent or

pulsed thresholds may not show luminosity in all cases. If the potential is

raised on the order of some hundreds of volts above threshold, the frequencies

of the intermittent pulses become so great that they merge to a nearly steady

but slig~tly fluctuating current. Transition from intermittent to the steady

state is sometimes sharp and is described as the onset of steady corona.
Above the onset of steady corona there will be a limited region, in which

current increases nearly proportional to potential increase. This is called

the Ohm's law regime. After this the current increases more rapidly tnan

potential, that is, parabolically, eventually leading to a complete spark

breakdown, which will be so designated."

Corona is res.erved for disscharquo in gase, around a conductor

[are or inoulatea, remIote from any ot•er condurcteor. Corona 0,hould riot be -,

fused with parti,il discharges, ionization or breakd(own. Partial di scharie'.

are electric discharoe, which only partially bridge the insulation between (:on.

duc tory. These di, chriir. ,,y, or nay not, o((ur adjacent to a conductor

lonia ,ion de,.nt iL, tL i ny pro(,c..'., preodac inl positive or nt.qati ve ions, cr

ele(trurot,. f re, u lvne rtl aU..: or jO!t,(- l J!- U , anid 'he ld ri ot be used to denote

1.1,11 t i,' d .i •(_ L ,

3.1.3 dt._ , . .. Llý Lrti .du,. v lt,',r of a Unitef ri.-fiel(d I d p in

•' = lI =• ' | i " i 'i' " " • I t • n ' , •, • . . • *.. . . ... .. ... . ..... ..... .. ......



a gas can be plotted to relate the voltage to the product of the gas pressure

times the gap length. This is known as Paschen's law curve. The law may
be written in the general form

V = f(pd)

where pis the gas density, and d is the distance between parallel plates.

In words, Paschen's law states: "As gas density is increased

from standard temperature and pressure, the voltage breakdown is increased

because at higher densities the molecules are packed closer, and a higher

electric field is required to accelerate the electrons to ionizing energy

within the mean free path. The voltage breakdown decreases as gas density

is decreased from standard pressure and temperature because the longer mean

free path permits the electrons to gain more energy prior to collision. As

density is further decreased, the voltage breakdown decreases until a minimum

is reached."

As density is further reduced to values less than the Paschen

law minimum, the voltage breakdown rises steeply because the spacing between

gas molecules becomes so large that although every electron collision produces

ionization, it is hard to achieve enough ionizations to sustain the chain

reaction. Finally, the pressure becomes so low that the average electron

travels from one electrode to the.other without colliding with a molecule.

This is why the minimum breakdown voltage varies with gas density and

spacing. Examples of Paschen-law curves for several gases are shown in

Figure 6.

The pressure corresponding to minimum breakdown depends on the

spacing of the electrodes; for a 1-centimeter spacing at room temperature

this pressure occurs at about 100 Paýcals. One rascal is equal to one newton

per square meter or 7.5x10i3 torr. A representativeŽ mninimum for air is 326
volts d.c. For a contact spacing of one centimeter at standard atmospheric

conditiens the breakniown voltdge is 31 kilovolts.

Voltage breakdown, under noniicil condio,.n r, had no sha•irply defined

startin'ý vol ta,'e beiuause its init iatiojJ d0f)t. an an Cxts,rrln sýnurce of

'27
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Ionization. There is generally a time delay between the application of
voltage and breakdown. This time delay varies statistically and is a
function of the difference between the applied voltage and the "critical
voltage." Ultra-violet and higher-energy radiation will reduce the time
delay conqiderably.

Paschen-law curves for non-uniform fields become difficult to predict
because the effective gap length is not easily defined.

3.1.4 Penning Effect. Penning 1 6 discovered that if a trace (much less
than one percent) of a gas such as argon was mixed into a gas such as neon, a
large reduction in the breakdown voltage occurred. This is caused by the
metastable neon atoms ionizing the argon atoms. Gas mixtures having this
characteristic are helium-argon, neon-argon mixtures, helium-mercury, and
argon-iodine. Airplane compartments containing helium must be kept free of
argon to prevent the possibility of low voltage breakdown.

3.1.5 Breakdown of Gases. Of the gases proposed for pressurizing
electrical equipment some can be rejected on the basis of low breakdown
voltage, and others on the basis of toxic or corrosive decomposition products.
The potentials required for voltage breakdowns in gases at the minimum
pressure-spacing condition (Paschen-law minimum) and between parallel plates
spaces one centimeter apart at pressure, are listed in Table 1.

Of these gases sulfur hexafluoride is generally the preferred gas
because it is stable, electronegative, and easily obtained. Sulfur hexa-
fluoride (SF6 ) gas is used in compact switching equipment, substations, cables,
and other commercial high voltage equipment. It should be the first gas con-
sidered for high-voltage airplane equipment when component density and other
criteria suggest that a gas-pressurized installation is best.

Non-Uniforrml Fields. The utilization factor is defined as the ratio
of the average to the maximum gradient across a gap. The minimun sparkover
for a non-uniform field. Vs, is given by the relationship

'19



Vs = ng9Es (3.4)

Where E. is the sparkover gradient and g is the gap dimension. Where n is a

function of the electrode geometry and material, and can be calculated for practical

configurations such as shown in Figure 7. An example of a breakdown-voltage curve

is shown in Figure 8. Equations for the breakdown of SF6 bet ween the

electrodes in Figure 7 are given in Tables 2 and 3. The equations in Table 2 are

empirical, except for equations 8 and 9 which were theoretically derived. 20 ' 2 1
22

Experimental work by Azer and Comsa developed the effect of radius of

TABLE I

BREAKDOWN VOLTAGE BETWEEN BARE ELECTRODES SPACED
ONE CENTIMETER

Minimum at Critical Breakdown Voltage
Pressure Spacjn__ at I Atmosphere

Volts Volts Kilovolts Kilovolts

Gas (a.c. rms) {4J _.a.c.) _ _d.c._

Air 223-230 315 23 33

Ammonia --- --- 18.5 26

Argon 196 280 3.4 4.8

Carbon Dioxide 305 430 24 28

Freon 14 340 480 22.8 32

Freon 114 295 420 64 90

Freon 115 305 430 64 90

Freon 116 355 500 ....

Freon C 138 320 450 ....

Helium 132 lP 1.3 1.63

Hydroqen 205 292 12 17

Nitrogen 187 265 22.8 32

exy pen 310 440 ..

SuIfur ri; a f 1 uc rl i,( 3(6 520 67

30
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120

100 F6

80

4nF

25.

Space (cm)

FIGURE 8. BREAKDOWN VOLT1AGE CURVES OF GASES BETWEEN A HEMISPHERICALLY-

ENDED ROD, OF 0.1 IN. DIAMETER, AND A ISPHERE OF 1 .0 IN.
DIAMETER. THE GAS PRESSURE IS 1 ATM.

curvature on the breakdown vo.tage of SF6 between 2 centimeter round rods.

Breakdown curves from their work appears in Figure 9.

20) J.M. Mattingley and H.M. Pyan, "Correlatior, of IPreakdown Gradijents
in Compressed Air and SF6 for Nonunifofii ;'it'ds," Cont. on Elec.
Insul ation and Dielectric Phenomena, 19"13 Annual fzeport., Nat ional
Academy of Sciences, Wasýhingtont D.C., 1973 pp 1222-233.

21) I .D. Chalmers anid D. 3. Tedford , "Spark Breakdown Phenomena in
Air and SF aL Hi q Values of pd" , Conf . on I - cc. In-sul ati on
and Eflelec~r cý Phenemena , 1971 Aninual Report. Naitional Academny
of Science2s, 1.ashirngton, D.C., 1911 pp 136-.140.

22) A.A. Azer and R.P. Cnmsa , "Inflk tence of Field floriuni m-iniity oil
The Breakdo-ein Ch.)YracterYistics, Of (ILJlf ur- Hlxt'X uo(r ide", 1H [F
Trrans . on Elec. Insul at i)a, ','0 . [1-8, No. 4, Dec. 1 93 pp 136- 142
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•Ln

150

" 120 kg/cm absolute

S90 Frequency: 60 Hz

60

6" 30

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

RADIUS OF CURVATURE, mm

FIGURE 9, BREAKDOWN VOLTAGE AT 60 HZ

Dielectric coated electrodcs have higher oreakdown voltage than

do bare electrodes.23 Experimental Figures 10 and 11 show measured

breakdown voltages for polyurethane-coated and anodized-aluminum electrodes

for the gas pressures and thicknesses indicated. This technique for

increasing breakdown voltage is not recommended unless the coating

materials are given sufficient life testing and the coating process is

hld to a very tight tolerance. The use of coatings applied to the

electrodes can be recommended for improving the safety margin. However,

a coating that becomes unbonded will flakt or blister, lowering the

breakdown voltage to values lower than that of bare electrodes

The effect of particles entrapped between electrodes was denmnstrated

by placing small spheres or short tubes between energized electrodes by

Cookson and Wootton.24 25 Smll rrrqt of retveer coax

23) D.J. Chee-Hirnc; jrld ",. F). Sr-i ltdva, "Ir, llat'ion Pv'rforrtiance of
Diel]ectric- Cuted Ilt tr . , in .u]hurluorlde Gat, I ,,, ]
Trans. on [1 ,c. Ir,,ulatiorn, Vol. [I -10, No. 4, [)eP .''mbt.r 1975
pp 119-124.
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conductors (Figure 12) shows that the breakdown voltage decreases as

the length is increased.

*Clean* SF6  'Contaminated' SF6

Soo 6.8 x 1,Nr 5 2 s 2

3i 3.4 x 10 N/m 1.7 X 10
5
N/rm 

2  
1.7 x 10 5N/mr

4001 ~ L 1.6 mm Ion -.3.2 mmn long 52

Sl# mm long

b- 300 7

! .K 100" II / ."( --- d-- 0 .457

SI;." -- -/
/L

PARALLEL PL;/,E GAP, cm

FIGURE 12. AC BREAKDOWN VOLTAGE-GAP CHARACTERISTICS IN SF6

T 6I

WITH COPPER PARTICLES OF VARIOUS LENGTH

This explains why ý;niall particules between energized electrodes
I decrease the breakdown voltage %iqnif~cantly. In more recent work on

the same subject , using nitrog~en ari SF 6 mixtures, they found that

24) A. H. Cookson and 0. Furi,ýh "Motion of Spherical Particles and AC Breakdown
in. Compressed1 SýFf,," CoFnf. on Elec. Insulation and Dielectric Phenom-ena,
1971 Annual Report, Naitional Academny of Sciences, Washington, D.C. pp 129-

135.

25) A. H. Cookson and RJ[. V:oottoi, ","article-Initiatcd AC arid DC Breakdown
in Co p -s e •, Inrfe!-,F- "'ixturvs," Conf. on F:lec.

Insulation ,•nd ýi,(:ri Iiru'•:,na, 1',373 Anihuol F, port, Naitional Academy

of Sciences, Washinqtý)n, D).('. pý: iý4-2-11.
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the addition 3f 10 to 20% SF6 to nitrogen raised the dielectric break-

down strenqth of the oressurized mixture to over 80 percent of that of

pure SF 6 . This phenomenon could reduce the cost of the insulating gas,

if it holds true for lower pressures of N2 -SF 6 mixtures--say 2 to 4

atmospheres--which would be safe for airplane installations.

3.1.6 Voltage Transients and Time Laq, The statistical time

lag is the time needed for a triggering electron to appear in a gas

filled gap. The tip of a breakdown streamer travels at about 108 cm/s.
The return stroke is somewhat faster. This implies that streamer break-

dovm should occur within 10- s after application of breakdown potential,

provided adequate triggering electrons are pre.ent.

The time to breakdown varies with applied voltage, the gas pressure,

the electrode configuration, and the spacing between electrodes. Curves

showing the ratio impulse voltage to steady-state breakdown voltage for

three electrode configurations in air at one atmosphere pressure are

shown in Figure 13. These curves show that very fast, short-duration

transients (less than 10 nanoseconds) will not cause breakdown at over-

voltages less than 150 percent of steady-state breakdown voltage. Slow

transients (less than one microsecond duration) require 105 to 110 percent

of steady-state voltage for breakdown. Thus, the transient voltage peak

and duration are an important element in estimating the probiability of

breakdown between electrodes of known configuration.

3.2 Solid Insulation, Ideally, a soliJ insulation has ,io con-

ductive elements, no voids or cracks, and has uniform dielectric properties.

Practical insulations have thickness variations, may shrink with temperature

and age, may have some deposited conductive elements, and their aielectric

properties change with temperature, frequency, and mechanical stresses.

In aircraft applications the environmental and electrical stresses

vary as a function of titre; soiMe indt, pendently, others dependcrnt upon eich

other. These variations make it difficult to select an ide-l insflation

for a specific application. Further.ore, it i-n't possible to extrapolate

the operation of a second or u ný-t,';ratiun device based upon the pt rfor-

38
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FIGUR<E 13. PHtATION' BFTWEENh FCWtATI VE TIME AMID IN~PULSE RATIO
F OR VAFýIOUS' GA' fi.G7HS AND GAS PP.FSSLURE IN A
NEGA[IVL POI11-SF EkR:GA IN AIR.

mrance ofl -: fir';-t p r(-era tion device. for instlnce , the corrpos it iur of

materials vdritis from Latch-to-ta tch , donL the cleanliness and m~rner of

handl ing and ianUjl f~.ir inrt in a prouclut ion fa~ iiity .ir-c not the samc, a,, in

a prototype .,p, All these nat ters mn' t le conffldered whJen developny~i an

insulation for rtr'hiqh-vol tdi(;e Iprouct.

The pert itirut f'li-nv 1 ndeito Li alc a t eels tics of sýC'lI d

insulations aet-d,. s
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Dielectric strength, dielectric constant and the dissipation factor

are the most readily measured electrical perperties. Dielectric strengths

and dielectric constants are well documented for nigh voltage materials.

Less data is available on the dissipation factor, also called loss tangent

(tan 6), which is defined as:

tan = =1 (3.5)

where o is the ac conductivity, and w is the frequency in radians/s and

Q = 2w average energy stored per half cycle (3.6)
energy dissipated per- half cycle

Dissipation factor and dielectric constant both vary with frequency

and temperature, a characteristic that should not be overlooked.

For a lossy dielectric, its admittance, Y, may be written

Y = G - jB (3.7)

and for vacuum as a dielectric,

Y = G 4 JB
0 0 0

but G = 0 in a vacuum, then0

Y/Yo BB z jG/Bo k* = k - jk" (3.9)

This ratio k* is called the complex dielectric constant or permittivity.

The quantity

B/B° C/O/C° C/Cz k' (3.10)

and

G/Go = C/W! :oO/Co k P (3.11)

where C - capacitance.

A dielectric mnay have four abrupt changes in dielectric constant, the

lowe st va iue be i ng at h i ghr,-.. frequency and the hi ghest value being at very

low frequency, ,omcut imes cloe',- to dc (Figure 14). Changes in the real part

of the dielectric constant, C., are assoclnted with -ignificant chonge in the

imaginary part of tho dlectr uinýolint, -Pk" or loss tangent.
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The sharp decreases in dielectric constant of course occur when

the relaxation time of the particular polarization involved becomes

equal or less than the periodicity of the applied field. That is when

T . nder such circumstance the polarization has time to get wellF. 1

under way and contribute to the polarizability. Conversely, when T>>--,

the field reversals are tco rapid anid a polarization with that time con-

stant mechanism cannot contribute to polarizability o-, what is the same

thing, to the observed dielectric constant. In general , c is effective

up to several thousand cycles per second; rid can be effective from 104 up

to 1012 1z, and even this wide range can be increased further into the

low frequrncy area by reducino temperatures; La sho.,s up in the infra-red

spectrum and cl in the opt;cal reqgion and above.

A hit)h loss tanofent Ieans tKc dielectric wi Il' hcatt when volt a3(e is

app 1 d1 , so the therr-al codu t ivi tY of te 1 sa tter"ial mu1,t he determined

and a heaL-bdhlonc,.ý calculation 'u,.,t !.he ' id- to i ( Li t. inslat on hut-

s•ot tperature¶.. Hot rputs arc v.err te& iou]la,ltion life will first be

e"> h:a u ted.
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Frequency determining electronic circuits, if operated near the

frequency singularities, can be affected by fluctuating interelectrode

capacitance changes. Good reference material about this phenomena can

be found in References 26 and 27.

3.2.2 ?'laterials Data Pamphlets. When selecting an insulating

material for a high voltage application, the right data seems to be hard

to find. Mechanical and chemical data are usually abundant but too often

the available electrical data is a simple tabulation of constants, with

no hint of how these constants will vary. Most published data needs to

be adjusted or translated into the application at hand.

The electrical properties of polyimide film (Kapton) are shown in

Table 5. These variations in dielectric strength, dielectric constant,

dissipation factor, volume resistivity, surface resistivity, and corona

susceptibility are described below for Kapton H, a DuPont polyimide which

is often used as a high-voltage insulation in aircraft. Throughout this

paragraph English units of measurement are used to preserve consistency

with the manufacturer s published data sheets.

Dielectric Strerrith. Typical values for the dielectric strength of
Kapton H range from 7000 V/mil for a 1-mil film to 3600 V/nil for a 5-mil

0film, at 60 Hz, beti.,een 1/2-inch diameter electrodes in 23 C air at one

atmosphere pressure for one minute. These dielectric strengths are based
on the statistical averaae breakdown of carefully manufactured polyimide

films having the indicated thicknofss. ihese values cannot be used in

equipment design bec3use:

Films vary in thickn-ess within manufacturing tolerances.

The composition of ýdpton-H varies.

The opceratino ter',perature will not be 23(C

26) A.R. Von hippel, t)ir ltct ic >aterials anwl Appli(ctions. John Wiley
and Scons, Ir.c., Nev York, , tew York, 1D94.

27) F.W. gr#,rfieI d, Intr l i ! . to [ ielf( t ric Th'o'rv and ,.,eaurment s
Wash i nd ton Stat i .r; i ty , Pull"an, I, I, rlntorl , 1 l/2.
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TABLE 5

TYPICAL ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF POLYMIDE FILM AT

23 0 C AND 50% RELATIVE HUMIDITY

TEST TEST
PROPERTY TYPICAL VALUE CONDITION METHOD

Dielectric Strength
1 mil 7,000 v/mil 60 cycles ASTM
2 mil 5,400 v/mil k" electrodes D-149-61
3 mil 4,600 v/mil
5 mil 3,600 v/mil

Dielectric Constant
I mil 3.5 1 kilocycle ASTM
2 mil 3.6 0-150-59T

3 rmil 3.7
5 roml 3.7

Dissipation Factor
I mil .0025 1 kilocycle ASTM
2 mil .0025 D-150-59T
3 mil .0025
5 mil .0027

Volume Resistivity
1 mil 1 x 017Oohirm-cm 125 volts ASTM
2 mil 8 x 10 1ohm-cm 0-257-61

3 mil 5 x lO17ohm-cm
5 mil I x 10'ohm-cm

Corona Threshold Voltage
1 mil 465 ,olts 60 cycles ASTM
2 mil 550 volts V electrodes 1868-61T
3 mil 630 volts
5 mil 800 volts

5 mil H/2 mil FEP/
5 mil H/12 mil varnish 1,600 volts

Voltage trilns •nts must ue considered.

Field ,trcss. .,*i!.h oehh r .,iectrde shapes iS diffcrent.

The end-of-lite dielectric strength is lower.

A mor'e comtple'tv definition of the u11-1ctric stb nqth of Kapton-H

is prov id ,d in F iqu• es 1), 1f., ano 17. The efof,(t of temperatur, on di-

Clectri( strenith is, ,hown n i;tur-, 1'. In 11ir-raft apdt lt iatiore thia

hiqh-st oLt.ratin tt'' v'e riturt for a ur-it is u''u,jly ,pv(e Ifwj d, for ,.xn'pl.
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as 800 C. This is not the insulation design value! The insulation design

temperature must be that of the hottest point within the equipment. An

electrically insulated heat-generating element will operate at a tempera-
? ture which is sufficiently hotter than ambient to drive the generated heat

through the insulation. For instance, the hot spot within the slot insu-

lation of an electrical machine may be 20°C higher than the nominal

temperature in the machine. Such "hot spots" are created by high current

densities in wiring and heat generating mechanisms in the insulation it-

self. It Is obvious from Figure 15 that an extra 20°C may lower the

dielectric strength considerably when the insulation is either thin or

operated at temperatures above 200°C.

Relative humidity also affects the dielectric strength of Type-H

Kapton as shown in Figure 16. For this reason, very high-voltage equipment

is often packaged in sealed containers back-filled with a dry dielectric gas

such as sulfur hexafluoride. Generally, insulation in dry gas has higher

dielectric strength than in moist gas. Dielectric strength tests are usually

made at near 50% relative humidity.

Many insulations outgas into the surrounding media with time and heat.

Often one of the outgassing products is water, which will r3ise the relative

humidity of the gas and may even contribute to the formation of acids in

the enclosure.

Most insulation test samples are either I mil or 5 mils thick. In

high voltage work, thin insulation doesn't have enough dielectric strength

so composite insulations having several layers of thin insulation are re-

quired. The dielectric strengtn of insulation decreases with thickness,

as shown in Figure 1).

Total area of insulation is a factor often neglected in literature

and data sheets. For areas of a few square centimeters, the effect is

small, usually requiring less than 5' derating. For large areas, the

required derating is considerable, as shown in Figure 18. This loss of

dielectric strength is caused by rYiuq4hness of electrode surfaces and non-

unifonr thickness of the mtnnufactur-ed insulation.
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Insulation Life. Finally, the most important factor in high voltage

insulation design is the life of the material. Each year many technical
papers are published on the measurement of life factors, the deviations

associated with the test data, and the preconditioning of test samples.

All these significant factors must be considered. However, the designer

often has difficulty in finding data other than from one minute tests at
023 C and 60 Hz between 1/2 inch diameter electrodes. Such tests tell little

about the long-life characteristic of the material. The life of Type-H
Kapton Polyimide is shown in Figure 19 for film exposed and not exposed

to partial discharges. With the exposed samples, partial discharges were

present whenever the initiation voltage of 465 volts was exceeded.

The characteristic life of a material can be evaluated as a function

of temperature when available data are plotted as an Arrhenius plot with

long life on the abscissa and the reciprocal of the absolute temperature

on the ordinate (Vfgire 20). Life as a function of temperature is deter-
mined by ,measuriinu the breakdown at 50 percent of thfe one-minute level.

Data for the Iife-te'Umperature plot is taler, as follows: i) numerous samples

are kept at constant test te;np,,r4?'ures, 2) periodicz.lly a few samples are

withdrawn and their breaItokrn voltfmes are measured, 3) when the statisti-

cally developed brrakdown voltqe of the withdrawn ý.ariples is 50 percent

of the initial one-miriute breaLdown ,,oltaoe, the end-of--life is assumed
to be reached for the stecific sdrrple and its ter;mperature. The life test
must be conJucted at several tueperatures; therefore, much test irla is

rcquired to g9 in tris icmiportant infor;Iitfol.

Dielectric -,tre.;qth has v,-rr, ,aown to vary with ttemperature, time,

"thickness, area, and hu:,ditv. An ex,.,,vlw will illut rate how t.hese vari-

ations affect desiOn. Considc. d orem- il -thiCt) KIPc , pvon irsul ation between

parallel pldtes opJrat ho ai , vol t :' t.l'., thdt at ýOiich otomera starts.

Ihis ",nsuldtiorn i', 100 .'u2 jre inrcht- in area, jts, 'hat spot" tcimperature

is 160°C. rela'I (' rtid , , .tro, cirticipttd lift. is 1000 h(,urs, and

the fre u(I U y i ' 4I0 12 . I ' . P.i, , o(,ttl. h ("i d vol ta e Cr SS te

irisulaLi. ) can ie t l, ul ,v , o , ,
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Factor Effect

(AT) Thickness (1 mil) 1.0 thickness variation

(aH) Relativs humidity (operant) 1.071 initial

(W) Area (100 sq. inches) 0.714

(aF) Frequency 4C0/60 6.67 time- 60 H: life

Life: (400/60 x ,000 667, 3830 volts I• ,qure 18)
equiva -,fnt £0 Hi h&•uts

at 2,00 C)
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Factor Effect

(4I) Impurities (inclusions) 0.66 (particulate)

(AM) Manufacturing and handling 0.925

(AL) 2a life 0.66

Voltaae - Product of: Life times factors

3830 x 0.274 = 1050 volts for a

I mil thick,.ess.

One factor not included in the above is the degradation during appli-

cation of the insulation to the electrodes. Application effects include

damage to the insulation by mechanical bending, twisting, cleansing, and

placing it on or between the electrodes. The value of the application factor

should be lower for dielectrics that must be forced into final position,

such as winding insulation that is forced into tight slots.

Dielectric Constant and Dissipation Factor. The effects of frequency

on the value of the dielectric constant and dlssipation factor at several

temperatures are shown in Figures 21 and 22. There are frequency ranges

at which the dissipation factor is high and the dielectric constant varies.

Sometimes the dielectric must be operated in a rogime where the dielectriz

constant and dissipation factor are constant to avoid dielectric heating

and interelectrode capacitance changes. In such designs the operating

temperature must be knownr because the dissipation factor and dielectric

constant change with temperature.

Most measurements of dissipation factor are made at 1000 Hz and 23°C,

whereds the insulation will be operated at 400 Hz to 2(o OHz, and at 80° to

290 0C. This leaves for the deigner the prnblvin of r'&,a-,urin9 the dissi;)a-

tion factor, searching tor meaningful data, or extr-,()o1,itin(i what oni.a he

has.

Re,3istivity. A hiqh volui:ýe res istivity reJuce: heatinq of the

dielectric. Values greater than 10 (,1l.-1r are adte< uat•t I ur il:>st ý,rver

equipment. High-voltaqe i nsul tions should have a v& umpe rJ,.,iv'tivy
1r4

greater than \!I ohi-n-cm. Po , v,',es ,h, ;n , taq# ,.rv re !o,' ýt '

operatcd at tceieeratu s 1 ,r than '4 0  
, a., ., t •.t i n v ire `3.
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a significant surface leakage current will flow. This will dry out the

surface and form a dry band. The dry band will be bridged by a small elec-

trical discharge. since the stress locally will exceed the breakdown stress

of air at the air-solid interface. The heat from the discharge will

decompose the insulation and form a conducting path on the surface. With

time, the paths will propagate, forming a tree, and breakdown eventually

follows. 
28

3.3 Basic Theory of Partial Discharjes in Cracks and Voids. A micro-

scopic theoretical description of partial discharges is straight-forward and

can be readily related to observed phenomenon. Expanding this description

to the microscopic reginme becomes very complicated because voids and cracks

vary in shape, smoothness, and composition, and each partial discharge pro-

duces chemical products that change the gas compositinn within the void

and also the surface of the crack or void. As a consequence, a set of

theoretical models that can usefully predict the effects of partial dis-

charges must be based largely on the manipulation of empirical data derived

from tests usinq circuits such as shown in Fiqure 24.

3.3.1 Size, Shape,_LocationL and Distribution of Voids and Cracks.

A precise count of the number of cracks and voids is very hard to get,

requiring sectioning the sample dielectric and scanning it with a mass

spectrograph or similar instrumert. Even then, many cracks and voids would

be unaccounted for or lost during the dissection process. It is easier to

derive the size, shape, and general location of crdcks and voids within

the part or dielectric mredium from non-destructive optical and electrical

observations.

Cracks arid void, are ,a,,sily located in trans.parent ,,nd some slightly

opaque naterial' wi'h ou, arized light ind a r.;gnifyinq gla'1 s. Poldrized

light shining throuOh the dit,( tric illuwrates the cr,1(45 and voids,

which then a,,,ar a,, ,,.inny)' 1 ines, curved .urt.rf,,,f,,, and bul1qf' in the i nsu-

lation. Slsio ly riu atir'., th,' 'r,l1 ri1 ir:1 SCr(Ij. trri L, out oth('r 1,Urtio

28.) M.A. Billini,, A. 'ITith , .i r r n'', ''r h r , lyl'., ih
Ins.ulation,'' T ~ . in 1, ,;1, t; •. i , !. i " '. -3,
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of the cracks and voids. This is a low-cost, effective, and fool-proof

method of detection, provided the dielectric is transparent. Only surface

cracks and voids can be seen in black and opaque materizls, but even these

are important to find prior to expensive electrical testing. Interior

cracks and voids become evident during electrical testirg.

A void in a dielectric is an island having a dielectric constant that

differs from that of the dielectric, thus altering the electric field in

its vicinity. Shown in Figure 25 are examples of dielectric stress augmen-

tation in voids.29 The follo\ving syrnbols appear in +he illustration:

Eo0 = Voltage stress in the ýas (disc)

Er = Voltage stress in the dielectric in series with the gas

filled void

E r = Dielectric constant of the material

Eom = Voltage stress in the gas (sphere)

E av =Voltage stress across The solid dielectric

V = Voltage across the void

The worst case is that of the disc shaped void s.hown in cross section on

the left side of the figure. Here, with a width much greater than d,

virtually all of the electric flux intcrce.pted by the area of the disc

(F0 x E x area) is forced to pass throuoh the void. The stress in the

gas dielectric necessary to sustain this flux is s.en to be E 0 k F

where k is the dielectric t-onstant of the diele.CtriL. material.

A spherical void iF shown in LI-os,, .ccLtion ton th,, right tide of

Figure 25. Here. part of the avtrag(, flux in thO solid inwulation skirts

the void while the remJi.t,der p)a,,(-% t,rou(eh th,, void. llv effct, howvever,

is such that the wnjXir;um ,tre"s l , , lwiy', tx(ecd., the aver,j& e stress, lar'

as (,;iven by the rorrw ulj in the f(i)ultu . A value, for ol,,yUth'Vlene is shown.

If the u il. tr on o ,ton' of t ' rit•.rr al is , r,,ed, the field du(ien-

ration wIll i: , . pr l ,r" ,rally ftr the d)h.c t)jw void, b-it for the

29) ".j F. PIr , ' , i 1 Ii , .. 1 t 1in, Iont ,r F , ir ce
PubIi sher N., N. 'trH

Mm8
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Where k is the dielectric constant of the enclosed media (gas = 1.0), A
is the area of the disc in square meters, d is the separation between the

faces of the disc in meters, and cois the permittivity of evacuated space,

8.885x10- 12 farad per meter. The value Cc is important because it can be

used in calculating the magnitude and energy of a pulse during a partial
discharge in the void.

What happens when Cc discharges was analyzed by J.H. Mason 30 . The
small capacitor Cc in the circuit shown in the sketch is instantaneously

short-circuited. The consequent charge transfer is:

a~b Cac + Cbc Ca

QC.(c~ + += AV c (Ca~ + Cb) (3-12)

Where:

C b Va = applied voltage

V I C Vc = voltage across the void

"I C = capacitance of the totali I c c a dielectriL less that of
the void and Cb

Cb - capacitance of dielectric
in series with the void

Cc = capacitance of the void

Qa •'apparent discharge ragni-tude detected at the

termirnal s

Qc 0 discnarge magnitude in the
void

Simultaneously, a voltage pulse, which is effectively a step voltage

(6Va) having a risetime of betwe-n 10 and 100 nsec, is generated at the

terminals of the insulation:

30) j. H. Mason, "Discharge Detection and Measurements," Proceedings of
IEEE, Vol. 112, No. 7, July 1965, p 1407.
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ya a V C b (3-13)
a. C a-.Cb -

The apparent discharge magnitude, observed at the terminals, is:

rV a bC V ~Cb + Cac + C b C c(3-14)
Q& a (~a a+ %-T'bC = AVa Cb + •C (-

We can simplify the handling of the expression by letting: (3-15)

C3 . CaCb + CC + CbCc

Usually, a small area of the discharge site is almost completely dis-

charged, so that:

~VC v~(-16)AV c f V c v(CbC+Cc)(

0V CanvGb (3-17)

1 Cc (3-18)
Cb

Most of the charge is released from the region wh--re AVC-- V , so the

enerqy liberated will be:

W - 1/2 QCVX 1/2 + -icc ( '/ Q V (3-19)

where:

W * energy in naýnojoules

V1  - applied vultaqe in kilovolts peak

Q11 charge in picocoulohbs

Thus, we have a method of calculatinq the voltage, charge. and

enerqy of a partai dPi.tharie' in a void for a qiven appl ied voltaqe

from the dir'.,' ions • tf the void and the dilectric constant of the

surround ni m litI , tr.tric
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A method of handllnq the distribution of voids was recently

develoDed bv S. Herabayashi, Y. Shebuya. T. Hasegawa, and T. Inuishi.

First they analyzed a sinqle void for initiating voltage Vs and chavQe

Q caused by partial discharges. Then the "void distribution function"

M(d,s) was defined, with s the discharge area and d the gap spacinq,

assuiving that many voids exist within the insulation whose rap spacings

and discharge areas are 6--d+dt and s-s+ds respectively. The total

number of voids (Nt) can then be described by the expression:

Nt f•fM* (Vs ,Q)dV sdQ
0 0

Where M = is another void distribution function.

The number of partial discharges whose charge is (Qj - AQ/2) <Q <(Qj+ AQ/2)

during a half cycle at ac voltage will be determined for each half cycle

using a pulse height analyzer or similar recording device, aiving the value
Nij which corresponds to N(ViQ.). This expression can be then reformed to

a reference equation as follows:

N j NJ
M i + j 1 - I 2 N (3-21)M*{V 'QV = i IVi-l Vi Ni

2 Nkj VkI - Vk-I)

V k-l

With this analysts tool, several types of partial discharges and other

phenomena car be distinguished in test data. These phenomena include

loose contacts (pulse at 0 voltage level) creepaqe paths (pulses with

high magritude at peak voltage and zero r'jgnitude at, zero volta(ge),

small vuods (single spikes), and partiil diPchargqs which have Multiple

spikes.

3.3.2 Material Dielectric Constant and Conductivity. The previous

equation,

31) S. Hirabayishi, Pt al., "[',timatior If thn- 'Oio nt Void,, in C(-oil

insujldatiuron of P ,t3 , it l f MB I dT l, t IRo I, oH mm1et.ri. o

Tn-ulatioi, Vi. K-4, No. 4, ot,,. 144, pp I•') 1J3 .
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~ ~ycCaCc+CbCc+CaCb

QC vc C (3-22)

indicates that for a given charqe transfer, Vc depends upon the capacitances
Ca• Cb and Cc. Since capacitance is C = k% A, each capacitance depends

upon the dielectric constant. The lowest vo1Laqe across the void will

occur with short gap spacing d. and low dielectric constant. As the
dielectric constant is increased the field stress across the void increases,

resulting in more and bigger partial discharges.

Insulating materials have very high volume resistivity, so conduc-

tivity has negligible effect on partial discharges initiated by ac
voltages, conductivity is significant when a dc voltage is applied. The
dc-circuit analog of the above equation is obtained by substitutinq for

Ca a fixed resistor of value Ra*

Cb a resistance of higher value Rb.
Cc a resistance of infinite value, or Cc*

Applyinq a dc voltage across very high resistivity dielectric pro-

duces these effects: (1) the initial distribution of the dc potential

across the dielectric is related to the capacitance of its components,

(2) in time, this distribution changes to relate to the resistivities of

the components of the dielectric, (3) initial space charges within voids

dissipate, allowinr partial dis(.harges to occur, breakdown voltage of
the contained gas is exceeded, and (4) the discharge iritiation and

extinction velta';vs across the void Jepend upon the temperature.

increasing . .. iture decr.ases. ýor pure dc the disc,.arge rate

r 0 CC < E
R 1 C/Ed k E c ? I

where:

E voltaqe across the dielectric

E volta04C acrUsV the VOidC

Ed = initiatior voltau;P for the 'las filled void

a bulk cuo:duivittv ( the insulation

(32 H. Feib•As "Ccro,' > , hl!d IF Ji, r, ",r't-os ," IME Tranractions
on [lettrical m. U ' . t hh * 1-., No 3. )ept(ýtCb r 1970, pp. 7?.78.
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3.3.3 Gas Pressure and Composition. Prior to flight, the voids

and cracks within unpressurized electrical insulation are at near Earth

set-level ambient pressure. In flight, the ambient pressure falls, and

the pressure inside the voids decreases very slowly. In the meantime,

the materials surrounding the void are backfilling the void with their

outgassing, which may contain hydrogen, hydrocarbons, or halogens

(flourides). Some of these gases, particularly hydrogen and some hydro-

carbons, have low breakdown voltage (Figure 6).

Model voids used to evaluate insulations usually have gap thicknesses

(dimeniion d) of 0.025 to 0.25 mm, which are representative of values found

in practice.31 Voids as small as 0.005mrmn were measured in oil-filled paper

capacitors. They were in unimpregnated paper and between films and elec-

trodes. These voids caused multiple failures, so the capacitors had to be

redesigned to eliminate the voids. In those same capacitors, which had

been designed for terrestrial use, the voids were found to he filled with
33

a mixture of hydrogen and hydrocarbons from the oil and paper.

If the size of the void is known, then the Paschen-law curve can be

used in calculatiny the voltaie at which partial dischar-grs will initiate.

For example, with hydroqen the ;resore-tir,,,-srac inq- factor is:

Pressure 41lO5 N/,2, at lartn arbitmt

Distance 2.5 x iC-3 cm

Pxd • 250 pa-Cm

Pa - N/mr
2

The vul t,i,'e it w L•, d 1•,I . : , . 11 1 1 r , Jtt, ocr,)uo. th., void Cdn

then be tir. c fr',,:' F 1,-re ( For c'aMi' f-, lor ,h dr.,,;'n, V would tec

300 volt!.

Convi r",,"Iy, it the i;•l ,.d v I :.t. .It ,! i1h i •rti l1 (i. . o(Cur

iS .rOn . j,,.ve 0 .qu.rt) kin 'o.t, t t ' , t ,for te pret-itt tn of

Vol to ', ,.t
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hydrogen.

The field strength within the void or crack will decrease with time
34

as shown by K. Kikuchi, K. Ninomiya, and H. Miyauchi. They also found

that the dc breakdown strength of cross-linked polyethylene decreased

with increased pressure. A fifty percent decrease in breakdown strenqth

was measured fir a temperature increase of 450C using thin sheets (O.lmm)

without cable impregnating additives. Thicker sheets (l.Onun) with and

without additives had less than 35 percent decrease in breakdown strength.

3.3.4 Surface Surroundinq Void. Initially the void or crack
surfaces will be reasonably smooth, macroscopically, in encapsulating

materials such as epoxies and polyurethanes. Microscopic3lly the surfaces

are always rouqh with caves and jagged protrusions just as are the surfaces
of metallic electrodes.

As the void c,- crick > exposed to partial discharges, Lh- surfaces

will be either erroded 'silicones) or treeing will take place (epoxies).

The treeing tends to go towarJ the point of high voltage. Both treeing

and erosion will make the void bigger, increasinq the number and magnitude

of the discharges and eventually lead to breakdown of the dielectric.

3.3.5 Temperature Eff,,cts. Much useful information concerning

molecular structure can be dcrivud by ano'lyzing how the anomalous dispersion

is shifted with frequency and tF;ufrture. For practical insulatior,

materials, subst,inL-il LhJV;'>Cý in dilectric properties occur at high

temperature (Fioures L" and 2 .At rcor- ttltpratutess and lcw frequoncy,

dielectric loss is low and rht-n, ut sl iq•tly as te-perature is

increased. On further tat.n'v. tlri ve',ty af the ;,,clyvr is decreised

unt 1 pol r group', ciri r'ove .. r'. r rove f,r( s ',Uippli d by the Ext trna}

field. At some tt ,'.•t.,re , ipH .. i.'tlir. i nd re'l,."3tlon .I11 be in equi-

librium with the a p'l ithd f ld1 Ci at .1 1 tVi:Le, Iurinq a r.ycle. In such a

34 ) K . K ik ,h i, ". . . .. - 'r , f

p 2la s t ic , : ' . ' ' , , ' '. . .! •t• • ' 'Y • , , " ''. i"I' , ,
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high temperature regime, dielectric loss increases very rapidly with

temperature. The loss-temperature curve rises continuously and the

polymer at high temperatures becomes a semiconductor (F'9ure 23).

Significant changes in the dielectric constant also occur with

change in temperatue (Figure 21), altering the parallel and series

capacitances surrounding an enclcsed void or crack. Lowering the dielec-

tric constants lowers the impressed voltage across the void. The partial

discharge initiation voltage wculd th2n rise if gas density were held

constant inside the void. The density of a gas is a function of tempera-

ture and pressure. The gas density is defined as the number of molecules

per cubic centimeter at pressure P. Pressure, volume, and 'emperature

of a perfect gas are related by the equation: PV = NRT.

where: P = pressure in torr

V = volume in cubic centimeters
T = absolute temperature in degrees Kelvin

N = number of mole,

R = Joules per deCree Celcius per mole

As gas density is increased from standard temperature and pressure,

the partial discharge initiation voltage is increased because at higher

densities the molecules are packed closer, and a hijKfr electric field

is reouired to accelerate the elect-ons to ioniZing eneray within the

mean free path. The partial dischdrqe initiation voltage decreases as

gas density is decreased from standard [,rs-,.ure and te!-pera ture hecause

the longer i-edn free p.ith ;)er-its the el c1 tron, s I.o r ain Irore o•iero v prior

to collisieon. A. (ue lt) i>, furthwi, a .i : iruri mnir iitmc, ýolta'4e

is eventt-all, r,.-oý.ývd, TVe rre, ur, :r ,; rdmr. to in u' inl t tlor

Svol tage v ldc;r,. ! on the !ip i4pc ino , repr' V'ITtt 'vi: mInmm ý init at ion

voltage, for air is 326 volts de.

With a furth , i r t-edui, t i on n, Wo- it. the ii tn it itom n vol I i(it, r .ek

stteplv I LaU. tU',t••,'?I .P " ',.,r ', . u ", ,' v,'t thit
d '1 q I L rl t

i . r ! ( . .•, ,ure . . .o to• ."

:- : : - :. m :'- i r J'i --- ji: i-m t I. .. i • 'VI' "'.. .-- I - 1 - "* " , "'m i , . ... . .. .



electrode to the other without colliding with a molecule. This is the

reason why the minimum initiation voltage varies with spacing--as the

spacing is decreased the minimum initiation voltaae occurs at lower

voltage at constant pressure, as show:n by the Paschen-Law Curve (Figure

26).

The test conditions for simulating a given operatinq pressure and

temperature can be calculated by using this relationship derived from

the ideal gas law:

P0  tott (Volume being constant) (3-24)

where: to = operating temperature in degrees Celcius

tt = test temperature in degrees Celcius (usually
room temperature)

P0 = operating pressure in N/rm2

Pt = test-chamber pressur2 in N/mr2

3.3.6 _p ressedVoltaqe. Partial discharges are counted with a

pulse heic,'t analyzer or similar instrument when dc measurements are con-

ducted. Tne random'; nature of the discharges make ouantitive measurements

difficult, esýecially with ca:,acitors for which most test apparatus is

designed to evaluate a 10 Dicefarad capacitor. With a large capacitor,

say 1.0 1 fd. a small readic,- of 10 picocoulornhs represents an actual

100 picocouloirb dischrgr, insile the cd;dcitor void--a very damacing

discharge. ,itr, trn•ur'ers, circuit Loards, and inductors the

readings arc real st'c. r'.us'W ir35 hd5 sh wn tiat the ratio of charge

transferred in a diel&t'tric vcid to the chanqe in charge observed it

the external cir uLit (Pct s.

cKirg,, r ff., 1r v(I i d t 3-
rot C tJ ' i C ! kd

where d i, t t t f; .:f t ( v tv

t iK, t t' in ' j,' [ p r

3 [ ) . F . •,•', ,-" ., , " ',. ' • .r• in i•'• \'r !t< le. , [H itT~u lt4
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For example: if a void in a oielectric has these features:

t t' 0.017

k =3.4

d =0.001

then:
t 0.017Rct (I + ) =(I + 6

Thus, a i0 pc reading on a corrna detection instrument would repre-

sent a 60 pc discharqe in the capacitor. A 60 pc discharge would damaqe

a typical capacitor.

With 60-Hz ac voltaqes, the partial discharge counts increase

significantly as applied voltaQe is raised abcve the initiation voltage.

With ac superimposed upon a dc voltage, the partial discharge pulses

decrease in both magnitude and number as the percent dc voltage (of dc

voltage, rms) is changed from 5 percent to 200 percent. The loss tangent

nf the material also decreases significantly (Figure 27).

Raising the frequency of ac reduces the voltage at which partial

discharge initiates, as shown in Figure 28 for spacecraft epoxies. The

initiation voltage is relatively constant for freauencies up to 2kHz.

Above 2kHz there is a significant decrease. Much of this decrease can

be attributed to the gaseous breakdown within voids, a prime contributor

to the partial discharges.

The effect of a square wave is sirnmlar to that of adding an impulse

to an ac voltage. R.J. Densley 36 deveioped the technique of analyzing

square waves. Hc found thut the leadinn edge of a square wave will have

the same effect as an ac voltage w;th an impulse at the zero voltage

point on the sine wave. The impulse from the ,(juarc- w,.ve will initiate

partial discharges which may continue throughout the waveforrm. Most

36) R. J. Densley, "Partial Discharges in Electrical Insulation Under-

Combined Alternating and Impulze Stres,es," IEUL, Trdnsactions on
ElecLrical Insulation, Vol. EI-5, No. 4, December 1970, pp 96-1I-3.
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FIGURE 27. DEPEINDENCE OF TAN ON THE AC VOLTAGE. WITH SIMULTAN'EOUS DC

VOLTAGE. IMPREGNATED PAPER CABLE INSULATION. 96.Ooc, 50 Hz.

of the discharges occur immediately after the impuise with few or none

at the end of the constant voltage plot-.,au. The quantity of the' dis-,

chirgeJs and their cluratiort depends c'PO• the amp~litude of the. square wave,

the reversýe ',. re'ss across, thte void or crack after the ieadir, edge pass~es,

ard the fren•uen~cy of tt"e SQ~Uare wave%.
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FIGURE 28. LOWER BREAKDOWN VOLTAGE RESULTS FROM HIGHER FREQUENCY

3.4 Surface Effects. In this section. the term "flashover" means

that the surface of a solid insulator has become so conductive that it can

sustain the flow of substantial current from one high-voltage electrode to

the other. Elsewhere in this manual, the term "flashover" also refers to

the breakdown of a gas dielectric.

Current flowino across a surface of an insulator, especially when

slightly wetted and containing a conductive contaminant, may produce enough

heat to generate a track of carbon, whirh becomes a conductive path tending

to reduce the cap3bility of the insulator to resist the voltage. With some

materials, the surface erodes, but no "track" is produced. Fillers effec-

tivwly reduce the tracking tendency of organic materials. Eroding materi:.'s.

such as acrylics do not require filler protection. Obviouslv, no tracking

is the ideal requirerrent for an organiL inr.uljtor. Tracing can also be

controlled by reducing the volts per riilliri:eter Atre!,t on the, surface.

Petticoat in rulition (orfifurations lenrqthen the surface crcepaqe path to
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reduce stresses tending to cause trackinq.

When new, cycloaliphatic epoxy with inorganic filler is applied to the

surface of a laminate, the finished product can withstand higher voltage

stress than porcelain. Surface erosion and exposure to ultra violet radia-

tion will degrade the epoxy to where it is inferior to the porcelain. In

one application having a glass-cloth epoxy-based laminate coated with

cycloaliphatic epoxy, the surface was stressed at a voltage of over 45kV/cm

impulse and 35kV/cm dc. However, the atmosphere was sulfur hexafluoride

atmosphere, and such a high voltage-stress is not recommended for long life

equipment.

The flashover voltage was measured between 1.9-centimeter diameter

washers on an uncoated glass epoxy-band laminate (Figure 29). The washer

was spaced one to four centimeters apart. Shown in Figure 30 is the flashover
voltage as a function of spacing at three frequencies. The impulse and steady-

state flashover voltage stress is shown for the same configuration in Table 6.

2K2
0 .95 cm

1.9 cm WASHER
1.9 cm WASHER ... AT[RIAL TESTED

FIGURE 29. FIASHOVER FIXTURE
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FIGURE 30. EFFECT OF SPACING ON FLASHOVER STRESS

3.4.1 Effect of Temperature On Flashover Strength. It is both

interesting and useful to determine the relationship between flashover strength

at 25 0C and that which wiould prevail at some other temperature, T. For gaseous

breakdowhi in a uniform field. this relationship involves the ratio of the gas

densities at the two temperatures. In uý'der to test this relationship, it is

only necessary to multiply the 25 0C value by the factor (25 + 273)/(T + 273),

which is the inverse ratio of the abtolute temperditures involved. This ratio

is part of the well-known air density correction factor. which is the coninonly

used in spark-gap measurr~~'L'rts over a considerable range of density and gap
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TABLE 6

COMPARISON OF STEADY-STATE AND IMPULSE FLASHOVER STRESS,

V/MM (PEAK) FOR GLASS EPOXY-BAND LAMINATES

Test Breakdown Stress,
Vol ts/ni

Steady- State
60Hz 1410
dc positive 1490
dc negative 1670

Impulse
60Hz 1410
dc positive 1710
dc negative 1860

length. The broken lines in Figure 31 show the values which are obtained

when this factor is applied to the 25C flashover values.

1400.

A iloooL~
12000

800

600 - ___

-55 25 50 8s 125

TEMPERATURE (DEGREES CELCIUS)

FIGURE 31. EFFECT OF TEMPFRA TURE ON 60 Hz FLASHOVER STRESS
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3.4.2 Other Effects. All materials have lower flashover strength at

higher frequencies. The example in Figure 32 illustrates the magnitude of

change.

•' 1200

i-- 1000
-.J
0

"800

a 600

L&J

'' 400

LI.J

o 200

.-J

100 Hz 1 kHz 10 kHz 100 kHz 1 MHz 10 MHz 100 MHz

FREQUENCY

FIGURE 32. EFFECT OF FREQUENCY ON FL,0ChIOVER STRENGTH FOR
CONFIGURATION SHOWN IN FIGURE 29

High dielectric constant materials have much lower resistance to
surface voltage creep than the low dielectric constant materials. Figure
33 illustrates the advantage in selecting the correct dielectric constant

it, ulation. The "breakdown factor" in the illustration represents the
results of many measurements showing how a decreasing flashover voltage can
be expected across dielectric when insulations with progressively higher

dielectric constants are tested.

A bibliography on surface flashover, surface creppage, and trdcking

on or within solid insulation is cited in Reierences 37 through 53.
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3.5 Liu-id Diel ectrics. Liquid dielectrics may be used as insulators

and as a heat trinsfer nediuim. Often liquid dielectrics are used in conjunction

with solid inslaticr,s such as papers, filws, and cornposite materials. By

elimindting air or other gases, liquid dielectrics improve dielectric strength

of the insulation system. They are also self-healing, in contrast to solid

dielectrics, for the affected drea of a failure caused by a temporary over-

voltage is imred•t rely reinsulated bv fluid flow back to it.

Liquids used as insulatcrs are .'2inral oils. asiarels, silicone oils,

fluorocarbons ('luorinated liquis), ve,.etable oils, organic esters including

castor oil, and pol)butenes (;.olrhdrcccjrbor oils.

3 5.1 Selt-ction. In selectinq a liquid diel>:tric, its properties

rust Ce evei uated 'in 'elation to the a.;'l icaticn. '"he r'ost ii' Vortant arc
dieltctriý sf.rjr .. v'- e t I 'n '• t .,J C n .• ~ •. , f a •abi!•tly,

%fisccsity, -tr1r , tt•.•,l't, , x;.i,,.. r.ctur, fl3sh rcirt, cntr' 'cal

stabilit , ii ,. ;r crtjF;--.,! " tl' ,I , ,,', ! otrt r 7aterials of construc-

t'or, ant to'e t•'.cs;, rte

2isadv'L-ra,'t ;js %ýhlih . ccU";anv tr1 u'e Lf liquid d ele~trics are

cost, , drd terncrý.urt- 1 ir it, C".er disaJ-Ir(tdye, V~itr -an) liquids
are •.° • " l ' c ,a i, a-! , ýr~ta -" Gro jrd d'

r. ... .. t.. deriu,'at~cn cr rtrI'.a.r-Pals

in -.J:-'t , f.' ., * . . r(ý r , r Cý ~ r~al'. " '#IF'kJ t .S e .i tuire,

C. d'O l ",¶ • j... .;', •. ft,' t, ' m d;tr'mt,~ &t ti o s

3r.'' do t 1~r*r ~ ~ *

A I

. . . . .t. ., f i icte ii ''• rd tt• id , t r: a on re-

a c tr o n t , , t< f . ' , , ' .I v .,' , t . .' A E u r , 1 it u ,d . in

the at S ,•. f I cI C,, v t. r' , , ,tj , a rather J, h e "pera-
54

turtr

Tvr~t~ra•ri' ul, dffc, t. , U : t, it, oa a i Jlu dIt'l tctric.
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As temperature increases, fluid viscosity decreases and the higher mobility

of Ue ions permits increased conduction 55 (Fiqure 34). Refining techniques,

additives, and blending of liquids are used to thermally upgrade liquid di-

Selctrics. ',75 The normal usable temperature range of liquid dielectric

classes is shown in Figure 35.59

3.5.3 The Effect of Moisture. Water is soluble to •ome extent in all

Insulating liquids. Water usually decreases dielectric strength and increases

dielectric loss. Moisture dissolved in pure mineral oil does not affect

dielectric strength until it sep,;rates from the oil solution and deposits on

conductors, solid insulation surfaces, or on solids floating in the oil.

However, oil invariably contains suspended fibers, dust, and other contaminates,

so the presence of moisture usually lowers the dielectric strength. Polar

contamina-,s dissolved ,n the oil give moisture its greatest degradation effect

on dielectric strength. The effect of moisture varies among the other liquid

dielectrics.

54) Insulation, Director!Encyclopedi3 Issue, Lake Publishing Co., Vol. 15,
No. 8, June/ July ,969, Copyrý,Iht 1,'369.

55) 1. Y. @4elahed and A. A. Zaky, "Influerce of Temperat.,re and Pressjre on
Conduction Cujrrents in Trans'`.r•-er Oil," IEEE Trinc-sLt1ons on Electrical
Insulation, Vol, EI-4, No. 4, Decefrber, 1969, pp. 99-103.

5) Akira Mivoshi, "A New Additive for I ploving the Therral Aging Character-
Istics of Kraft Insulating Pdper." IEEE Transactions on Liectrizal
Insulation, Vol. EI-IO, No. 1, March 1975, pp. 13-17.

57) 8. P, Kang, "Therwal Depender7'.v of Viscnsity, Power Factor, and Ion
Content on Electrical Insulatinj Oils-1 ih.racteristics Blended
Insulating Oils," I.EE Transactions on Electrical Insulat n, Vol. EI-2,
No. 1, April 1967, pp. 55-69.

58. E. J. McMahon and J. 0. Punde-son, "Dissipation Factor of Compouite
Polymer and Oil-:rj!trjy Structures on Extended CK;;os..re to %inul-
taneous Therral and ioltaje 3treý,s," [LLIE Tn,,j t,."' : £lectrcal
Insulation, Vol. EI-3, No. 3, Scpt. 1973, pp. 92-97.

59) F. 1. Clark, Insuldtinj Matpriiis for Desirp and En•jinet.'ring Practice,
',bn Wiley anF-d-.o-n',, hc , opyriJht o.
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In using liquid dielectrics to impregnate cellulosic insulations in

transformers, cables, and capacitors, the rate of increase of water solu-

bility in the liquid with increasing temperature is important. When the

rate increase in water solubility in the liquid is different from that in

the cellulosic insulation, changes in temperature can make the dissolved

water separate from the liquid. Such a separation leads to the formation

of liquid-water emulsions and severe dielectric degradation.

3.5.4 Dissolved Gas. The effects of gas absorption and liberation

in a liquid dielectric must be considered for long term, successful opera-
tion.60 This is especially true when the liquid is used to impregnate solid

dielectrics, as in capacitors and cables.

Changes in pressure can make dissolved gases evolve from a liquid.

Also, temperature affects the solubility of gas, so heatinq can cause

dissolved gas to evolve from the liquid. Corona will start gas bubbles in

electric fields, leading to eventual dielectric breakdown. Thus, liquids

used, as impregnates, must have a low, stable qas content.

3.5.5 Breakoown Phenomena. Parameters affecting dielectric breakdown

in irsulatirg liquids include electrode materials, electrode surface area

and shape, manufacturing treatments, contamination, and deterioration.
61

Birke, Lackey, and Palmer have developed methods of finding the highest

stressed liquid volumes between electrodes, enabling them to predict

accurately the dielectric breakdown for different electrode configurations.

ManufacLurers treat liquid dielectrics in various ways to improve their

properties. To obtain the highest initial dielectric values in mineral oil,

there is no danqer from over-refining. However, rver-refining can adversely

affect the stability of the oil and it's useful lifetime. The oil must be

limited in its aromatic hydrocarbon content, the presence of which decreases

the initielly high dielectric values of highly refined oil.

60) B. P. Kang, "Stability of Electrical-Insulating Oils," IEEE Transactions
on Electrical Insulation, Vol. EI-5, No. 2, June, 1970, pp. 41-46.

61) P. V. Birke, J. Lackey and S. Palmer, "Determination of Highly Stressed
Volumes in Oil Dielectrics," IEFE Transactions on Electrical Insulation,
Vol. EI-7, No. 3, Septeriber, 1972, pp. i39-144.
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Liquid dielectrics deteriorate as they are contaminated by sludge,

soaps, oxides, and condensation products. These contaminants form faster

at higher temperatures and in the presence of reactants, catalysts, nitrogen,

sulphur, and acids in the liquid. Ions are found in these contaminates.

J.A. Kok62 theorizes that colloidal ions with high permittivity drift toward

the high electrical stress regions where they form chains of dipoles in

between the electrodes. Highly stressed regions may be the edges of metal

foil electrodes, at paper folds, and where polar contaminates have been

absorbed by paper dielectric.

The colloidal dipoles will be separated from each other by a thin layer

of oil until they overcome the energy barrier of the oil layers. The act

of overcoming the energy barriers, called flocculation, may be aided by the

other contaminants. As the chains of dipoles become conductinc paths, gas

is developed by electrolysis or evaporation. After that ionization and

breakdown soon follow. The whole process can occur within a fraction of

a second.

3.5.6 Mineral Oil. Mineral oil is the most widely used of all liquid

dielectrics. Average characteristics of mineral oil used in common dielec-

tric applications is shown in Table 7.59 Being a product of crude petroleum,

both the source and the refining process affect the end quality of the oil.

The refining problem is to remove deleterious materials such as sulphur and

nitrogen without removing or destroying the crude-oil constituents that are

necessary for long life and stability, such as the aromatic hydrocarbons.

Like inhibitors which are added during the manufacture of mineral oil,

aromatic hydrocarbons slow down the rate of oxidation (Figure 36).

The contaminate products of oxidation reactions are sludge, asphalt,

acids, organic esters, soaps, and oxides. Oil color, as an index of the

degree of refinement for unused oils, is also a rough measure of deteriora-

tion of oil in service. Cloudiness indicates the presence of moisture,

sludge, particles of insul3tion, products of metal corrosion, or other

62) J. A. Kok, Electrical Breakdown of Insulating Liquids, Interscience
Publishers, Inc., Copyright 1961.
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undesirable suspended materials. Contaminants are introduced into mineral

oils from:

600-

500-

1 400-

*1b300.

00

0O.S 1.0 1 .S 2.0 2 .5 3.0)

Polynuclear AronAtcs. Wt. %

FIGURE 36. OXIDATION OF TRANSFORMER OILS IN ASTM D943 TEST.
HOURS TO INTERFACIAL TENSION OF 15 DYN/CM VERSUS
POLYNUCLEAR AROMATIC CONTENT OF THE OIL
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a) Improper manufacturing and refining methods.

b) Improper handling and shipping procedures.

c) Oxidation of the oih.

d) Soluable polar particles produced by moisture.

e) Improper materials of construction or other insulations.

Construction materials which may or may not be used in contact with

mineral oils for long periods of time dre shown in Table 8. The interfacial

test is a sensitive detector of small concentrations of polar contaminates

and oxides. This and other tests necessary in specifying electrical insu-

latirg oils are discussed by Clark59 and by Simo. New methods of accele-

rated testing and rapid measurement are presented by Hiro and Suganuma. 6 4

Three types of loss mechanisms are known to exist in mineral oils, all

due to contaminates; (1) dipole orientation, (2) space-charge orientation,

and (3) ionic conduction. 6 5  The maqijitude of each of these losses in an oil

depends on oi7 temperature, power frequency, oil viscosity, and the degree

of contamination of the oil. These losses, particularly with respect to

oil impregnated paper, are discussed by Bar'nikas. 66 ' 67

63) Simo, "Large Scale Dielectric Test of Transformer Oil with Uniform Field
Electrodes," IEEE Transactions on Electrical Insulation, Vol. EI-5, No. 4,
December, 1970, pp. 121-126.

64) T. Hino and T. Saganuma, "Rapid Measurement of the Deterioration of Oil-
Immersed Paper," IEEE Transactions on Electrical Insulation, Vol. EI-7,
No. 3, September, 1972, pp. 122-126.

65) R. Bartnikas, "Dielectric Loss in Insulating Liquids," IEEE Transactions
on Electrical Insulation," Vol. EI-2, No. 1, April 1967, pp. 33-54.

66) R. Bartnikas, "Electrical Conduction in Medium Viscosity Oil-Paper Films-
Part I," IEEE Transactions on Electrical Insulation, Vol. EI-9, No. 2,
June 1974, pp. 57-63.

67) R. Bartnikas, "Electricai Conduction in Medium Vis-osity Oil-Paper Films,
Part II," IEEE Transactions on Electrical Insulation, Vol. EI-9, No. 3,
September 1974, pp. 85-91.

*85
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New methods of refinement, new additives, new inhibitors, treatments,

and new oil blenos are being discovered and developed to improve critical

parameters of oils without degrading the other parameters in neither Gil or

oil-solid-dielectric systems. 5 6,57,68,69,70

TABLE 8

MATERALS COMPATIBILITY WITH MINERAL OILS

Compatible Materials Uncompatible Materials

Alkyd resins Acrylic plastics

Cellulose esters Asphalt

Cork Chloride flux

Epoxy resins Copper (bare)

Masonite Fiber board

Melamine resins Greases

Nylon Polyvinyl chloride resins

Phenol-formaldehyde resins Rubber (natural & synthetic)

Polyamide-imides Saran resins

Polyester-imides Silicone resins

Polyethylene Terephthalate (Mylar) Tars

Polyurethane Waxes (petroleum)

Pressboard

Shel I ac

Silicone rubber

Wood

58) p. i*arh, "Therlal Dependency of '.'ict, Power Fý-tor, and Von
Content on Electrical Insulating Oils-Ill Predictions of Power Factor
of Oil Blends through the Concept of Ion Content," IEEE Transactions on
Electrical Insulation, Vol. t1-2, No. 2, August 1967, pp. 121-128.

69) Y. N. Rao and T. S. Ramu, "Determination of the Permittivity and Loss
Factor of Mixtures of Liquid Dielectrics," IEEE Transactions on Electrical
Insulation, Vol. EI-7, No. 4, December 1972, pp. 195-199.
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3.5./ A51o rs . Askarels are synthetic liquid dielectrics used

primarily in capacitors and transforners. They are chemically stable, non-

flammable, and oxidation resistant. Commercial askarels are derived from

aromatic hydrocarbons by chlorination to the extent that a chemical equiva-

lent of chlorine and hydrogen is present in each molecule. When an askarel
is decomposed by an electric arc, only non-flammable gaseous mixtures of

hydrogen chloride and carbon evolve. Typical characteristics of askarels

are shown in Table 9.59

Askarels provide dielectric constants that are more than twice those

of mineral oils. When used for impregnating paper capacitors, their high

dielectric constants permit large decreases in capacitor size. Furthermore,

askarels are better than mineral oil with respect to matching the dielectric

constant of capacitor paper. This contributes tc a more evenly distr'ibuted

dielectric stress in the capacitor.

The askeral liquids do not oxidize as oils do, but they attack and

dissolve a wider ranj7 of materials than mineral oils do. A partial list

of construction materials which may or may not be used with askarels is

shown in Table 10.

The dielectric strength of synthetic liquids is little affected by

contaminants, extended high temperatures, or moisture content below satura-

tion. The dielectric loss, though, is increased by contaminants and moisture

content.

3.5.8 Silicone Oils. Silicone oils most commonly used as liquid

dielectric; are dimethyl silicune polymers. These silicones are characterized

by a nearly flat ViL:;,ILy -t-mnprature relationship, resistance to oxidation,

stability at high temperature, 3nd excellent high frequency characteristics.

They are unique in two important properties: (1) viscosity range from 1 to

70) R. R. Buntin, R. D. Wesselhoff, and E. 0. Forster, "A Study of the Electrical
Insulation Characteristics of Oil-impregnated Polypropylene Paper," IEEE
Transactions on Electrical Insulation, Vol. EI-7, No. 4, December 1972,
pp. 162-169.
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TABLE 10

MATERIALS COMPATIBILITY WITH ASKARELS

Compatible Materials UIncompatible Materials

Asbestos Polymers (natural & synthetic)

" Celiuiost ester, resins (•.u•-d) Rubber (natural & synthetic)

Cellulosic cords Veqetable oil type paints

Cellulosic pressboard Vegetable oil type varnishes

Cotton paper

Epoxy resins (cured)

Kraf* paper

Linen paper

Paper

Phenolic resins (cured)

Polytetrafluoroethylene

Polyurethane resins (cured)

Silicone polymers

Wood

1,000,000 centistokes, and (2) stability in air to 150 0 C, and stability when

not exposed to air at 2 00 VC and higher.

Silicone liquids resist oxidation and do not form sludge as do mineral

oils. Their stability in the presence of oxygen makes them low in fire and

explosion hazard, even at temperatures up to 2000 C.

3.5.9 Miscelllatieous Inulatinijjquids. Other liquid dielectrics

include fluororarhon< ..,"getanle oils, orqanic esters, and polybutene liquids.
They are not cogmonly used, dnd are not discussed here. For information con-

cerning them, references 54 and 59 are suggested.
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3.5.10 Filtering and Outgassin Oils used as liquid dielectrics

should be filtered before use and outgassed when installed. Mineral oils,

vegetable oils, and organic esters should be outgassed at 85 C and at a
pressure of 10 NM2 (0.7 torr), for four hours.

Oils depressurized to lO3 to 105 N/mn2 (7 to 760 torr) have little

change in conduction current at high voltage (to 680 KV/cm) at temperatures

below 500 C. At 50 0 C and higher temperature the conduction current increases

as the pressure is decreased below ambient pressure. This is caused by the

release of dissolved gas, namely air and oxygen. Further experimental work

in this field 71 has showed that the presence of air in oil reduces the

affinity of dissolved gases to the oil and bubble formation is increased.

This is a strong case for the thorough depressurization of oil.

Where possible, mineral oils and askarels while serving as high-voltage

dielectrics, should be continuously circulated through activated alumina,

for example by thermosyphon action. Such filtering by controlling contami-

nation, limits the loss at dielectric strength in mineral oil and limits

dielectric loss in askarel.

Contaminated oils which do not have the required properties are treated

by centrifuging, paper filtration or fuller's earth treatment. Treatment

with fuller's earth removes oil soluble moisture, acids and other contaminants.

3.6 Cryogenic Temperatures. Cryogenics refers to the phenomena observed

in liquified gases, solid materials and vacuum at temperatures belc-i 1000 K.

This arbitrary temperatire is the threshold below which the properties of

dielectrics, liquids, and conductors change significantly.

3.6.1 Cryogenic Liquids. Cryogenic liquids which are likely to be

encountered in high-voltage work are listed in Table 11. Their important

71) G. R. Diinelor, I. W. Mills, and J. J. Melchoire, "The Scope of Hydro-
generation on a Refininq Tool for thp M4nlfacture of Tr,.nsF.rmer Oils,"
IEEL Transactions on Eiectrical Insulation, Vol. EI-4, No. 1, March 1969,
pp. 7-12.
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physical properties are given in Table 12.72

The cryogenic liquids which will probably Le used in electrical insu-

lating applications are helium (He 4), hydrogen, and nitrogen. Both hydroqe,

and nitrogen have higher breakdown voltages than conventional transformer

oil, but liquid helium breaks down at a considerably lower voltage.

3.6.2 Dielectric Propercties of Cryogenic Lioids. The dissipation

losses of liquified helium, hydrogen, and nitrogen are so small they are

hard to measure. Published figures for the loss tarigent are relative rather

than absolute. Comprehensive treatments of techniqtjes for measuring the
73

dissipation loss of cryogenic liquids are published by B.C. Belanger , and

K.N. Mathes . Measurements of dissipation factor (tangent 6) rade by

K.N. Y dtthes 74,75,76 are shown in Finurps 37 and 38. 1'e,ýsurements w-re

relative rather than absolute. The frequency dependence of the d'_si[atiorn

factor in Figure 36 may be an artifact of the measurement bridge elemer'ts. 4

Pressur- does not have much influpnce or dissipation factor. The

rapid increase with voltage stress is to be caused by charge

Injection at the electrodes, an effect that will be covered ,o tne sect'o,

on the theory of breakdown.

72) H. Weinstock, Cr1yogevnic Techroljyy, Boston Technical Publishers, In-.,
Copyright 1969.

73) B.Belanger, "Dielectric Problems in the Peveloprort of Pesistivr Crvn-
genic and Super-conduc t ing Cable- ,,' Con ferncflF ,.-) rlo ,,- C r d t Ica

and Dielertric Phenomena, 1973 Annu,,.; Repurt, p 486-493.

74) K. N. 'athes, "Dielectric Properties of Cryio-,ic Ltiquid' " IFE[ Trans-
action on Electrical Insulation, Vol. EI-2, No. 1, p. ?17-32, Aprl V,; 6

75) K. N. Mathes, "Cryogenic Dielectri( s," Conference on Electrical InsuOatlon
and Dielectric Phencmc-a, 1V73 '.nnual Pepnrrt. p r14/.C- 80

76) M. J. Jefferies and K. N. 1'athet , "Dieloctri( Loss Jnd Voltaqe PrvOýd•,wn
in Liquid Nitrogen i'nd IHydr~,';vin , IHli 01!i~ lý.I j' e(:trnial lr;,,ula

tion, Vol. EI-5, No. 3, p. 83-91, Septtemtefr 1970.
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The dielectric constants of cryogenic liquids appear in Table 13,

extracted from the work of R.B. Scott. 7 7

Published values of voltage breakdown in liquified helium, hydrogen,

and nitrogen must be used with care because the values are sensitive to

test conditions. Breakdown voltages measured by various investigations

are shown in Table 14.

Details of the test conditions can be found in the cited references.

An extensive literature survey and data summarization has been made byS~78
Gauster and Schwenterly.

Boiling of the liquified gases at or near the electrcdes appears to
74

have no effect on the breakdown voltage. Mathes observed that when the

temperature was dropped to freezing (14 0 K for H, 630K for N) the breakdown

voltage increased considerably (Table 14). Swan and Lewis 86 and T.J.

Gallagher87 showed that the dc dielectric strength of cryogenic liquidz was

influenced by the metals at the anode and the cathode. (Table 15).

TABLE 13

DIELECTRIC CONSTANT

Temperature Dielectric

Liouid OK Const.

Helium 4.21 1.0469

2.21 1.0563

2.19 1.0563

2.15 1.0565

1.83 1.0562

Hydrogen 20.4 1.231

14.0 1.259

Nitrogen 77.3 1.431

63.1 1.467
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TABLE 15

INFLUENCE OF ELECTRODES ON ELECTRIC STRENGTH OF CRYOGENIC LIQUIDS

Electrode Argon Oxygen Nitrooen

Stainless Steel 1.40 2.38 1.88
Brass 1.01 1.44 1.62

Platinum 1.10 2.00 2.24

77) R. B. Scott, Cryogenic Engineering, New York: Van Nostrand, 1959.

78) W. F: Gauster and J. W. Schwenterly, "Dielectric Strength of Liquids and
Gases at Cryogenic Temperatures - A Literature Survey," Appendix A in
Cryogenic Dielectrics and Superconducting a.id Cryogenic Materials Tech-
nology for Power Transmission, Oak Ridge Nat.Lab. Rep., TM-4187, May 1973.

79) B. S. Blaisse, A. Van der Boagart and F. Erne, "The Electrical Breakdown
in Liquid Helium and Liquid Nitrogen," Bull. Inst. die Froid, p. 330-340
(Annex 1958-1).

80) C. Blank and M. H. Edwards, "Dielectric Breakdown in Liquid Helium,"
Phys. Rev., Vol. 119, p. 50-52, July 1, 1960.

81) J. M. Goldschvartz, C. Van Steeg, A.F.M. Arts, and B. S. Blaisse,
"Conf. Dielectric Liquids," p. 228, Dublin (1972).

82) J. Gerhold, "Cryogenics" 370, October l372.

83) S. Fallou, J. Galand, J. Bobo, and A. Dubois, Bull. Int. Inst. du Froid,
Annexe 1969-1, 377 (1969)

84) D. W. Swan and T. J. Lewis, Proc. Phys. Soc. 78, 448 (1961).

85) B. Fzllou, and M. Bobo, "Electrical Properties of Insulating Materials
at Cryogenic Temperatures," Conference on Electrical Insulation and
Dielectric Phenomena, 1973 Annual Report, p. 514-523.
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Polarity also influences DC voltage breakdown as seen in Table 14 for

sphere-to-plane and point-to-plane electrode configurations. When the

pressure of cryogenic liquids is increased, the voltage breakdown level also

increases. Table 16 compares voltage breakdown for a three-fold change in

pressure. Additional data has been developed by B. Fallou and M. Bobo 85,
76

and M.J. Jefferies and K.N. Mathes.

TABLE 16

BREAKDOWN VOLTAGE, kV/mm VS PRESSURE (62.5mm SPHERICAL ELECTRODES
SPACED 1Irm)

1 Bar 3 Bars Ratio - 3/1 Bars

Liouid He 18 24.5 1.36

LiQuid H2  28 37.5 1.34

Liquid N 2 29 44.5 1.53

3.6.3 Theory of Conductivity and Breakdown. The conductivity in

cryogenic liquids between plane and spherical electrodes is so low that

studying the motion of electrons and ions has not been feasible. Recently

though, the conduction current has been artifically incr6ased by using sharp

pointed electrodes with radii in the order of 1000 X 88,89. With this

86) D. W. Swan and T. J. Lewis, "Influence of Electrode Surface Conditions
on the Electrical Strength of Liquified Gases," J. Electrochem Soc. 107,
180-185 (March 1960.

87) T. J. Gallagher, "Mobility Conduction, and Breakdown in Cryogenic Liquids:
A review," Conference on Electrical Insulation and Dielectric Phenomena,
1973 Annual Report, p. 503-513.

88) B. Halbern and R. Gomer, "Journal Chem. Phys." Vol. 43, p. 1069, 1965

89) Y. Takahashi, "Electrical Corona in Liquid Nitrogen," Conference on
Electrical Insulation and Dielectric Phenomeiia, 1974 Annual Report,
p. 577-584.
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Ncharge-injection" technique, the mobilities of electrons and ions can be

studied. He LI (superfluid) has a unique characteristic -- the mobility

of the positive ion is always greater than that of the negative ion. A

summary of the most recent work in this area has been presented by T. J.

Gallagher.
8 7

Gas bubbles always accompany partial discharges. Y. Takahashi and
others believe that the partial discharges are within the gas bubbles. 89

Using the bubble phenomena, D. Peier explains breakdown in liquid N2 in

terms of an avalanche of emulating bubbles. 90 The heat required for for-

mating these gas bubbles might be supplied by electron-molecule collisions

which do not lead to ionization. The increase in voltage breakdown with
increasing pressure, shown in Table 16, supports this concept of partial

discharges in bubbles. Three other theories are summarized and referenced
87

by T.J. Gallagher.

3.6.4 Solid Insulators at Cryogenic Temperatures. Solid insulators

at cryogenic temperatures show increased breakdown voltage. They do not

experience short term degradation with corona, because of the cryogenic

liquid environment. In selecting a solid insulation for low temperatures,

consideration must be given to physical properties such as coefficient of

thermal contraction, since the materials may crack or develop voids when

cooled. Physical properties for many practical nraterials at cryogenic

temperatures were compiled by A. Muller. 91

The low -temperature dissipation factor for several materials is shown
59 92in Figure 39.85 A. Muller and S.J. Rigby and B.M. Weedy provide a

comprehensive list of suitable low-temperature plastics and their dissipation

factors.

90) D. Peier, "Breakdown of Liquid Nitrogen in Point-Plane Electrodes,"
Conference on Electrical Insulation and Dielectric Phenomena, 1974
Annual Report, p. 567-576.

91) A. Muller, "Insulating Tape Characteristics at Cryogenic Temperature,"
Conference on Electrical Insulation and Dielectric Phenomena, 1973
Annual Report, p. 524-533.
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FIGURE 39. DISSIPATION FACTOR AT 1kHz AND UNDER 100 VOLTS

Data on the dielectric strength of solid insulators at cryogenic

temperatures is incomplete and the measurements by different investigators

often vary considerably. Almost all measurements have been made with

films because tape wrapped films can be used to insulate high voltage power

cables. Some of the published values appear in References 79, and 91 through

95.

92) S. J. Rigby and B. M. Weedy, "Liquid Nitrogen Impregnated Tape Insulation
for Cryoresistive Cable," IEEE Transactions on Electrical Insulations,
Vol. El-10, No. 1, p. 1-9, March 1975.

93). Z. Iwata, and K. Kikuchi, "Electrical Insulation for Liquid Nitrogen
Cooled EHV Cryogenic Cable," Conference on Electrical Insulation and
Dielectric Phenomena," 1973 Annual Report, p. 494-502.

94) K. Haga. T. Kajima and Y. Fujuviara, "Development of a Liquid-Nitrogen
Cooled Power Cable," Underground Transmission and Distribution
Conference, 1974.
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3.6.5 Vacuum at Cryogenic Temperatures. Vacuum insulation at cryogenic

temperatures has been investigated. 7 S, 9b,-97, 98 Its main disadvantage is

the need to support the conductor with insulators, greatly reducing the break-

down voltage of the combination. Most of the ionic activity preceeding and

during breakdown is at the triple junction between metal, dielectric, and

vacuum, and along the dielectric surface.96 P. Graneau and H.M. Schneider have

measured breakdown voltage limits and tolerance to multiple electrical discharges.
They used glass spacers to support the conductor in the vacuum. 9 8 To minimize
damage from discharges the conductor support insulators must be made from inor-

ganic materials such as glass, alumina, and porcelain.

Vacuum can also be used to enhance the dielectric strength of solid di-

electric materials. Data obtained by M. Bobo and published by K.N. Mathes 7 5 is

shown in Table 17.

TABLE 17

50 Hz VOLTAGE BREAKDOWN STRESS, MV/cm rms AT LIQUID HELIUM
TEMPERATURE, 4.2 K

PET FEP Polyimide
Film Film Film

In Boiling He 1.42 1.55 1.62

In Vacnm, 10-7 Torr 2.34 2.18 2.68

In Vacuum Varnished 2.9 2.76 3.54
Electrodes

95) K. N. Mathes, "Cryogenic Cable Dielectrics," IEEE Transactions on
Electrical insulation, Vol. EI-4, No. 1, p. 2-7, March 1969.

96) J. Juchniewicz and A. Tyman, "Voltage Endurance Test of Vacuum Insula-
tion for Cryo-Cables," IEEE Transactions on Electrical Insulation,
Vol. EI-1O, No. 4, p. 116-119, December 1975.

97) P. Graneau, "Lichtenberg Figures Produced by High V•Itage Discharge
in Vacuum," IEEE Trafractior!, on Electrical Insulation, Vol. EI-8, No. 3,
p. 87.-92, Septe'tber 1973.

98) P. Graneau and H. M. Schneider, "Vacuum Insulation for Cryo-Cable and its
Resistance to Dischdr2",,IEEE Transactions on Electrical Insulation,
Vol. [1-9, 1ýo. 2, p 63-Cý, June IW74.
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3.6.6 Application Notes. The dielectric loss is important in high-voltage

cryogenic equipment because these losses must be extracted out by refrigeration

equipment. For AC cryoresistive cables, a rule of thumb is that the dissipation

factor should not exceed 10-4. For superconductivity AC cables it should be

less than 10-5 (see Reference 73).

For long-term reliability, the insulation must be designed to operate below

the corona inception voltage when system voltage is normal. Most materials do

not degrade during short periods of partial discharge at cryogenic temperatures,

because of the inert-liquid environment. We cannot have any bubbles if we are

going to avoid partial discharges during normal operation, so the cryogenic

liquid must be kept below its boiling point.

3.7 Voltage Stress for Several Electrode Configurations. Electrode con-

figurations can be classified into three general categories: (1) points, which

includes sharp corners, sharp bends in wire filaments, and projections from a

surface, such as a solder draw; (2) curved surfaces such as long, spaced wires,

a round wire close to a ground plane, corona balls, and a coaxial cable; and

(3) parallel plates. Each of these electrode configurations has a unique

electric field, depending upon the shape of the electrodes and the spacing

between the electrodes. For configurations, such as plates, long parallel con-

ductors and coaxial cylinders, the theoretical equations are well known and the

field lines are easily drawn. Often the field is non-uniform, as in a trans-

former or generator winding. Then plctting the field requires much hand labor

or access to a computer.

3.7.1 Electric Fields. The space between and surrounding two or more

electrodes is regarded as the electric field. Every point within this space

has a definite potential which is related to its physical position in the

field. The negative gradient of voltage at any point is a vector which is

defined as the electric field-strength E at that point. This gradient can be

conceived as a force tending to displace a positive charge in the direction of

the vector toward the negative electrode. Shoin in Figure 40 is a field plot

for an energized insulated conductor next to a ground plane. The field lines

emanate perpendicularly from the neqativc eiectrode and terminate perpendicu-

larly on the positive electrode. Only one field line crosses the gas-solid
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dielectric interface at right angles -- the shortest one. At all other points

along the interface the field lines cross at an angle.
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FIGURE 40. FIELD LINES BETWEEN A HIGH VOLTAGE CONDUCTOR AND GROUND

A treatise on electric field theory can be found in most texts on electricity
and magnetism, or fields and waves. Von Hipple7, Greenfield8 and Schwaiger and

Sorensen9 9 have written texts on dielectrics which exolain the basic principles

of field theory. Texts describing field plotting and analysis are by Moore 10 0 ' 101

102 4 5 6Bewley, Smlythe, Stratton , and Weber

99) A. Schwaiger and R. W. Sorensen, Theory f _Dielectrics, John Wiley and
Sons, Inc., New York, New York, 19Q3.

100) A. D. Moore, Fundamentalc _of ElectricDesiln, McGraw-Hill Book Company,
Inc., New York, New York, -19"7.

101) A. D. Moore, "Mapping Techniques, Applied to Fluid Mapper Patterns,"
Trans. AIEE, Vol. 71, 1952.

102) L. V. Bewley, Two, Fimen'io i r F tld, .n fle(tric Fn(_ineerinfq,

The Macmillan Comxp,iny, New York, New York, 1q48.
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3.7.2 Configurations. The best shape and spacing of electrodes in

electrical/electronic equipment depends upon the physical construction of the

equipment, the applied voltage, the type of insulation and gas pressure, and

the operating temperature. For a given electrode spacing and at pressure times

spacing values greater than 1500 N/mr2-cm, a spark will jump between small-radius
electrodes at lower voltage than between electrodes having large radii
(Figure 41). This indicates that for a given potential difference and spacing
the peak field intensity at the electrodes is smallest when the field is
homogeneous (parallel plates) and the field lines are thus parallel. Most
parallel plates must have edges where the field is more intense than in the
center. By rounding the edges properly, this field can be spread over a greater
area, reducing the electric field gradient at the electrode (Rogowski 103).

For electrodes of any given shape the variation in potential, as a function

of the distance from one electrode to the other electrode, can be calculated by

solving the differential equations for the electrostatic field. For parallel

plates, concentric spheres, and coaxial cylinders the equations for the field
99

strength are:

Parallel Plates

E -I = -A Y vol ts/cm (3-26)
Ex a x

where: Lx voltage gradient at distance x between electrodes volts/cm

* potential at the electrode, volts

x a distance from the reference electrode, cm

A a constant

V - volts

S - spacing between electrodes, cm

103) W. Rogowski and H. Rengier, Arch. Elektrotech., 26, 1926, Page 73.
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PARALLEL PLATES POINTS

S: •. . .. . .. . . . ;

300.

SGAS AIR
ELECTRODES STEEL
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FIGURE 41. CORONA INITIATION VOLTAGE BETWEEN POINTS,

RODS, AND PLATES

Concentric Spheres

ExaV r12 (-7
7 r 2-r r (3-27

wh re | : •1> IIL

r* inner sphere (outside) radius, cm

r 2 aouter sphere (inside) radius, cm

V1 . reference voltage, vlts

V2 high voltage applied to opposite electrode, volts
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The maximum field gradient E is at the surface of the smaller, sphere
mwhere X = V1 is:

EM = V r2
E s r1 

(3-28)

Coaxial Cylinders
E =.- V

r In(-) 
(3-29)

1rI

where: r= inner-conduct r outside radius, cm

r 2  outer-conductor inside radius, cm

Em maximum field gradient at the inner conductor surface,
V/cm.

Field gradient equations for more complicated electrode configurations aretoo complex for ordinary design application. Two examples of rigorous solutions
for complicated electrodes illustrate the povnt:

Sphere_• ap (Refetence 9 9 ,page 89)

The field gradient along the x-axis between two equal/u,.equal diameterspheres wtih equal/unequal charge is given below.

E V 2~x 9P xn 1 (3-30)

V *k~O L3 -x 3 j (+x30

or: E 1++ x ( X3(ýi÷~m 2r (i+x32 52) --7--,Z)/ 9(1+x ~~1+X ))+

where: r = radius of the sphere, cm
x = d'stance from center of the sphere to the point

between the spheres, cm

Parallel y.C1 inders (Reference 102, page 45)

_2r (cosn- 1 (s/2--3 r?)
r
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More difficult field patterns can be rigorously calculated using the

techniques of References 4, 5, 6, 99, and 102.

3.7.3 Empirical Field Equations. An empirical field equation or formula

is the shortened, simplified form of a rigorous equation. Rigorous equations,

manageable with electronic calculators, are still difficult ot use in everyday

design work; especially if the design has to be assembled piece-wise. Often

the equation T the exact required electrode shape is not readily available

to the designer. To derive or compute a rigorous equation is an unnecessarily

cotly and time-consuming process, so it is usually more advantageous to use

time-proven empirical equations. Furthermore, the maximum stress is often the

only va.Je needed in a design, and the plotting of the -omplete field using a

rigorous equa-tion is not necessary. Empirical equations for the maximum field

stresses at the smaller electrodes, for several electrode configurations are

given in Table 18.104 Electrical stresses calculated with these equations are

within 10% of values obtained with rigorous equations.

Putlished empirical equations for sparkover gradients in air and sulfur

hexafluoride appear in Tables 2 and 3 105 The "typical error" in Table 3

represeits the difference between the Lalculated 'alues and experimental

results, except for' equations (8) and (9) in Table 3. Here the values repre-

sent differences between th:, rigorous and empirical equations.

The electrode geometries used in Tables 2 and 3 are shown in Figure 42.

Paramete-s for the equations in Tables 2 and 3 are as follows:

Es X Sparkover gradient, kV/mm

g = Gap length, mm

104) A. Bowers and P. G. Cath, "The Maximum Electrical Field Strength for
Several Si•pl Flectroie Cor, fiqurations," Phil ips Technical Review, 6,
1911, p. 270.

10..$) ). M. MattrLnlr-y and H M. Ryan, "'orrelation of Breakdown Gtadients in
Compres;ed Air and SFC, for NoDnuin form Fields," Conft-rence on Electrical
1.1sulation and Di,-l 'c'ric rlheri;o erri,i, National A, aderny of Sciences,
Washinqton, [P C., L 13, pp. 222-233.
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TABLE 18

MAXIMUM FIELD STRENGTH E WITH A POTENTIAL DIFFERENCE V BETWEEN THE

ELECTRODES, FOR DIFFERENT ELECTRODE CONFIGURATIONS

Configuration Formula for E

Two parallel y
plane plates a

Two concentric r + a

spheres a r

Sphere and (. 0.9 r +-a

plane plate a r

Two spheres at a 0.9 V r + a/2
distance a from eac'I a r
other.

Two coaxial V
cylinders a 2.3 r ig r + a

r

Cylinder parallel 0.9 V
to plane plate 2.3 r Igr + a

r

Two parallel /0.9 V/2

cylinders 2.3 r lg rL--aj2
r

Two perpendicular 0.9 - Vl2

cylinders 2.3 r Ig r * a/2
r

Hem.isphere on one of /l/ 3V; (a:#r)
two parallel plane a.r(/)
plates.

-emicylinder on one (av//
of two paralle& plane a

plates.

Two dielctrics
between plane plates L I .......

""1 al 2 2 1
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kV : App~ied voltage

rI radius of smaller electrode, mm

r = radius of second or larger electrnde, mm

s spacing, center of r2 to center of r1, mm

p = pressure, N/mr2

3.7.4 Utilization Factor. The utilization or efficiency factor is defined

as the ratio of the field stress between parallel plates and the maximum field

stress at the smaller electrode of a non-uniform configuration with idenLical

spacing non-parallel plate electrodes. The utilization factor is numerically

equal to the required voltage de-rating. In equation form:
i E

=n - <1 (3-33)
[ F--m

where: n = utilization factor

E = voltage stress between parallel plates spaced a unit apart,
kV/mm

Em = maximum voltage stress between two conductors - spaced a

unit apart, kV/im,

a = spacing, nm

Plots of the utilization factors as a function of electrode spacing for

several electrode geometrics are shown in Figure 42. These geometries are

commonly used in many electrical/electronic designs. The utilization factor,

which provides a way of quickly estimating the sparkover or breakdown voltage

of a configuration, can also be used for estimating the nimimum electrode radius

for a given spacing when the electrical stress capability of the dielectric is

known.

3.7.5 Freehand Field Plottinq. For complicated fields, which are very

difficult to analyze riathe~matically, even with computer, freehand flux plotting

by the trial and error method is a recourse. Sufficient accuracy may be

obtained tor most practical encineering problems by plotting the field with
"curvilinear" squdres. Freehand field plotting techniques are described in

Appendix A.
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3.7.6 Mathematical Mapping Techniques. include:

o Analytic Solutions
o Conformal Mapping Techniques

o Finite-difference Computer Programs

o Resistance - Network Analogs

o Conducting - Papey- Analogs

For the electronic field problems encountered in the dielectric design
of transformers and electric machines the resistance paper analog gives quick,

reliable results and is preferred by many designers. Its versatility makes

it easy for the designer to quickly prepare a field plot and directly inter-
pret the results (see Appendix A).
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4. EQUIPMENT

The principal function of electrical insulation in equipment is to

isolate the conductors from each other and their surroundings, restricting

current flow to the isolated conductors. This same insulation must support

the conductors and transfer heat away from them. High power, high voltage

airborne equipment is densely packaged, so materials with high dielectric

strength are required.

4.1 Wiring and Connectors. Partial discharges in the electrical

wiring generate noise which is conducted to connected equipment. Typically,

the noise signature is between 20 KHz and 20 HHz. If the partial discharges

are extensive, noise can also be induced in low-level neighboring circuits.

In high frequency systems, as in radar, the wave shapes of the electrical
signals can have partial discharges. These partial discharges produce ozone,
light, acid, and the deterioration of dielectrics. If corona persists over

100 hours, the dielectric may start to deteriorate and eventually a break-

down will result.

4.1.1 Design Considerations. Voltage, frequency, temperature, ambient

gas composition, pressure, radiation, and structural requirements must be

known when designing insulation for high-voltage equipment. This includes

the steady-state operating voltage and also any higher voltage transients,

their duration, and their frequency of repetition.

Air Pressure. The pressure of air between electrodes in the electro-
static field is a parameter in determining location of the minimum zones on

the Paschen law curve. This air pressure between electrodes may differ from

the surrounding ambient air pressure and it may have transients. With higher

temperatures and mechanical stress, air trapped in the insulation layers may
rupture or force voids in the insulation when the surrounding air pressure is

reduced. Figure 43 and Figure 44 show such voids created by air trapped

between the center conductor, and in the outer shield.
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AIR CAP

OCN"DUC'rOR

FIGURE 43. OUTER JACKET RUPTURE

t

FIGURE 44. CENTER CONDUCTOR DELAMINATION

Temperature. Since each electrical insulation has maximum temperature

limits and temperature-life limits, the short-time and continuous temperature,

both ambient and local, must be known.

Gases. If the gas between electrodes in the electrostatic field is other

than air, Paschen law curves must be determined for that gas.

Environmental conditions. Other environmental factors affecting insula-

tion are ultra-violet and nuclear radiation, and exposure to solvents and

chemicals.

Mechanical requirements. Requirements to be satisfied include shock,

abrasion, stability, strength, and flexure from vibration.

FLeqjPyelC. Most of the published aerospace partial discharge initiation

voltage data are in terms of 400 Hz, rather than direct current. A formula

for comparing dc data with 400 Hz ac data is Va 0.707 V The direct

current initiation voltage for point-to-plane electrode configurations is

affected by the polarity of the point, the configuration with the point nega-

tive breaking down at a lower voltage. The ac initiation voltage always

corr',:ponds to the dc polarity that has the lower ýoltage.
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At high frequencies, the interference generated by partial discharges

is worse than at low frequencies. The rate of deterioration of an insula-

tion by partial dischargesis usually proportional to frequency. The dielec-

tric strength of insulators is inversely proportional to frequency. Typical

loss of dielectric strength with frequency is shown in Table 19 for poly-

ethylene and Table 20 for teflon.

TABLE 19

POLYETHYLENE--DIELECTRIC STREtNGTH, V/miu, FOR 30-N!IL
SHEETS AS FUNCTIONS OF TEMPERATURE AND FREQUENCY*

FREQUENCY

0Temp., °C 60 Hz I kHz 38 k~z 180 kHz 2 MHz 18 MHz 100 .Hz

-55 1,660 1,270 750 700 410 1M' 160

25 1,300 970 500 460 340 180 130

50 1,140 910 590 580 280 150 150

80 980 970 440 430 220 150 150

TABLE 20

TEFLON--DIELECTRIC STRENGTH, V/mil, FOR 30-MIL SHEET

AS FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE AND FREQUENCY

FREQUENCY

Temp., °C 60 Hz 1 kHz 38 kHz 1.80 kHz 2 MHz 18 MHz 100 11Hz

-55 1.080 940 660 600 400 240 160

25 850 810 540 500 380 210 140

50 800 770 530 500 360 210 140

85 780 670 530 480 360 220 140

125 870 630 560 520 350 220 140
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4.1.2 High Voltage Cable. At high voltages, special precautions must

be taken to eliminate air voids and air gaps from the electrostatic field

between conductors. High voltage wire is constructed with conducting layers

around the stranded center conductor and just within the outer conductor

braid, as shown in Fig. 45. In this construction, the air trapped within the
stranded center conductor is not electrically stressed and does not have to

be eliminated. The insulation can be advantageously made of several layers,
with the dielectric constant (c) of each l3yer being suiessively higher

toward the center. The voltage gradient can then be maintained nearly con-

stant from the inner conducting layer to the outer conducting layer, rather

than being much higher near the inner conducting layer (Fig. 46). Equations

4-1 through 4-8 are used to compute the dielectric constants or layer thick-
nesses needed.

Conducting Layers

- Insulation Layers

II

Conduc tors

FIGURE 45. HIGH VOLTAGE WIRE

I
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1HIGH VOLTAGE GRADIENT
ON SINGLE DIELECTRIC

RELATIVE E •i > E? MULTI-DIELECTRIC

POTENTIAL

2SINGLE DIELECTRIC

INNER CONDUCTING

LAYER RELATIVE SPACING OUTER CONDUCTING
LAYER

FIGURE 46. FIELD GRADIENT FOR SINGLE AND MULTIPLE LAYER DIELECTRIC

In a coaxial configuration having three layers of insulation (Fig. 45),the voltage stress is not constant across any layer of insulation. In the
inner insulation, c Il, the stress (E1 ) adjacent to the conductor is in volts
per uniý of distance

V
E ri-n r(4-1)

1 2r 1j
The symbols are defined in Fig. 45. The stress within the outer sur-

face of the inner insulation is
VI

E 1n-Jr - rT (4-2)
r 2 in 1(r2 /r-

At the same time, the stress in the c 2 p2 insulation just outside of the
interface from insulation (E.P ) is

EIn I(r!r T/ (4-3)

Ccntinuiny in this manr'r through insulation layer rp3 we can derivean expr(:-ssion for the eul taqy at the outer surface of the inner layer ofS~insulation.
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SV1  ! in (r 2 /rY) in (r 3 /r 2 ) in (r 4 /r 3 )" )
Vo= n (rC1- 2 + 32) 43 (4-4)

The other interface voltages can be similarly calculated.

The voltage stress and total allowable voltage when dc is applied to

the coaxial configuration in Fig. 45 can be calculated in a similar manner.

The stress at the conductor is given by

El = I I45
E1 i[n (r2/rNT r (4-5)

The stress at the interface between insulation (cllp) and (c2p 2) changes as
one crosses the interFace. In insulation (c Ill), the stress is

while in insulation (c2 Q2 ), the stress is

V2 I V Ifln (r3/r2) P222 L J. .... "

and finally

[P, r In (r 2/rI) + p2 In (Y'3/r 2) P3 In (r 4/41 3) 4

L k ,P In (Y,/r1) j
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4.1.3 High Voltage Connectors. Connectors must also be designed to
eliminate air voids between conducting surfaces. One successful method is

to make one side of the mating-interface from soft pliable insulation
(Fig. 47). When mated, the pliable insulation conforms closely to the oppo-

site dielectric. The pliable insulation should first contact the molded
insulation near the center conductor, then the contact should progress out

to the shell, without trapping air space.

INTERFACE SEAL

•-------•••PIN

PluG

SOCKET

FIGURE 47. HIGH VOLTAGE CONNECTOR

A thin layer of silicon grease has been applied to the insulation sur-
faces of some connectors to fill micropores in the insulation. Too much
grease (more than 5 mils) has a tendency to prevent complete closure of the

connector, introduce air cavities, or deform the pliable insulation. There-
fore, silicone or other additives ore not recordnended for properly constructed

high-voltage connectors. A properly constructed connector has complete

mating on all insulated surfaces of tCe plug and receptacle.
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4.2 Capacitors. High voltage capacitors include voltage ratings of

over 2000V or 1000V rms. This threshold is strictly arbitrary and is based
on the observation that above these voltage ratings it is usually advisable
to connect capacitance elements in series rather than to use a single dielec-
tric pad to withstand the total voltage.

Dielectrics used for high voltage include liquid impregnated paper,
plastic film, paper-plastic combinations, mica, ceramics, glass, compressed
gas, and vacuum. Unless special requirements with respect to temperature,

stability, radiation resistance, or packaging are involved, liquid impreg-
nated paper or plastic offer the best energy-space-cost combination and

consequently are more widely available.

This section deals only with high voltage capacitors. Many dielectric

configurations which are quite appropriate for low voltage, high performance

capacitors for solid-state coniunication equipment are not applicable to

high voltage work, and are not covered here. This excluded category includes
electrolytic and ceramic-insulators capacitor types.

Design Features. Design features are strongly influenced by the intended

application. The most important design feature of capacitors is the use of
the lowest dissipation factor consistent with the dielectric stress that yields

an acceptable failure rate. DC capacitors for continuous duty also require
low dissipation factor since some AC ripple is usually present. High insul-
ation resistance is also usually required for applications. DC energy storage

capacito's require design features that permit extremely high currents as

well as very fast charge and discharge rates.

4.2.1 Construction and Processinj. Construction and processing have a
major effect on high-voltage capacitors performance. Series connection of

sections necessitates careful attention to conductor insulation, clearances,
geometry, and workmiadnship while the n~cessity for liquid impregnation requires

meticulous control of materials pu:ity, initially is well as prevention of

contamination during processing.
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4.2.2 Dielectrics. Liquid impregnation is the most effective means of
assuring corona-free performance at rated voltage. All papers and films have
surface irregularities that trap air when they are stacked between metal
electrodes. Unless the air is replaced by a liquid with dielectric constant
reasonably close to that of the paper or film, the stress distribution under
an applied pot ential will te such that the highest stress will appear across
the air pockets. Since the air has a dielectric strength far lower than the
paper, film or liquid, it will ionize and initiate partial discharges at a
potential much lower than that required if no air were present. Under dc-
voltage stress, the mechanism is similar except that the stress distribition
is controlled by the resistivity of the dielectric materials rather than by
their dielectric constants. Another advantage of liquid impregnation is
that air, with a dielectric constant of 1.0, is replaced by oils or askarels
with dielectric constants of more than five, resulting in a more compact
capacitor.

Impregnation with solids such as waxes or resins is feasible for appli-
cations but has not been found to be reliable for operation at voltages
above 225 volts rms because of susceotability to partial discharge damage.

Unimpregnated plastic film capacitors are also suitable for applications
but are subject to partial discharge damage at ac voltage above 225 volts
rms unless special design features are provided.

4.2.3 Essential Design Features. In addition to the requirements
listed below, all types of high-voltage capacitors must be made from dielec-
tric materials having the highest available dielectric strength and having
the longest demonstrated life at rated stress.

Capacitor Requirements

AC Calacitors Cap•acito rs Energy Stora, _ Cap.uc ito rs
Low dissipation factor Low dissipation factor Low equivalent series

resistance (ESR)
High partial discharge Low insulation resistance Low insulation
threshold resi stance

High current
capad i ty
Low inductdnce
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4.2.41 Failure !odes and Mechanisms. Failure modes in cap ;tors include

short circuit,, open circuit., and parameter drift, of which shorLs are by far

the most frequent. Shorts may result from one of many mechanisms, the most

corria n be-.*,- electrical b-eakdown caused by conducting sites or electrically

weak areas in the dielectric. Conducting sites may be particles imbedded in

the paper, airborne particles picked up during assembly, foil slivers, or

products generated by partial discharge. Weak areas may result from torn

paper, thin spots, or dielectric layers missed during assembly.

rven a moderate sized capacitor has many square centimeters of dielectric

which has to be ultra thin to achieve reasonably small volume. Consequently

stresses in capacitor dielectrics are usually far higher than in dielectrics

used ;n other insulation applications. Measures to assure the highest possible

electr -al strength and longest life of capacitor dielectrics include multi-

layer pads, liquid impregnation, use of series connections for voltage ratings

a-ove about 2500 volts, assembly in a controlled environment, high potential

tescing and, in some cdses, burn-in at elevated voltage and temperature.

Even the best dielectric papers contain a finite number of conducting

particles of randomly distributed sizes, randomly located in position. Multi-

layer constructicn has least chance of having a conducting particle com-

pletely bridge the foil electrodes. Since thp thinnest paper contains the

most conducting particles (full thickness of paper) per square foot, it is

desirablu to use the thickest paper possible to keep the number of particles

lo'-. However, the thinnest possible paper gives the highest capacity per

jr,.it volume. A compromise is therefore necessary.

The dielectric stre.igth of a paper pad increases with the number of

layers up to four or five layers Above this number the increase in strength

is no lonkjer- proportional to the increase in number of layers. There is also

.'* apparent decrease in e'lectrical strength per unit thickness with indi-

vidual 1,aper thicknesse, jreattr than 0. 75 mils. This appears to be an effect

of vo' tace ijrc ie-,it across the , T. .T.t the'efore becomes advisable to

assemble the caprcior bY conne'itrncj sectio-ns in seri~c rather tha.. using

thicker pads.
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Plastic films such a! polyethylene terephthalate (MYLAR) are able tc

withstand stresses as high as impregnated paper can but the resulting capac-

itors are generally larger and more expensive for the same performance.
Liquid impregnated paper-polypropylene sandwich dielectrics are competitive

with liquid impregnated paper but not as widely used becausr there are fewer

reliable sources of supply.

Parameter drift and open circuits are not commonl,; encountered failure

modes in high voltage capacitors, Dut there have been instances where inex-
perienced manufacturers have tried to connect to the a'luminum foil electrodes

by pressure contact rather than by soldering or welding. This is always

disastrous because aluminum oxidizes generating open circuits under low

voltage stress and destructive arcing under ac.

With liquid-impregnated capacitors the container terminations and seals
are important. All free space must be filled with liquid to preclude gas

that can ionize. Rectangular or oval cases are designed with enouqh flexi-

bility to permit the liquid to expand and contract as temperature and pressure
change. Cylindrical or rigid walled cases must be designed with provisions

that prevent low pressure gas accumulation between plates.

4.2.5 Effects of Partial Discharges. The life of an insulating material
depends upon its type, the operating temperature, voltage stress, applied

voltage, physical dimensions, materials control during manufacture, and clean-
liness. Also important are small defects in the layers of conductina foil and

fisulation which may become gas-filled voids. Partial discharges can be

generated when the gas is overstressed. These discharges are accompanied by

electron bombardment which generates hot spots and acts on the air to pro-

duce ozone and nitrous oxides that decompose surrounding materials. Damage

to the electrical insulation by electron bombardment and chemical deterioration

can be identified by d decrease in insulation resistance and an increase in

the dissipation factor. Dielectric materials are often evaluated with break-

down tests, superior materials being expected to exhibit higher breakdown

voltages. A breakdown test is useful ir finding flaws in the insulation.

Huwever, where a solid dielectric is to be impregnated with a liquid or when

air voids may be present, the value of a breakdown test may be limited because
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breakdown values are usually considerably higher than the voltage at which the

insulation is used. This point is illustrated in Fig. 48 which shows the
relative breakdown values, where partial discharges start and the range of

the useful electrical stresses.

2400

2000 WITHOUT
2 CORONA
, 1600

1200

WITH
-300 CORONA

t; 40 ""

0

0.001 0.01 01 1 10 100 1000
HOURS TO FAILURE

FIGURE 48. DIELECTRIC LIFE OF POLYETHYLENE WiTH & WITHOUT CORONA

The discharge inception voltage is very important because • capacitor,

if permitted to operate with in'Lernal partial discharges, will soon fail as

shown in Fig. 48, for polyethelene insulation. Other insulation materials will

degrade similarly.

Iprearnýated pa per. As impregnating dielectric liquids age, their mole-

cules polymerize. High temperature and electrical stress accelerate poly-

merization. In time, continued electron bombardment w~il carbonize the

polymerized molecules and voltage breakdown or puncture of the insulation

results.

Gas voids. The partial discharge initiation voltage for gas-filled

voids is much lower for solid and impregnated paper dielectrics. Gas-filled

voids result from incomplete impregnation during manufacture and must be
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. . . . . .

detected and eliminated. Dry unimpregnated areas in the insulating paper

contain minute voids. Gas-filled voids may also be found at the ends of the
individual layers of insulating paper. Also small wrinkles may be formed in

the capacitor foil during manufacture. If these small wrinkles are not com-

pletely impregnated or filled with solid or liquid insulation, gas-filled

voids will be present.

'The temperature of the partial discharge across the center of a gas-

filled void could be as high as 4,0000 K. 106 The gas itself will be much

cooler than the discharge channel, around 550 0 C. The partial discharge

inception voltage (PDIV) across a gas-filled void can be as low as 230 volts

rms, at the Paschen-law minimum. After gases such as hydrogen or a hydro-

carbon gas evolves the PDIV can decrease to 185 to 200 volts, depending upon

the breakdown characteristics of the gas or gases and thickness of the series

dielectric.

4.2.6 Failure Rate Prediction. Capacitor life is, as expected, depen-
dent on voltage stress and temperature. The relationship can best be des-

cribed by a failure rate expressed as the percentage of failures (per 1000

unit-hours) based on a specific confidence level. In continuous operation

at rated voltage capacitors exhibit a relatively high initial failure rate,

called infant mortality, lasting a few hour decades. This is followed by
years of essentially constant or slightly decreasing failure rate and finally

a rapidly increasing failure rate as wearout become predominant. This is

illustrated by the classical "bathtub" shaped curve (Fig. 49).

It is feasible to relate life or loug time breakdown to commonly used
values of dielectric strength. Dielectric strength is measured on small

specimens during a "life" on the order of 60 seconds, whereas end-of-life

breakdown levels of a large specimen such as a capacitor are subject to an

area effect as well as long term chemical and physical changes.

106. J.M. Meek and J.D. Craggs, Ilectrical Breakdown of .gases, Oxford
at the Clarendon Press, London, Enyldnd, 1953, pp 415-421.
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FIGURE 49. FAILURE RATE OF CAPACITORS

Voltage ratings of capacitors are based on life tests using many samples

at many voltages and temperatures. Short-time overvoltage tests during

manufacturing stages screen out grossly defective parts, but cannot be

depended on to reject marginal parts. A burn-in at elevated voltage and

temperature is effective in reducing infant mortality of capacitors when

reliability is more important than cost. Burn-in is not customarily performed

on non-military capacitors. Failure rate data is the basis of reliability-

level predictions for established reliability parts, which are then derated

to achieve a specific level of reliability. Acceleration factors have been

estimated for most types of capacitors, but are not readily available for

high voltage capacitors since very few high voltage capacitors are built to

military specifications.

The ralationship of failure rate to voltage and temperature can be

expressed as:

X- Ku H _ (4-9)
r V r

Where: X - failure rate at use conditions

Xr = failure rate at rated conditions
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V

k = temperature acceleration constant
TU = use temperature (°C)

Tr = rated temperature (°C)

Vu = use voltage

Vr = rated voltage

n = voltage acceleration factor

The following are values of constants k and n for some common dielectrics:

k n
Dielectric DC AC DC AC
Mineral oil-paper 1.07 1.036 5 5

Askarel-Paper - 1.09 5 5.6
MYLAR 1.07 - 5-7

Published data relating voltage to dielectric thickness for a given life-
time are always based on some specified active area of dielectric. This
vnltage must be derated by a factor which depends upon the ratios of the
active area of the capacitor being designed and the active area of the test
sample (Fig. 49).

4.2.7 Check List of Significant Characteristics. In selecting the most
appropriate capacitor for a Darticular application, the following character-
istics should be considered in relation to application requirements in the
interest of attaining the optimum balance of producibility, performance and

cost.
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CAPACITANCE IMPEDANCE
Rated value Effect of:
Tolerance Frequency
Retrace Series R
Effect of: Series XL

Temperature
Voltage RIPPLE/PULSE CURRENT
Age FAILURE RATE
Frequency Effect of.

Voltage

VOLTAGE RATING Temperature
DC continuous Ripple current
DC Transient Transients
Polarity FAILURE MODES
AC low frequency
AC high frequency, RF NOISE

TEMPERATURE CAPABILITY VOLUME & WEIGHT PER uF VOLT OR PER KVAR

DISSIPATION FACTOR OR Q MECHANICAL FEATURES
Power factor Enclosure
Equivalent series R Mounting provisions

Effect of: Seal
Temperature Flammability
Voltage Effect of:
Frequency Orientation
Capacitance Vibration

LEAKAGE CURRENT OR INSULATION RESISTANCE Shock
Effect of. Humidity

Temperature COST
Polarity
Age AVAILABILITY
Voltage

STRAY CAACITANCE AND RESISTANCE TO CASE

4.3 Magnetic Devices. Motors, generators, transformers, and inductors

L are magnetic devices requiring electrical insulation between turns of the

coils, between coil layers, between adjacent coils, and between coils and

associated parts such as the magnetic cores and structure.

The coil insulation in high-voltage rotating machines may be subjected

to gaseous ionization or corona discharge during proof testing ;.nd in service.

These partial discharges can occur exterrally from the windings to the metal

frame or cores; and internally in voids or crevices in the insulation.

Analyses of electrical failures in higl-voltage magnetic devices have re-

vealed erosion in the larger cavities of nonhomogeneous insuldition. These
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larger cavities may have initially developed by thermal aging-, mechanical

forces, or by partial discharge attack. A combination of these degrading

effects is most likely.

The erosion or weakening of insulation through internal discharge attack

may be the result of several effects progressing simultaneously:

"* Thermal degradation caused by local heating from ionization streamers

and increased losses in surrounding solid materials;

"* Degradation of solid material and reaction with the gas in the cavity;

"" Degradation of the gas and reaction with the cavity surfaces;

"* Partial breakdown in solid material (treeing).

4.3.1 Encapsulation. Several manufacturers produce epoxy, polyurethane,

and silicone dielectric materials which have been used successfully in aero-

space magnetic devices. Somf )f these materials have restrictions; for

example, a minimum operating temperature of -20 0 C. A material in a particu-

lar application may have worked well without restrictions, but the same

material in a new application may require restrictions. Scotchcast 280 and

281 are examples. In a large transformer wound with AWG 24 wire, filled

Scotchcast 281 was found to be the better product. The filler was fine

enough to pass through the winding interspaces, completely filling the coil

winding which was 25 cm in diameter, 2.5 cm thick, and 10 cm high. ThE

coefficient of thermal expansion of the coils matched that of the Scotchcast

281 and no cracks or voids developed during temperature cycling between -40 0 C

and +85 0 C.

Another coil, designed for a higher voltage but lower current, was wound

with AWG 32 wire, but the inner windings were not totally impregnated with

Scotchcast 261, even after a vacuum treatment followed by nitrogen pressuri-

zation at five atmospheres. In a redesign the coils were impregnated with

Scotchcast 280, and overcoated iwith Scotchcast 281. This led to difficulties

because during the removal froml the moid a grease film and dirt were deposited

on the Scotchcast 280 by handling. This grease and dirt where not completely

removed, left the two materials poorly bonded, generating cracks and voids

which contributed to high partial discharge counts in a subsequent corona
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test. Incidentally, controlled introduction of additives between layers of

a dielectric is a method of acquiring voids and cracks for testing to confirm

theoretical models.

Some insulations will show excellent bonding to glass test tubes for

great temperature extremes, but fail when used as a circuit encapsulation.

Some materials may separate at the bond when applied to electrical parts;

for example, silicone on epoxy materials, and acid-based silicone on water-

based silicones. Occasionally a material will not harden when in a sealed

evacuated container. Materials also may have bonding problems when subjected

to thermal cycling; that is, the insulation will crack or delaminate when

cooled to temperatures less than -20 0 C. Table 21 shows low-temperature per-

formance of some of the dielectrics that are useful for magnetic devices. 107

TABLE 21

PERFORM4ANCE OF INSULATING MATERIALS AT LOW
TEMPERATURES AND l104 N/cm2 PRESSURE

Material Voltaqe Temperature Comments

PR 1538 600 Vrms -40 C Cracked. No damage -
low voltaqe in vacuum

Solithane 15 KV -18 C Successful
113/300
Formula 12

Scotchcast 400 Vp -55 to 85°C Very thin coat
280/281 Transformer okay

RTV 615 15 KV -55 to 85 0 C Cracked
6154 15 KV -20 to 850 C Successful

DC 3110 4 KV -36°C to 500 C Cracks appeared
4 KV -18 C to 50C Successful

PC 22 1.0 KV -300C to 70°C Successful

DC 3110 18 KV -55%C to 7O0C Opaque material
DC 1201 Primer

107. W. G. Dunbar, "High Voltage Connections for Flight Vehicles,"
NAECON 74, National Aetospace and Elec. Conference, Dayton,
Ohio, May, 19/4
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Insulations used for encapsulation and conformal coatings should be

applied and then vacuum-pressurized. The coil should be properly cleaned
beforehand, the encapsulant outgassed and poured into the mold containing

the coil, and the encapsulated coil evacuated until bubbling ceases, followed
by 2 to 3 atmospheres of pressurization. The pressurization will usually

seal insulated wires by driving the encapsulant into the wire strands at the
end of the wire. It will also force insulation into small intraspacial voids
in the coils. X-rays may be used to verify large voids between high-voltage

windings and grounded surfaces.

The electrical properties of some epoxies, silicones, and polyurethanes,
having high service temperatures and good dielectric strengths are listed in

Table 22. A more complete listing of the thermal, mechanical, and chemical
proper-ties of Scotchcast 281 epoxy is shown in Table 23. A listing of many

materials used for encapsulating equipment can be found in Reference 108.

4.3.2 Terminal Boards and Supports. Composite and laminated insulation
is used for terminal boards, and also for suoports that separate the coils
and wiring from the cores, structure, and containers. Some electrical and

mechanical properties of glass and nylon containing laminates are shown in
Table 24. A more complete list of materials and properties can be found in
References 108 and 109.

A terminal board for high potential should be made from qualified insula-
tion. The board may be flat, if the voltage is less than 20 kV, provided the
electricai stress is:

Less than 10 volts/mil for long life (11-30 years)
Less than 10-25 volts/mil for short life (I month to 1 year)

with treated boards in a dry, clean, atmosphere of pure gas these values can

be increased 3 times the above value.

108, J.F. Sitton and J.E. Stern, "Spacecraft High-Voltage Power Supply
Construction," NASA Tech. Note., NASA TN D-7948, Goddard Spacecraft
Center, Greenbelt, Md., April, 1975

109. H.L.Saums, and W.W. Pendleton, Mdterials for Electrical Insulatinq
and Dielectric Ft~nctions, Hay'ien Book Co., RochelTe-parkN•.J.g393,
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TABLE 22

SUCCESSFUL AEROSPACE DIELECTRIC MATERIALS

Service Dielectric Volume
MTemperature Dielectric Strength Resistivity
Material C Constant V/mm Ohm - cm

EPOXIES
S~13

XR5192 130 4.62 11,000 1.55xl

Scotchcast 3 130 3.3 12,000 1x10 5

Scotchcast 235 130 5.2 13,000 1xlO 15

Scotchcast 280 155 4.9 15,000 "IxlO1 4
Scotchcast 281 155 4.9 15,000 lxlO14

SILICONE RUBBER

RTV-11 204 3.6 20,000 6xlO 14

RTV-60 204 3.7 20,000 lx3xl O1 4

RTV-615 204 3.0 20,000 l. O 1l5

RTV-616 204 3.0 20,000 1.0xl 015

Sylgard 182 200 2.7 22,000 2.0xlO14

Sylgard 184 200 2.75 22,000 l.Ox1O 14

Sylgard 186 250 3.0 23,000 2xlO1 5

POLYURETHANES

Solithane 113 121 2.8 - 5.0 13,000 - 20,000 3xlO1 4

Terminal boards upierating at voltages greater than 20 kV should be cona-

toured to increase the creepage pdths, Three basic methods of contouring are:

"* Cutting slots (gas filled regions) between the terminals.

"• Building barrier strips betveen the terminals.

"* Mounting the terminals on in',uli.ed staridoffs.
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TABLE 23

PROPERTIES OF 3M SCOTCHCAST 281 EPOXY

PROPERTY VALUE

Coefficient of thermal expansion 1.5xlO-4 cm/cm C

Thermal conddctivity 1.2x10-3 cal/cm-sec C

Specific gravity 1.43

Water absorption 0.4%(weight) in 1000 hours at 230

Shore hardness Number D65

Service temperature range -550C to 1550C

Shelf life (before encapsulation) 12 months

Dielectric constant 4.9 at 100 kHz

Dissipation factor 0.05 at 100 kHz

Dielectric strength I 5kV/Tmn

Volume resistivity lxlO1 4 ohm-cm

FlamnVability Self extinguishing

Transparency Opaque

These three methods are shown in Fig. 50. A combination of the three

methods may be necessary for voltages greater than 100 kV. lhe slots in a

slotted board form creepage paths and flashover barriers on both sides of

the board. A board with barriers is the most difficult to design. The

barriers miust be built on both sides of the board, and the board has to be

made ffom Wmaterials that will not form creepage paths under the barriers,

or in 1•aviated boards, through the board ] an inates. The barriers must not

ii'ttr ft i, with the terminals or the wiring.
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TABLE 24
PROPERTIES OF LAMINATES AND COMPOSITIONS

Material Properties

NEMA Base Specific WaterGrade Material Resin Gravity % absorbtlon

G-7 Glass cloth Silicone 1.68 0.55G-9 Glass cloth Melamine 1.9 0.8G-10 Glass cloth Epoxy 1.75 0.25
G-11 Glass cloth Epoxy 1.75 0.25N-1 Nylon Phenolic 1.15 0.6FR-4 Glass Epoxy 1.75 0.25FR-S Glass Epoxy 1.75 0.25

Mechanical Properties

Flexural Tensile Compressive Bond Rockwell
Strength Strength Strength Strength Hardness
N/m2xiO8  N/m2x10 8  N/u2 xl0 8  kg M-scale

1.6mm thick

G-7 1.4 1.6 3.1 295 100
G-9 4.1 2.7 4.5 770 --
G-10 4.1 2.4 4.8 900 110

G-11 4.1 2.4 4.8 725 110
N-1 0.1 0.6 1.9 450 105
FR-4 4.1 2.4 4.8 900 110
FR-S 4.1 2.4 4.8 725 110

Electrical ProDerties

Dielectric Dissipation Dielectric Resistivity
Constant Factor Strength Volu-e ---- fface Arc1 MHz 1MHz Kv/mm resistivity Resistance Resistance0. BSI 0. Bmm LO. _Y1 CHM-Cm ?ieqohms Sec.

G-7 4.2 0.003 il .... 180G-9 7.5 0.018 10 ISOG-10 5.2 0.025 20 IC12 104 128G-11 5.2 0.025 16 1152 104 11S"N-1 3.9 0.038 15
FR-4 5.2 0.025 18 101 2  

1 128FR-S 5.2 0.025 18 1012 1 US
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FIGURE 50. TERMINAL BOARDS
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Insulated standoffs are a form of the barrier strips. They are diffi-

cult to design Lecause they must withstand the forces applied by the ter-

minals, and the terminal anchor must be embedded in the top surface of the

standoff. The anchor must be contoured for minimum elec,.rical stress.

4.3.3 High Voltage Leads. Leads between high voltage parts should be

made of round, smooth-surfaced polished metal tubing. Steel and nickel-

plated metals are preferred, jut other softer metals are often used because
*hey are easier to fabricate. rhe radius of curvature on all bends should

be at least 2.5 times the conductor diameter to avoid flattening or crushing

the tube at the bend. The ends of the tubes should be flattened as little

as possible but this becomes difficult for pieces other than straight sections.

When the end of the tubing is flattened the corona suppression shield should

extend over the edges and the flattened end of the tubing as Thown in Fig. 51.
Ample space must be provided between the inside surface of the insulator and

the metal tube. A safe design would be based on the assumption that the full

voltage stress exists on the top edge of the bushing.

NIGH VOLTAGE C')N[DCTOrP

CORONA
SUPPRESSION Y "t t N L

V 
ENT 

HOLE

S/ HIGH VOLTA'1

r7(ROj~riED

FIGURE 51 HIGH VOLTAA(L[ IAD AJ) 1,1M INg
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Hollow tubing must be vented. Vent holes should be drilled through one

wall of the tubing at both ends. The vpnt hole should face the corona shield.
No other holes should be drilled in the tubing.

4.3.4 Special Design Features. High voltage flexible lead terminations
should be designed to eliminate pressure points on the terminal board (Fig. 52)
Pressure points will cause delamination which enhances internal tracking.

Also, t:,e terminal should be protected with a corona ball or shield.

CONDUCTOR

IMPROPZR

HIGH VOLTAGE WIRE

BRMINAL

r CONDU~C TOR

/WASHER

__- PCORONA
BALLI

FI GU1RF 12 H 'IC( VOL 'AGCF TiRMI NAIS
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Other insulation techniques include either burnishing or enameling over

the knots in ties. Otherwise, the feathered ends will become points from

which corona discharges will emanate (Fig. 53).

Small pieces of insulation must be cleaned out of the transformer case.

Otherwise the 'chips" may lodge in the field between a coil and metal, cause

corona, which ruins the gas or oil. Wire terminations should be designed

and installed so the field approaches that of a parallel plate configuration

without point discontinuities.

1/4" free ends of tie are

corona generating points.

Hiqh voltage leads

!/

poor

Bond tie ends w~ith rel e'iamfel

/ or equivalent or fuse tie ends.

/1 Good

FI(GUR[ 53. HIGH V(OLIAGE TIES
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Encapsulated coils and the coil supports should have rounded corners

(Fig. 54). Rounding the corners eliminates high stress points or low utili-

zation factors in the media between the encapsulated coil and its support,

fram, or adjacent coil.

HI1GH VOLTAGE WIRE

RADIUS OF INSULATION

S0 I0 ENCAPS'ILATEn
0 0 rnlL

0oooo 0 oo
000001 0000

INSULATION SUPPORT

•-• EXCELLENT BOND MUST
BE MAINTAINED

BETNEE4
S'IRFACES

FIGURE 54. ROUND CORNERS ON ENCAPSULATED COILS

4.4 Solid State and Vacuum Parts. Sometimes in aircraft installations,
live high voltage circuits must be switched. Devices used to switch aircraft
high voltage are hard-vacuum tubes, hydrogen thyratrons, silicon controlled
rectifiers (SCR's), and vacuum switches. Associated with these components
are resistors, capacitors, wiring, nmgnetic devices, isolating transformers,

or electro-optical isolators, and triggering circuits. A device sometimes
used in high voltage circuits is the crowbar, •hich very quickly shunts the
high-voltage conauctors with a resistor to harmlessly discharge energy storage
capacitors to prevent a damaging dissipation of energy into a fault.
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High voltage circuit components protected by a crowbar circuit may be

subjected to large voltage transients and excursions preceding and during

faults. These transient voltages may be either negative or positive and

more than double the normal circuit voltage with high frequency voltage com-

ponents. The insulating surfaces and thicknesses must be capable of with-

standing multiple crowbar actions. Therefore, insulation used in and around

these circuits must have a basic insulation level. Boards, terminals, bushings,
and other insulation must be impulse tested to show capability for with-

standing at least 100 to 500 impulses. See Impulse Testing, paragraph 5.3.3.

The selection of high-voltage switches is beyond the scope of this

design manual. The following paragraphs deal with the installation of high-

voltage switches and their auxiliaries, and the techniques of making safe

and corona-free electricpl connections.

4.4.1 Fields. The high voltage insulation design starts with a cir-

cuit diagram showing all parts and their voltage levels. The parts are then

arranged in a preliminary package which minimizes the voltage between parts

and voltage across each part. In designing high voltage assemblies, it is

important to avoid crossovers that put z low voltage surface on one part

next to a very high voltage surface of another part. Circuits contdining

resistive of capacitive voltage dividers require careful design, especially

if the resistor is long. For instance, a resistor or group of resistors

may be a voltage divider between the high voltage terminal and ground. The

normal plan is to zig-zag many resistors from the high voltage terminal to the

ground terminal, or to have one resistor with one end attached to the high

voltage terminal and the other end grounded. Sometimes other high voltage

parts near the center of the resistor or resistor chain may be at full

voltage or at ground potential, stressing a zone which is not normally de-

signed for voltage stress. This must be avoided.

4.4.2 Taps and Plates. A high voltage rectifier is normally assem-

bled from a series of connected diodes. Occasionally, a voltage tap is

required at the center of the diode string. This tap should be made of

material having tne ;.nre diLnetei as the diode surface, and thick enough

for attachment of a round tubijlar connection. Soldered joints should not
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be used because most solder electrodes have lower breakdown potentials than
do metals such as steel, nickel, brass, copper, and aluminum,

A potential shaping surface within a stack of series-connected diodes

can be a thin plate of metal, provided with a large-radius edge as shown
in Fig. 55. This curved edge suppresses corona.

0 1odes

VoltaqeF Metal Surface

.Curved

H Edge

FIGURE 55. CURVED EDGE ON HIGH VOLTAGE PLATE

4.4.3 Control Wiring. High voltage units may use circulating pres-
surized gas for part of the insulation system, and also for cooling parts.

Electrically controlled switches may also be required for system
voltage regulation and performance measurement. These functions are done
with components such as fan motors, relays, motor-driven switches, and
instrumentation, sensors and circuits, operating at voltages less than 250
volts rms or dc. These devices and circuits as normally insulated are
incapable of withstanding the induced transient voltages coupled into them
by high voltage taults, crowbar action, and the high voltage start-stop
sequences. Therefore, these circuits and their wirinq must be shielded.

Low voltage devices and their wiring must be kept away from the high
voltage circuits. Low voltage conductor shielding has rough surfaces which
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look like multiple points that enhance field gradients with respect to the

high voltage, lowering the breakdown voltage between high voltage parts or
conductors to the low voltage shields.

Shielding the low voltage components and wiring should be adequate
to hold the induced impulses to less than 750 volts peak in common-mode and

differential-mode circuits, and to less than 7500 volts peak in the wiring.
These limits will prevent destruction of most hardened solid state devices,

inductors, capacitors, and resistors used in the control circuits. Many

circuits have been evaluated for damage or nIalfunction by electromagnetic

pulses. Some of these data were compiled in Reference 110.

4.4.4 Insulated High Volta'e Wiring. A designer may have to inter-

connect two or more components with a high voltage flexible wire which has

insulation inadequate to sustain the full electrical stress of the applied

voltage. He can do this if he:

(1) Increases the diameter of the wire with more insulation. With
dc voltage stress, the low resistance of the insulation and

near infinite resistance of the gas, will allow the surface

of the wire insulation to charge to the conductor voltage

level. This larger diameter will lower the voltage gradient
in tOe highly stressed gas next to the conductor. With ac,

the voltage at the surface of the wire will be determined by

the configuration and dielectric constants of the wire insul-

ation and gas space.
(2) Provides adequate and rigidly controlled spacing between the

wire and ground planes.

Generally, extra-flexible wire should be used only when the bending

and intertwining of the tubing through the high voltage volumes is too difficult

110. --- "Component Damage/Malfunction Levels," Technical Memorandum,
TM-75, Prepared for U.S.Army Ingineerinq Division, Huntsville, Corps
of Engineers, Contract OACA8Y-U-*C-OO0?, Submitted by Boeing Aero-
space Conyany, S.eattle, Woshimmyton, December 1974
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or will mechanically stress parts during installation. Terminations on

extra-flexible wire will not stay in place as they Will with solid tubing.

Therefore, the terminations must either be keyed to a slot in the insulation

barrier, or a special locking device must be developed for the termination

and/or wire end.
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5. TESTS

High voltage insulation is tested to evaluate its physical and electrical

properties and to predict its service life. Equipment tests should be de-

signed to verify the quality of the insulation rather than to serve as a

failure analysis tool.

5.1 Insulation Tests. There are two cateqories of insulation testing:

1) material evaluation and 2) component insulation tests.

Material evaluation tests include tests of the electrical and physical

properties. Electrical properties are dielectric strength, dielectric con-

stant, dissipation factor, surface resistivity, volume resistivity, surface

resistance, and life at pertinent temperatures. Physical properties include

flexural strength, tensile strength, wrap and twist, water absorption, linear

and bulk coefficient of thermal expansion, heat capacity, chemical resistance,

and flammability. Materials are usually evaluated in commercial testing lab-

oratories and in laboratories operated by manufacturers of insulation.

Component evaluation tests which are designed to evaluate insulation

integrity and life, involve measurement of 1) insulation resistance, 2) di-

electric withstanding voltage (DWV), 3) basic insulation level (BIL), and

4) corona. Insulation resistance and DWV tests are mandatory, BIL and corona

tests are desirable.

5.2 Materi als Test ing_ An accepted standard electrical insulation code,

by defining nomenclature and test requirements for the high voltage insulating

Materials, would enable the design engineer to establish test hardware quantity,

test parameters, and needed test equipment. Such a code does not exist in a

form satisfactory for aircraft work. The best thing the designer can do is to

adapt ASTM, IEEE, and NE.A hiyqi voltdge testing standards to his aircraft

application.
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The following sequence of testing will prevent a high potential from

being applied to the insulation which may not be in suitable condition for

such a test:

1. Visual inspection

2. Insulation resistance measurements

Volume resistivity

Surface resistivity

3. High potential applied to solid insulation between two metal

electrodes.

4. Tracking

5. Final insulation resistance measurement

6. Life test

Electrical insulation when received should be inspected to confirm dimensions

and to find any flaws, hidden mois'ure, dirt or other contaminants, its insu-

lation resistance should be measured and it should be subjected to a high

ý;tential test, to measure leakage.

ASTM Tests. Present ASTM standard tests do not impose all the operating-

environmental conditions on airborne equipment. Therefore ASTM tests should be

modified by adding the altitude environment and a time-temperature schedule.

ASTM high potential tests for terrestrial equipment are not completely appli-

cable to airborne equipment, but are useful for detecting insulation flaws and

incipient failures which will show up after the insulaticn ages.

Electrical properties of insulating materials should be measured in ac-

cordance with the test methods in Table 25. Electrical insulation when re-

ceived should be inspected to confirm dimensions and to find any hidden moisture,

dirt or other contaminates. The insulation resistance should be measured, and

then the insulation should be subjected to a high potential test to measure

leakage current.

5.3 Co__Aentand_ Equpyent st s.s The purpose of testing components

and equipment is to determine their flightworthintss. The 5uggested order for

these tests is: insulatico~ resistance, high potential (DWV), impulse (RIL), and
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TABLE 25

TESTS OF ELECTRICAL PROPERIIES OF INSULATION

TESTED PROPERTY TEST CO'EDITI9N EVALUATET) TEST METHO')

Dielectric DC/AC When received and ASTM,0-l49- 6 1
Strength 1/4" Electrodes following environ- (Modified)

mental stress

Tracking DC/AC Following environ- ASTM D-495 or
mental stress ASTM 0-2302

Dielectric 1 Kilohertz Wheen received ASTM, D-150-59T

Constant

Dissioation 1 K;lohertz When received ASTM, D-150-59T

Factor

Volume 125 401ts 4hen received and 4STM, D-457-61

esicstivity 
fo lowiMn environ- (-Iodi fied)

Resistivity mental st rs

Surface DC When reý.eived and ASTM, D-?57-6I

followlnq environ- (Modified)
Res',stivi ty mental str-,s

Insulati n DC foll t,,infl mriron- Rased on O.0)• mfd
Resi stanrce Cmntal ,,tress wojund ( •rallcl-

Splate (adtdCcitor

Life (C//C V cuu' "dM, d 232,-S4T
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partial discharge test. Partial discharge test instruments are usually

referred to as corona test sets.

5.3.1 Insulation Resistance. Insulation resistance is tested by apply-

ing across the insulation a low voltage, like 50 to 100 volts dc. An

instrument sensitive enough to detect picoamperes measures the resulting

current, and the insulation resistance is calculated with Ohm's law.

Insulation resistance should be measured prior to high potential tests

to avoid unnecessary failures from defective, damp or dirty insulation. High

insulation resistance by itself does not prove that the insulation of a comn-

ponernt does not have cracks or other faults where insulation breakdown may

subsequently start. Therefore, an insulation resistance test is not a sub-

stitute for high potential tests, which should follow an acceptable insulation

resistance test.

Insulation resistance should also be measured after high potential tests

because insulation damage from a high potential breakdown may otherwise be

difficult to detect. Lower insulation resistance after a high potential test

indicates a failure. Obviously, insulation resistance must be measured both

times at the same temperature.

The t. st current during measurement of insulation resistance should be

limited to 5 milliamperes with the voltage source shorted. Most "Megger"

instruments limit direct current output to 4 milliamperes or less. This limi-

tation avoids unne(essdry heating of the insulation at the leakage paths if the

insulation resistance is low. Insulation resistance that is low because of

moisture can usually be restored by baking.

5.3.2 Hi•h Pntential Test. In 3 hig.h potential test the intentional

grounds of the co!' puonvnt bei n tested are di sonnected, and the voltage is

applied between rutual1)ly ifnsul ted vli-'tnts of thte el eL tri c equipment and

between insulated eltvents and thit frome or "ground." for example, in a tnree

phase Y-cnrnect, ted ,lteFrnadtor the ",di, io• r would toe ungrounded at the conimon

point. Notally, the test volti;p should not ap;pe,,,r a( rkrss solid-state devices.
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A common test voltage for 28-volt and 120-volt equipment is two times

normal plus 1000 volts. Some airborne equipment is tested with lower voltage,

especially if short-life and dense-packaging `.s involved. Sometimes this

equipment is designed with a DWV that is lesf, than 150 percent of the oper-

ating voltage, it should be at least 150 percent for quality hardware.

High potential tests are designed to electrically stress high voltage

compor-ents and equipment, but with safety rr3rgi is sufficient to protect the

equipaent from cramage or malfunction. The bas c damage/malfunction mechanism

for components and equipments relates to tie N'4V. Parts with similar and/or

identical electrical insulation should have similar or identical DWV.

High potential tests are intendel to detact insulation flaws, discon-

tinities, aging cracks, and deterio"'itec or inferior insula:ion, A hole or

cra:k in insulation, through which ar in uctive surge voltage will discharge

and ultimately "carbonize a conducc ve patYh, may be detected by a high.-

potential test if the test voltage i; high enough. Test voltages under 1000
volts rms are too low.

The high potential should be ipplied for 60 seconds. Repeated appli-

cation of high potential test volcages can reduce the dielectric strength of

insulation. Whether any significant reduction in dielectric strength occurs

depends on the number of tests, Fhe insulation material, and the insulation

thickness. Up to ten high potenti 1 tests would probably not permanently

damage the insulation.

Some systems have large vultage-transients generated by rectifiers or

mechanical switches. The D'M'V test must exceed the highest of these transients

by at least 20*. Each application rust be assessed on the bisis of required

operating life and operating conditions.

5.3.3 lmrilse Tpsts. Ir;ulse or basic insulation level ( IL) tests are

required for co;•nents ard eŽ,u1;e,nt whic.h will be sed where electromagr,,tic

pulses (EVIP) or switching surytn are expected. A BI, test subjects the insula-

tion to a vultaje pul se haviyrv a r i5t tir-e of about one mcrost{cond,
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High voltage public utility apparatus is specified to meet lightning

and transient insulation standards, in addition to the dielectric with-

standing voltage requirements. These transient requirements are referred to

as the basic insulation level (BIL) for the insulation system. The BIL is

based on an impulse with slower rise and longer duration than an EMP. ThuF,

using the BIL is a conservative approach to designing electrical insulation

for fast EMP transients. The slowest EMP transients are essentially the

same as the BIL standard transient.

Basic insulation levels were defined during the joint January 1941

meeting of AIEE-EEI and NEMA Committees. This group adopted the basic insula-

tion levels in terms of impulse voltages according to the following definition:

"Basic impulse insulation levels are reference levels expressed

as impulse crest voltage with a standard wave no longer than 1.5 x 40

microseconds (1.5 microseconds rise to 0.90 peak voltage and 40

microseconds decay to 0.5 peak voltage) (see Figure 56). Apparatus

insulation as demonstrated by suitable tests shall have capability

equal to, or greater than, the basic insulation level."

The above requires that equipment/components conforming to the definition

shall have an impulse test value not less than the kilovolt magnitude entitled

basic insulation level (BIL). Also, equipment/components conforming to these

requirements, with a few exceptions for sulid-state dcvices, should be capable
of withstanding the sDecified voltage, whether the impulse is positive or

negative in polarity. Standard atmospheric conditions are assumed.

The joint IEEE-EEI and NEMA committees have agreed upon BIL values for

high voltage transmission and distribution equipment/components to ensure con-

tinuous system operation during and following lightning and transient conditions.

The committee has not standardized BIL values for all low voltage and airborne

electrical equipments, that is, equipment/components with operating voltages

less than 1200 volts rms (1700 volts crest) or eqjipment/components operating

at altitudes above 10,000 feet.
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Insulation is able to withstand higher voltages, within limits, as the

test duration becomes shorter (Figure 57). Experiments have shown that insu-

lation will function for 20 to 50 years if its initial 1-minute dielectric

withstanding voltage (DWV) is two times the operating voltage plus 1000 volts.

Experiments have also shown that the electrical insulation breakdown voltage

could be increased 20 percent if the DWV time was decreased from 1 minute to

1 to 5 seconds.

Most experimental work has been with either 50 to 60 Hz ac or steady-

state dc. Power industry tests show that ~Ksteady-state dc voltage that a

given insulation can withstand is higher than the cretst value of the ac volta-e

it can) withstand. WThen a dc voltage is applied the diolectric is charged only

once- On the other hand, the recurring charging and disciiarging -ith an ac

applied voltage heat's the dielectric by electrically stressing the molecules in

tne dielectric. When steady-state dc voltage is applied, the only heating of

the dielectric -.s from current flow through the insulation resistance. Early

e;Krerirments with insulation sho,,ed the dc rating of insUlation to be:

Rating in volts dc z-(1.? to 2.3) (ac rating in volts rms) (5-1)

1FActors, whicti de-rease the impulse 1 evve an rv-ul ation can wi thstar~d are

mnateri ialj rigg, pouý,-r system trarisi cots exper,ý enced, ind the maintenance sta tus

of tine eq-_i ;''ent. Insulation irmpulse ratinos tire decreo:-ed to the range of

0. 75 to 0. P (if their ny i gina 1 val1ues by thsFpeo:,

An insulut irij T'Filis al so legr-,ided by relpeated impulses. This

degrod u t i ! is tuire va r int ('F igure 59), wi th leoss thtan, 10 impul ses havi n, 1 ttlIe

effect (',n thl: irrulot ion integri ty, The data in Figure 58 implies that the,

bud r inýjla' 1'i'i prore ~d, wit' th, k rcr.th of pre-breokdown chonnels

cfi t tf r y
1  

': a~ pit hiv in; three di st inct (Ia s:() Anl

I 1 i j hi Ii tt (. a Miti1 ate a pre-breaý:down chinnel,

(,)f th( a faist qrodtIh of the chainriel. For

e wo 'r e dfur, thf slo S w r, ~h arn

f ' at(n t. in s pa ed
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Impulse voltages for public utilities are much too high for airborne

equipment, where compdct packaging requires small bushings and minimum

dielectric thicknesses. Although airborne equipment is not normally designed

to withstand lightnir,-induced traisients, its impulse test voltages should

still be twice the ),,V.

5.3.4 Corona Tests. Corona tests are used to seek out insulating

material flaws by detccting partial dischar?.es in spaces, cracks, and voids.

The most co-';mon insuldtion iriperfecticns are entrapped gas in voids,

cracks within insulation, and insufficient space between an inst'ated conductor

and ground or other insulated parts. For example, a generator (oil may have

small voids within the in,,ulatiun, between the active (onducturs and genetrdtor

Ill. S. ?oled,,ic.'•.0 i r , . ''In.], "Life CUjr-'e5 Of [pcXy Pt-.sin Under
Impulse f u , e > aK .r .t tt•K tr," I I I , Tr i c, (t o,.; ,s on k, c.-
tricdl I2rsul :t (Fr , E1 . ?•, . ?, June Ii., p. 8)4-9 .
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magnetic core, or between the turns of two coils within a slot. High voltage

coils in the stator will have air gaps between the surface of the coil and the

rotor, and between the end turns aad the core.

Electronic, sonic, and visual detectors are used to sense and measure

partial discharges. These discharges can also be phtographed, or observed with

photomultipliers. Even their sound has been detected and triangulated to

pinpoint the source.

With electronic detectors, both the partial-discharge initiation voltage

and the extinction voltage are usually measured. The waveform of the partial-

discharge pulse is observed to determine the magnitude and type of discharge.

The variation in the number and sequence of pulse heights as a function of

voltage and time can be measured, and the pulse energy can be derived from the

voltage waveform. From such observations important insulation characteristics

are established, including voltage rating, quality of insulating materials,

quality of insulation design, insulating materials life potential, and type and

size of voids and cracks.

Not enough is known about partial discharges and their effect on materials

for their measurement to be the only criterion for insulation life assessment

for a given applied voltage. Other tools such as high potential testing,

impulse testing, dielectric stress calculation, and life test:ng are required

for a full assessment.

Partial discharge detectors have been designed and calibrated for

commercial testing of high voltage transmission lines, electrical machinery,

and for testing small samples of dielectric gdses and materials. During test,

these detectors are directly or indir-ectly coupled to the test article.

Examples are a resistor or coil in series with the test article, and a capac-

itcr soldered to it. These directly coupled detectors, unless modified, are

unsuitable for vacuum testing.

The output of the detector must be processed to extract the partial-

discharc,' signdture fr-:m the noise. A refined bridge circuit that nulls out
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transients generated in the power suoply is shown in Figure 59. For precise

measurements a pulse-height analyzer is used with detection circuits for

permanent recording of test data and for evaluating erosion of materials

(Figure 60).

Requirements for Partial Discharqe Detection. Detectors placed near the

article should not distort the electric fields or operating characteristics of

the test specimens or articles. The detecturs must be sufficiently sensitive

so that they can be spaced away from the critical parts of the high voltage

field.

Capacitance coupled detectors are recommended for attachment to specific

circuits. These detectors give accurate wave shape readout, have excellent

response, and are easily installed. The radio frequency coil is recommended

for noise pickup because it can be moved about to identify extraneous lab-

oratory generateJ noise. Finally, either the loop antenna or electrometer are

useful for surveillance in vacuum chambers. These detectors are lightweight,

easily mounted dnd are insensitive to light and heat.

Frequency, Waveform and Interference. Assessing the effects of frequency

and waveform requires careful instrumentation. Most commercial detectors, as

recommended by the ASTM D9.12.12, Section L, Committee on Corona, are designed

to operate with either dr or sinsusooidal ac, with 50 and 60 Hz ac frequencies

preferred. Only recently, (2anuary 1976) did B. . •iddle Company make a 400 Hz

detector and readout which a,; b, ef neeleed for many year,. 'lost invest iators

working with corona arid portial di,,charue( have tested, when possible, with

50 or 60 H7, and extr,ipola ted the' rt-ultinq dati to 490 Hz. When testirm dc-

to-dc converters havinc freqJuencies from 1O 99 H? to 29) KHz, they modified their

detection Au ,1e't t. hi. Chse frteque)cies.

With rq,,j I. I , ,pa (I , .q j ••",the 1,0 d inq ,,' 4  t r- 1 lnC

rfeont , o f ,oh , n, , i v i . v. r vr C fr, pue' wh,• r h, lo( k 1 ] e [1arti a
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amplifier and displayed on the cathode ray tube. Anpropriate phasing of the

oscilloscope triqqer signal with the power frequency, or 7-axis modulation,

can be used to blank out the leadinrq-edo- from the oscilloscope display.

Signals having a charoe of less than one ricocoulonb should be measured

in a low-EMI screen room. Hiah frer~tuenc~y pirtial discharge sionals of less

than one microvolt amplitude are easily lost when the ban qround includes

interferrinq signals of several microvolts. Ihe power sujprly should be

appropriately isolated.
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in the case of a wide band corona detector, an ideal zalibration requires that

the rise time correspond to at least 100 MHz if the true response to a corona

signal is to be simulated.

With modern pulse generators a calibrating pulse can be shaped to be

similar to the pulse from a partial discharge. It is coupled into the

detection equipment circuit through a standard quartz or vacuum capacitor.

It is important that the detection equipment be calibrated with respect

to the test article, rather than just using a general-purpose calibrating tech-

nique. For example, capacitor test set-ups require much more sophisticated

calibrating procedures than do set-ups having transformers and inductors

because capacitors tend to attenuate their internal partial discharges. Resonant

circuits should not appear between the calibrating unit and the test article.

Calibration and Partial Discar eegoomparison. A partial discharge has

frequency spectrum components up to 100 MHz (Figure 61).112 The transit time

for an avalanche discharge is between 0.3 and 20 nanoseconds, depending upon the
voltage, gas, and spacing. This indicates that calibrating with a slow pulse

of a few microseconds would not be representative of a partial discharge. For

example, in measuring partial discharges within 5 microfarad capacitors, cali-

bration with pulse rise times of 5 x 10-7 seconds produced good correlation with

the capacitor partial discharges. When longer rise-time calibrating pulses were

used, the calibrating pulse correlated poorly with the partial discharge pulse

height.

Recormi•enrded Veasureien t System. Of the standard corona test equipment,

the bridge detector has the best accuracy, is the most sensitive, and is easily

operated. It supersedes the other detectors. Its major limitatin is in

medsurenients where square waves and frequencies greater than 60 Hz are used.

Test experience has shown that i universal detector and detector readout

instrurlieritdttior, is yet to be develooped. Whreias the tandard D1868 ASTM corona

te t r',ttkds are excellent for rnost cu:Q.,rL ial and 400 Hz sinus(oidal power

11?. W. G. jrW{i r, "Hi,;h Volt, i • o , ii, for Fli _Iht Vehi 1 ts , National
Aero,,v,.(e iriti ltt trc)ron s i . tr~ft',ri(e, [)iyton, Ohio, 1974.
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system testing, they have deficiencies for square waves and higher frequencies.

RF antennas cannot be placed close enough to the test specimen. RF coils and

capacitance detectors on the other hand must be placed close to the partial

discharges because of their directionality.
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POESSURC: 4 x 103 ,'02
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FIGURE 61. FREQUENCY SPECTRUM AT CORONA DISCHARGE

Standarcized Measurement Technicjue, Method, or Procedure. Standardized

measurement procedures have been develiped by the ASTM committee for the forth-

coming D9.12.12 standard method Of mea,,,oring energy and integrated charge of

partial discharges. The resulting procedures will be similar to ones which

are being used by tecrhnicians working in the partial discharge area, and re-

learning will be minirc:ied. Also, use of the proposed ASTM standerd procedure

will assure that no i ,portarnt el,.'"int has been left out.
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The ASTM D9.12.12 standard partial discharge test method is described in

Appendix C. This method can be used. with minimum modifications, for measure-

ment of partial discharge pulses using dc, 60 Hz ac, and 400 Hz ac voltage

sources. This standard method cannot be used without modification for measure-

ment of partial discharges where the system frequency is higher than 400 Hz,

square waves or ac plus dc.

S.4 Performance Testina. Destructive and non-destructive tests are used

for the qualitative evaluation of electrical/electronic parts and insulation.

In the following text, the expression "parts" refers to electrical components

such as resistors, capacitors and coils.

5.4.1 Testing and Detection. Generally, the test philosophy for elec-

tronic parts and hardware should be that sample flight parts as well as engi-

neering, development, prototype and qualification equipmert should be thoroughly

and extensively tested and stressed repeatedly to establish the margin of the

design. Equipment intended for qualification, should first be tested to

acceptance levels to verify workmanship and to identify infant-mortality fail-

ure causes. Flight equipment should never be subjected to repeated electrical

tests. One test of qualified flighit equipmnent should be sufficient to verify

workmanship and expose infant-mortality conditions. Cumulative electrical

stress can, on the other hand, jeopardize its operating life.

5.4.2 jýi vent Testing_. A partial discharge detector probe can usually

be located near unshielded equip:-en.; otherwise it is necessary to "build in"

the detector. Some devices such as photomult'pliers, are good detectors in

themselves and require no additional detectors when tested. The normal oper-

ating characteristics of items being tested should be thoroughly understood so

that off-nor¶mal operation can be recoqnized. Partial dischmrges, when pres(ent,

will sometimes be superimposed upon normal waveshapes.

5.4.3 Hi gh Volte, .TestJ nj. AC high voltige teting is norrnally con-

ducted to establish voltage en.,-jrirce as a fun. tion of time. AC testing is

usually a go/no-go type, with voltage beinq rai,'ed to a specified value with

samples that bre, k do.,n within a 'c'e f ed time be irog rej ected,
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DC high voltage testing procedures usually differ from ac procedures in

that leakage current is measured as voltage is raised. Current varying lin-
early with voltage indicates the equipment is in good condition. As the break-

down point is approached, the leakage current increases at a higher rate,

followed by an avalanche current. With some newer insulations, this knee in

the current plot is almost a right angle bend, breakdown being reached about

when the first sign of the knee appears. The rate of application of voltage

rise also affects the breakdown point.

Reproducible measurements are hard to get in very high-temperature high

voltage testing because insulators supporting the equipment and wiring must be

cooled to keep them fron! becoming semiconducting. This creates temperature

gradients in the chambers, and even though the gas in the chamber is at con-

stant pressure, its density will vary inversely with its temperature. The

partial discharge initiation voltage is affected by gas density, so ambiguities

are introduced into the susceptibility of the different parts of the high

voltage circuit. Careful design of the test, complete temperature instrumen-

tation, and detailed analysis of test results is required for obtaining valid

results.

5.4.4 Parts Test;-. A part that is to be evaluated for partial discharges

should be completely insuatted end placed within the configuration in which it

will be in the aircrf,. PrC-ttu't pIocessing should include clear' ng and

potting of parts, ard the cleaning and solder-balling of the terminations. For

example, if the part is riorirally cn a conformally coated circuit board, then

the test article sh,,d he asst.-tJ in the same way. The spacing between the

part and the gr -rd plane ,hc),jd te trt si e as it will be in the final appli-

cation. This irncludes all upptr, lr.eer and side (;roJnd planes which will limit

the field jrad'tr !,,. ,,t, t , .h tt ,rtr. ure-spa i n dimensions for partial

discharjes.

The altitwlet. 'in '" , ,d d ((frnt.* ti r is rAJst be free of sharp

(Ul'flt 'a t ;s tt hi ;hi v'I~l:Lqt, yradi-reit, presnt at

su~ h 6,!,. i ~ ,i rv nin r tet-ial. % s in-

a I ed w. It t t' t' lcr,-<ýi tL u the part he mii t e



These outgassing parts can create localized zones of higher pressure near the

test article, and raises corona initiation voltage for pressure greater than

100 Pa. The test fixture using one of the most important parts of the test

must be in its exact position during test installation. All cornections and

Interconnections must be solid, free of outgassing, and corona-free. The best

corona sensors for testing parts, insulated electrodes, and the gaseous break-

down between fixed electrodes are directly coupled capacitors, series resistors,

or RF coils with the bridge corona detector circuit shown in Figure 59. These

sensors are simple, easily connected, and accurate.

5.4.5 Circuit Tests. Circuits consisting of simple assemblies of parts

can be tested in the same way as parts. More complex circuits require special

tests or a.dltional detectors. An example of a simple circuit is a voltage

divider network or a voltage multiplier. A more complex circuit would be a

power supply, a filter circuit, or the high-voltage electronic system.

5.4.6 System Tests. A high voltage circuit within an electrical/

electronic system is difficult to test an analyze unless the individual high

voltage circuits are instrumented as just described. Often detection devices

must be placed as near as possible to the high voltage elements. Applicable

detectors for this purpose are RF coils, capacitors, antennas, and ultrasonic

detectors.

All these detectors will sense external RF electrical noise as well as

partial discharge signals, so it is necessary to monitor the power return or

commnon-point ground for noise. This noise, in coincidence circuits is then

used to identify and elimindte those observed pulses that are not trUe partial

discharges. Oscillograns of corona and noise signals are shown in Figure 62.

5.5 Facilitty_apndEnirc•rIent. High voltage airborre systems must often

be tested in a tem-.perature-cortrolled vacuum chamrber, which of course mu,* be

designed to be corona-free. Coron(a sources that have been enco-rtired in

environmental test chj-bers include:

a. pressure gauges

b. heater panels

c. light sources
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d. wiring, cabling, and connectors

Environmental test chambers can be evaluated with the same corona detection

circuits and detectors as are used for airborne parts and circuits. The detectors

must be capable of operating at pressurse less than 4. x 103 N/M2 (30 torr).

They should respond to frequencies up to 100 MHz, should be omnidirectional, and

should not contaminate the chamber.

5.5.1 Contamination. The test chambers can be contaninated by foreign

gasses, dust particles, oxides, salts, and out-gassing products. Helium, argon,

and neon effectivity reduce the partial discharge initiation voltage. Test

chambers should be purged to eliminate contaminating gases unless of course the

tested unit generates or releases such gases. Helium and hydrogen will leak

through ceramic and glass seals of pressurized units.

Dust particles can intensify local dielectric stress, develop tracking, and

eventually form a point electrode. Oxides and salts deposited by handling during

assembly, storage, transportation, or operation will degrade insulation materials.

They also alter the surface composition of the electrodes.

5.5.2 Life Testing. Twenty percent overvoltag, ,ill shorten insulation

life to about ore-fourth of norm3l (Figure 57). However, in accelerated life

tests the insulation must )perate free of partial discharges at both normal and

over-vol tage levels.

Experience has shown that incurporatinq the folIowing el•ut'. inte, a

life test contributes to the deveup,.ent of valid tt.'t dat,.

a. Partial discharge detc t ion redi:(lut ,hou1 o r , i" , lv

by electronic means.

b. Temperature cvcl ing s • r• ejir d to . ..t- i., l

stresses that 'Tay enhru,,", , i : npi- *e e

terip-•er e h de d , ý,,,A 1I

spec1 i fied fr - he , *. ,,
i nc Iud e " :a , t i•e t , ! • : , : r . , , ' ' ', ,. . . . ' " ' :



components to thermally stabilize. These tests may be performed in

either air or vacuum.

c. If partial discharges become more frequent with increasing temperature,

more temperature cycles shoul6 be performed to determine whether the

partial discharges increascd because of te"mperature or time.

d. The gas pressure should be kept within the operating range of the

tested equipment but at a point corresponding to the closest approach

to the Paschen law minimum or highest operating altitude pressure.

e. After conpletion of the temperature cycling, the high voltage should

be turned off and on five times at 5 minute intervals. The off time

should be less t.,dn 15 seconds. During the power turn-on the partial
discharge detectors should be operating and their output should be

recorded. Ar increase in the magnitude and/or quantity of impulses

for each on-off cycle indicates that insulation is deteriorating and

should be replaced.

f. Life *estinq should follow the emperature cycling, and should

continue for at least 25 [-ercent of the expected life of the equipment.

iI
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6. QUALITY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS, SPECIFICATIONS AND STANDARDS

The most reliable tests are those which best simulate service conditions.

For this reason, valid testing of the durability of materials with respect tc

long-time breakdown processes such as partial discharge erosion and treeing are

time consuming. Attempts to accelerate such tests are unreliable since

materials do not respond linearly to changes in test severity. Hence, dependa-

ble information can often be obtained only with tests extending over months or

years.

A word of caution is needed about the testing for phenomena involving

sparking in an altitude chamber. Sparking may not occur in the chamber, but

will occur in the equipment when in service because there are free electrons in

the airplane environment, but not in the test chamber. A radioactive source

of ionizing radiation such as polonium sHould be placed near the equipment under

test in the altitude chamber to insure a supply of electrons in the critical

gap volumcs. Polonium is recommenoed because it'is not as hard to handle as

other gari~na sources like cobalt 60.

6.1 Secifications and Stad ards . Electrical specifications and

standards have been well developed for coriinercial high voltage components and

equipment, but not so completely developed for the military counterparts.

Agencies that, have developed hiih-voltaqe spe(.ificatio;is and standards are:

o Natioridl Electrical Manufacturers Asso(iation

o Underwriters Laboratories

o AmericLn Standards A•ss(Jidtior;

o Instit, uLe of [lt(trical a Ind 1•1: tr)nri( !11luer"

n LI.S. Departr:;er,, of Duifensw& (ilil tary spt.(ifi,.atiim, and st(inddrds)

o Llectri(al [quip 1 ,t-L t Monuf,i m c reyr,

6.2 Mi litarj S ei fi W '.ti ; , t.:rd.rdl. Militjry cpinifi,,t ori}, arnd

St a•'l(J1;ird i%~ hpt i i b2 ~ ~ ~ ~ Ia'r ~
1 ;stedi it; t,.:tlet I'I tt) 'I '9 .

t eý" i r



6.3 Safety. A potential personnel shock hazard results from the "recovery

charge phenomenon," where a latent charge builds up in any capacitor-like struc-

ture after it has been discharged. Therefore, high voltage cor,:.ector pro-

tective caps having integral shorting contacts should be installed on all open

high voltage connectors when not in use. These connector protective caps should

be installed on each high voltage cable and equipment prior to shipment and

should remain on until installation is comflete.

IL '



TABLE 26

CAPACITORS

Highest Highest
Voltage Allitud

Specification Nu-ber Title Ratinq

MIL-C-11693 Capacitors, Feedthroigh.RFI. 1200 Vdc 4
AC and DC

MIL-C-19978 Capacitors, Fixed, Plastic (Or 1000 Vdc 4
Paper Plastic) Dielectric

MIL-C-39006 Capacitors, Fixed, Electrolytic, 630 Vdc 7
Tantalum

MIL-C-39014 Capacitors, Fixed, Ceramic, 1500 Vdc 5
Dielectric

MIL-C-39022 Capacitors, Hixed, Metalized, 600 Vdc 5
Paper-Plastic Film or Plastic
Film Dielectric, AC & DC

MIL-C-55514 Capacitors, Fixed, Plastic'(or 600 Vdc 5
Metalized Plastic) Dielectric, DC

MIL-C-83439 Capacitors, Fixed, Feedthrouqh, 400 Vdc 3
EMI, AC & DC

>Altltude-Code

Highest Applicable

Code Altitude

1 Sea Level

2 50,000 Ft.
3 70,000 Ft.
4 80,000 Ft'.

5 100,000 Ft.

6 110.000 rt.

7 150,0O , Ft,
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TABLE 27

CONNECTORS

Highest
Voltaqe Higest

_Specif cation Vu-ter Title Ratinq Altitude

SMIL-C-005015 Connectors, Electric "AN" Type 3,000 Vrms I

MIL-C-12520 Connector, Plug and Receotacle 3,000 Vnms 1
(Electrical, '.'ater-roof) and
Accessories, General Specification
for.

MIL-C-26482 Connectors, Electrical, Circular, 1,000 Vrms 1
Miniature, Quick Disconnect, 450 Vrms 3
Environs.ent Resisting

MIL-C-26500 Connectors, General Puroose, 600 Vrms I
Electrical, Miniature, Cirsular, 300 Vrms 3
Environ-ent Resistino. 200 C 300 Vrms 6
Abuient Tem.perature

MIL-C-26518 Connectors, Electrical. Miniature, 600 Vrrms 1
Rack and Panel..7nviron-,ýnt 300 Vrms 3
Resistinq, 2?'9C A'-bient 300 Vrms 6
lemperature

MIL-C-81511 Connector, Electric, Circular, Hiqh 1030 Vrrrs I
Density, lick 0 1¶,c nnect, 450 2
Environ-,nt Rsistina. 450 3
Specification for 450 6

MIL-C-43723 Connectcr. Electric, Circular,
Enviro' "wit Res~stinn 3000 Vrins

General S;ecification For

MIL-C-38Y') Connectors. El# trica.l Circular. 900 Vrnm; 1
Miniature, Ili:-, De•ns)ýy, Q,, ck

Discornect, F,ývrcr•.nt .is-
tant, R,-c va'le Crimp Contacts

16;



TABLE 28

WIRE AND CABLES

Highest
Voltage Highest

Specification Ju'-.er Title Ratina Altitude

MIL-C-915 Cable, Electrical, Soecia) Purpose, 3,000 Vrrs I
General Specification For

MIL-C-3432 Cable and Wire, Electrical (Power and 600 1
Control); Se-i-Flexible, Flexible,
and Extra Flexible, (300 and 600
volts)

4IL-W-5086 Wire, Electrical, 600 Volt, Copper, 3,000 !
Aircraft

MIL-W-7072 Wire, Electric, 600-Volt, Aluminum,
Aircraft, General Soecification 600
For (ASG)

MIL-C-7078 Cable, Electric, ,Perosoace Vehicle. 600
General Soecificdtions

MIL-W-7139 Wire, Electrical, Polytetrafluoro-
ethylene-insulated, Clocr, 6Th-Volt 600

MIL-W-8777 Wire, Electrical, Silicon- Insulated, 600 1
Copper, t") Volt, 2%0 Dýeq. C

MIL-C-13777 CAble, SDýcial Fur.:cso. Electrical, 600 1

General S; c lfi c. tions

MIL-W-16878 Wire, Electrical. Insulated, Hiqh 3,000 1

Tempera ture

MIL-C-21609 Cable. Electr'ual, Shielded, ýf.?-VoIZ 600

MIL-14-22759 Wire, Electric, Flu.rc0r0n-!rvulte, 1,fOfl

MIL-W-2I 38 Wire. £lect';cfl. Hi:,h ft, "eritu-e and 600 1
Fire ResistAllt, Airi(vift

MIL-.C-27072 rable, S-ci]l Curh '.L. .trrical t'e lti- 3,C"'% I
cOnr; j( tor

.I -,t. Cable, Týi ts i Pr- .tr ' I Tritl) ,,, cterrnal 3 v3
Hook.-up

MIi-W-L2 '-, Wire. II L tr'c C ,'. ',(.i . ut,•1ktqt* -

Insulat. 6GO

Wire, [i , i v.. r Ii t , Co j,,,r

and (..,; -.r 1l y

It,{ !



TABLE 29

EQUIPMENT Highest
Voltage Highest

Specification Nurber Title Ratina Altitude

W-C-375 Circuit Breaker, Molded Case; 600 Vas 1

Branch-Circuit and Service

MIL-C-17361 Circuit Breaker, Air, Electric, 500 VMs 1

Insulated Enclosure (Shipboard Use)

MIL-C-17587 Circuit Breakers, Air. Electric. Open
Frame. Removable Assembly (ShiDboard Use) 500 Vrms I

MIL-F-15733 Filters. Radio Interference 600 Vdc 2
250 Vrns 2

MIL-T-27 Transformers and Ind'ictors (Audio.
Power, and Hio• Power Pulse), 580 Vrms 3
General Specification for

M'L.-C-15355 Coil, RadiofreQuency. and Transformers. 200 Vrms 3
Interrediate and Pidlo frequency.
General SDecification for

MIL-STn-451 SAFETY. ReQuirenent 1. Paraqraoh S.
Electrical
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7. POSSIBLE PROBLEM AREAS AND SUGGESTED SOLUTICNS

High voltage systems are plagued with annoyances that are unnoticed

in lower voltage systems. Some of the more subtle annoyances are listed

below.

7.1 Debris. Small dielectric flakes or chips lodged or laying on the

surface or edge of a coil will align themselves with the electric field.

Secondly, they will be charged to the same potential as the surface to which

they are attached acting as a point on the surface. This will decre3se the

utilization factor of the gas or oil and be a cause of excessive corona and

eventual breakdown. Thorough cleaning with high pressure air and inspections

are the cure for this problem.

7.2 Mechanical Stress. Terminaticns should be designed so mechanical

"stress points are minimized on '.he insulating boards. This can be accomplished

by molding the terminal in a solid insulating material that is attached to the

board, or by placing retal spacers with flanges through the board. The metal

spacers not, only reduce the mechanical stress but also increase the surface

utilization factor betw;een the flange edges.

7.3 Flexible W irir:. High voltage extra flexible wiring is acceptable

in some limited cases. It should be used only as a last resort. When used,

it should be, quided fror' terminal to termirdl to eliminate the probability of

tile wire insulation inter-ittently touching other surfaces containing higher

or lower volta(ge circuits.

7 4 INanufdL..-,if.1, Ul,,drlin . No onel can ove' stress the nted for

man,,f,rL ,rir j tq I,arl iit , n pi..r or , films and other (learned surfaces

arer,,. ,huld , u t riard,)tory. `Iiigt ariour!ts of Oils or acids

mi ay bLt thi (. iu, an Irl (er l or ericap'ýu at ion. Any papter, cloth, filn.

or o)th,.r ditlt, tri, r ateri,! i,', -j,, Lt, atnrid should he inspectd by rateriel,
shop tt i, o rr r:tl, .r 1 e1 1 rin(. Also srioke emittirn q cjtcts in

n.ratcr r fJi • '(.1 "' Of,• . •;•(.' . y (4t- 1 '1 ate .pne eie er t-i



7.5 Mold Release Agents. Silicone products may contaminate certain

epoxies, urethanes, and other insulating materials. Compatibility and con-

tamination of materials for bonding purposes should be investigated prior to

fabrication. When there is an incompatibility, then personnel working with

the contaminates should be properly informed of the condition and take pre-

cautions to avoid contamination.

7.6 Similarity. _ Too often materials and designs are used because they

have similar characteristics. Similarity ends at the last pour of a batch, the

last section of the roll, and the last fabricated part by a skilled craftsman.

New personnel must be informed of the hazards and precautions, the application

and handling of pdrts and materials, and the itspection, calibratini, and testing

of all jigs, tools, rind assemblies in order to produce an excellent product.

7.7 Testinq. Flaws in oater surfaces and between a single (onductor and

a surface can be visually inspected. When a coil, circuit, or multiple conductor

assembly is tested, the test riust be de i gred xo intlude the detection of

imperfections between (oil layers, circuit parts, and assembly layer, This

implies that the total 3i,,semhly musL bte erer-ji:tki In such a way that all over-

stressed elec tri al parts will be detectvd. An over-voltage test ind/or over-
""requency testt, are two 'itthoids for tet ,g.

7.8 fnvir,•,•net aind i ife, Moý•L high voltage, cirrcuits and palrtv will be

installed in ricl,,sed pr ,.s•, :er ed (ntita riner,. This will reduce the probability

of thermal shot k, but rot tl-r, i,'AtUlt- tnrtrrctwOs. Tt,,tilo an insulation in a

small disO, is .r, u ti.i .ibr I- t•.d 1, . .bled v dart, and (ircuits should be

assembled pvi r i 1 , 1 it on I n" i ' hf' li' a rn• i r and t ve, ted through t hfi temper-

ature eXtreme. ,, tt all rl W h d I I i , ,! t -q,, m d ive to) nine !yc, y es are

ec.oriviirrid ,d . P. 4t. 1 r1V I I a, 1. ta.Itr. t rtil ri (I t, n lv I f,,ý'nn i t al t ,t*,. should

include ,_orona, dl '.1 i t•I o tt tor, ri)i irts, lat t r isistivity ,i rd a visual

l n spt cion Yo I i f i oii i.Iic Anly I igri I n ia~e

appedar i.ý ,, or v r trI i I havira t tvr . i e a, () e' f r r ur- thr( - ts .tiq and/or

Mod if 1 i at In pr i of to I I fif (at ir I ,J I fv t. t i fl.
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7.9 Tabs. Coil winders and circuit assemblers often place small tabs

on wires and parts for identification and instal'ation purposes. Wheo these

coils and circuits are to be encapsulated, f'Im tape tabs such as mylar

adhesive may be a cause for a built-in gas pockets or voids. These voids may

be a place for the initiation of partial discharges and eventual voltage

breakdown. When tabs are required, Pmake them of porous riaterials that are

compatible and easily wetted with the encapsulant.

7.10 Space.rs. Spa.ers between two energizc:d encapsulAted units must be

near void-free and have snooth ur roxýrined surfices to reduce tracking ;uscept-

ability across the s;,dcer surface. The two dirleL tr cs will reduce the stress

across the spacer and the a',ail, bie ,iharqgrig current hut they will not elir'inate

the problem. The space(r sirf,Ice should be desi-,,od is though the voltage at

the dielectric surfaLes was fr-our ba-,e t,le(trodes not dielt.I.trics.

7.11 Coot i,'i s. Coated ki;ivel I J' have Ft i';her hnr;ý,ewn ve]tacw

chara~ ttvri t.tLi,,t ,., an oi td ,u -riLe • t.:cv ided tfe crrtWt ctCZ rin :'sttVrie.!

is app lI ed . J",e o t lrn i d'ý't . wv 1t'll , il, r c id ,,.l.u e tI e e l( triic ,l

stress I; M l of the0w1 t > :r2 --. Ohurs miay hv' ,ir h lts a, d I uids

o r, b l is tte r s I h lh w i• l 1 , ',c- ' I,• i,1" . c r ,t s' ',1 ! ,t h ,e t • '.Lt d w i0-1

p rop e r n a te, i ,v f , ,i h r r- t iOr , I I, r! t rCt-, i-... it tII )u J . f, t r i " a ,tre .S c)r dI ! 'oC is

to bt., fu!!> ,., .,

7.12 D it ,' i' !j (I , 1'r' , , The Iro la flj I I ,I , W, 'I, : ,

(CIV1 (If dre i t% m; , , 2 ,: I' ' ': t , , A,'l i, d , ;f .il (I' r,

t a hi t ,t' * . ,, r t ,Li, t- IT fr c T.r h e ,r t

dci ,;w r t , r! t 2 I * . '.

F 1,; rir 2 "t • ' , , I•r , d i . ,tm .r it h• , " t' , ' .• I ' ii " r

A V.

r t I f,

114 V i . ,' ' V *r " , r V -. . ,,' ' 'l S ' i It
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8. CONCLUSIONS

This design guide is intended to be used by designers of compact, high

density, high voltage eqL~ipment. Formulas and empirical equations are shown

for typical high voltage electrode configurations found in electrical equipment.

A designer using these empirical formulas and the field plotting methods shown

can locate maximum field stresses within electrical insulation systems. Then

the proper dielectrics can 'e selected for the application.

Design configurations ano test methodology are described. Each design

must be configured within the space and weight allocations. Thus these

configurations are only guidelines. Likewise Cests should be accompanied

by detailed test procedures befre a high voltage design is recommended for

fabrication.
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APPENDIX A

FIELD PLOTTING METHODS

Al. Freehand FieldFPlott ins. Freehand field plotting using "curvilinear"

squares is shown in this paragraph. These squares, generated by constant-

potential and constant-field lines, have the following properties:

* All sides intersect at right angles.

9 All "squares" can be subdivided (by an Aqual number of equipotential

and orthigona] flux lines) into smaller squares, which more closely

approach true squares as the subdivision is continued.

* Every cuvilinear square has the same capacitance, and the flux per

square is proportional to the putential diffcrence across it.

t Field lines leave the conductor at right angles.

If the region is not completely enclosed by kVown bounjary conditions,

Eac tral-u,:,;esý-chinges that must be mrade to determtine the final

shape of the field. The correctoess of the final field plotted by this cut-

and-try process is trsted o'i the following criteria. 92

o Do the fyeld lines and te sepatential lines interect evsryihere at

right angles?

* Are there _urvilirear s;Aares eerj~here in the dielt.tric redia, or

do they beLu-e so ,hen '_.tdivided?

Examples of fre.Lhind flL, rle.t '. . e h n in F ri,)jres 1,, ind A-2

Accurate freejnd pl ,t j .. :t' 'o.. nd in '.efr,nces t, 100, 101,

102. and 115 thro,,h 9. , -.. . , , aiJ, ý,tir, used t tCjCe%-

fully for four dL . j,' I •..e. ! *' * d s f ,1e .S -

tinue to use this t,-hrn';,e . r,' , ;i '. of a 'c",;luter prajrar' for field

plotting is outli hod in •;

17c
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A2. Resistance Paper. A technique for mapping fields uses resistance

paper, also called teledeltos paper. This method is rapid, and the plotted

equipotential lines resemble a freehand field plot. Non-uniform fields gener-

ated by multiple electrodes arc easily handled. Furthermore, the designer can

easily change the electrode and dielectric shapes to get the highest utilization

factors.

'The general technique is to represent tho electrode on the resistive paper
with silver conducting paint. The shape and spacing of the electrodes must be

scaled accurately. For best results, space the high and low-potential elec-

trodes about 9 to 12 inches apart. Next, apply a voltage between the conducting

surfaces, voltmeter and points of equal potential or the resistance paper are

mapped with a terminal connected to a dull-pointed probe (Figure A-3).

In plotting the eqL4potential lines the voltage between electrodes is set

at a convenient value, say 10 volts. The probe is placed on the paper between

the electrodes, preferably where the field gradient is highest, and moved until

a given voltage, say 4 volts, is read. The spot recorded with a dot using a

non-conducting ink or pencil lead. The probe is moved laterally about one inch

and the same 4 volts is sought. Repeating this process for additional points

and at other voltages produces points thro-,,h which equipotential lines can bc

readily plotted (Figure A-4).

Mathematically, the Following has been accomplished.

a The electric field within the paper satisfies the equation

Vt• E = Vt xE o (A-1)

where Vt? a (A-2)
x ax y O'y

A solution to (1) is a potential func,'ori p(x, y) in the form [(x, y)

-Vto (x, y), where q(x, y) is the point-to-point voltage measured with
the meter.
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0 The current density within the paper, J (ampere/meter 2).and E is
almost linear in the form 3 (x, y) OE (x, y) where o is the con-

ductivity of the paper (ohms/meter 2).

The field lines, if required, can be drawn freehand by using curvilinear
square principle, or can be developed by usirg A, con iuqate Alectroae arrange-

ment. Freehand flux plotting is probably easier and quicker. The conjugate

electrode approach requires that the electroJes be placed along a selected

field line, and that the current flow be restricted along the former electrodes

by cutting out the electrode surfaces.

The field lines, once located can be superimposed upon the equipotential

lines for the full plot, as shown in Figure A-2.

A3. Other Field Plotting Techniques. Other field plotting devices include
electrolytic troughs, rubber membranes, and mathematical analyses.F6

Electrolytic Trough 6. A large tank contaninq a weak solution of copper
sulphate is the electrolyte and copper plates are the electrodes. A nickel or

platinum wire probe on a pantograph is used to seek the equipotential lines

between the electrodes. The detector is Wheatstone bridge having probe and

electrodes on its two arms and a calibrated potentiometer as the other arm

(Figure A-5).

Rubber Membrane. A thin rubber membrane evenly stretched over a frame can

be used to plot fields. The appropriately scaled electrodes protrude upward

for positive potentials and downward for negative potentials; the frame repre-
sents zero potential. The profile gives an exa't replica of the equipotential

lines.
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APPFNDIX B

INTRODUCTION

There are several numerical solutions to the Laplacian equation:

2 A2 2 2 0(l

ax ay a

Sefore high-speed computers with large memories became available, the usual

numerical solutlons were not practical because of the many computations

required.

Galloway, Ryan, Eng, Scott, and Mattingly 120of Reyrolle Parsons Ltd.,

£ngland, have developed computer programs using finite-difference equations,

and the Gaussian forward-elimination and back-substitution for solution of

these finite difference equations (BI, B2, B3, B4). This system of programs

is easily adaptable to problems in two dimensions, or three dimensions with

one axis of symmetry. 1 2 1 , 122, 123

A charge simulation method adaptable to computer solutions was presented

by Singer, Steinbigier. and Weiss. 12 4 Charge simulation methods do not need

large computer storage and long computation times. Using Gauss' theorem,

Misaki, Yamamoto, and Itake determined the electrostatic potential field distri-

bution for a three dimensional asynmetric problem in circular cylindrical

coordinates. 125

Finite Difference Technique. The numerical method presented here is char-

acterized by a representation of the electrostatic potential field distribution

with discrcte nodal points. Finite difference equations are determined for

each nodal point. The composite of all the finite difference equations is solved

by an iteration technique called successive over-relaxation.126 This yields the

electrostatic potential for each nodal point. This method of solution has been

used by Storey and Billings.127, 128 It is adaptable to field problems with

single or multidielectrics, several conductors of different potential, to two

and three dimensions and in cartesian or circular cylindrical coordinate systems.

To use finite difference equations to solve the Laplacian equation, the

field problem is overlayed with a fine grid. The spacing between grid lines
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making up the grid can vary. For accuracj and resolution, the grid lines are

spaced closer together at the specific areas of interest in the field and wider

apart elsewhere. Conducting surfaces and dielectric interfaces can be repre-

sented by grid lines; by diagonals between nodal points, or by triangulation of
129

the grid lines. Figure B-i shows an example problem.

CONDUCTOR BOUNDARY

I- I
100% -

20%

~ ,r II I I

0%

CONDUCTOR BOUNDARY

FIGURE B-i. FINITE DIFFERENCE GRID. POTENTIALS GIVEN AS
PERCENTAGE OF NOMINAL TEST VOLTAGE

There are present methods of auto:,,atic grid generation which are a great

aid to triangulation fitting.

Depending on the configuration a the problem, the optimal finite differ-

ence equation may be called out for use in the program. The finite difference

equations are derived from Taylor's series expansion. Figure B-2 shows a
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general 2-dimensional irregular star which represents one node on the grid and

its immediate surrounding nodal-points. Using Taylor's series expansion in the

x direction at the r od(,x, y), yields:

2

h~ 2! 2

a (x-l, y) = (x, y) A+ h

and ý(x-l, y) ý (x, y) - ho + 2-.'- •-• "- (B-3

O(x, y+l)

h
yy

-4(x, y-l)

FIGURE B-2. IRREGULAR STAR IN TWO DIMENSIONAL

CARTESIAN CO-ORIGINATES

Adding equation 2 multiplied by hx to equation 3 multiplied by xx gives:

h hx*(x + 1, y) + hxx)(x - 1, y) (hx + h xx) )(, Y) (B-4)

hh xx(h x xx.x

hh 2

+ -- 2--- 'hx + hx y

Solving for -- and similarly for Kt, then
ax 2y

2
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Substituting into equation (1) yields

___ 1 h¢(X +1, y) + hxxj(x - 1,y)

'h xh h y h hh xx(hx + h ) + (B-5)
x X; y yy xxx

h y(x, y+1) + h yy(X, y- )

hyhyy(hy + hyy)

which is the finite difference form of the Laplacian equation in two-dimenisional

Cartesian co-ordinates.

Referring to Figure B-3, the three dimensional finite difference form of
127

the Lapacian equation in Cartesian co-ordinates is:

h _(X+1, y, z) + il xx (X-l, y, z)
h hxv + hy-h- + zy(X, Yhzh hzh) + h xx+

(B-6)

h y (x, y+1, z) + h yy(X, y-1, z) h z(x, y, z+1) + h zz(X, y, z-1)

hhyyhy +hyy) h zhzz(hx + h zz)

0(x, y, z+1)

z( z)

hxx

0(x-l, y, Z) ih

z O(X,y+1, z)

O(x, y, z-1)

FIGURE B-3. IRREGULAR STAR TI, THREE-DIMENSIONAL

CARTESIAN CO-ORDINATES
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Referring to Figure 8-4, the threp-dimensional finite difference form in

circular cylindrical co-ordinates is:

S 1 + 1 1+
(r, z, 6)( A A A A +A A 2

rr r zz2 z oeO
(B-7)

0(r+1, z, e)( 1 + + O(r-1, z, 6)(- - 1
,r 0 rr +o

rr r

p(r, z+1 e)(-- 1 +(r,z, e+l)(-1 + ¢(r, z, e-l)(-
A , +Z r z1 A-

ZA +A z+ 2
zz z R (A00 +A0 )

r(r, z, e-,)

,(r, z-1, o)

A z A-0(r-1, z, ))

*(r, z, z-,)

FIGURE B-4. IRREGULAR STAR IN CIRCULAR CYLINDRICAL

CO-ORDINATES

Finite difference equations in Cartesian co-oridnates for multiple dielec-

"tric systems were developed for two and for three dimensions with one axis of

syrnEtry by Galloway. Ryan, Enq, and Scott,120 Storey and Billings, 12 and

Misaki, Yamamoto, and Itaka, 12 also present techniques for determining
finite difference solutions in three-dimensional, asymmetric, multiple dielec-

tric systems.
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Successive Over-Relaxation Iteration. To solve the matrix of finite dif-

ference equations, successive over-relaxation (SOR) iteration is implemented by

using a positive acceleration factor with a Gauss-Seidel iteration. 3 0  The

finite difference equation for three-dimensional Cartesian co-ordinates is pre-

sented as:

¢(Px,, z)n+l = 4(x, y, + Y z)" + hxx (xl, Y, z) n+1}

+ k {h y(X, y+1, z)n + h y(x, y-l, z)n+1} (B-8)
y y yy

Lh -ko(x, y l
+k •h (x, y, z+l)n + hzz4(X, y, z-1) n+ ( Y z)

where k h hy h h and ki hh(hih. where i = x, y, z
xxx yyy zz iii i 11

It is important that the optimum value (between 1 and 2) for the acceleration

factor (a) be used. 126' 128 The optimum value for a is different for every prob-

lem. For problems with many nodes, the following simplified expressions may be

used. For a rectangular grid with 1 x m nodes

a optimum = 21- + - j (B-9)

2

For a square grid with 1 node per side a optimum 1 + sin(2/l -1).

During the first t .j iterations, a is taken to be unity.131

Potential Gradient. Two methods for potential gradient computation are

(1) a quadratic method which is recommended for genera use on all grid notes

and (2) a more precise differences method for use at specific regions of

interest.
12 3

The quatratic method is performed by fitting quadratic equations to the

potential values at adjacent points; i.e.,

axI + bxI 1
ax2 4 b + c (B-10)

¢3 = ax 2 + bx 3 + c
3 18
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The three equations (11) are solved to give values of a and b which are

then substituted into the equat on for the x-direction gradient

W- § -(2ax + b) (B-il)
6x

Equations of (11) and (12) are determined for each direction and the resuits

yield magnitude and angle of the potential gradimnt.

The difference method utilizes the forward-difference operator A, the

central-difference operator 6, and the backward-difference operator. 123, 126, 128

It incorporates potentials )f other nodes in each direction and like the quad-
ratic method computes the potential gradient in each direction. However, the

difference method uses many more node potentials, rather than the three for the

quadratic method.

The gradient error using the quadratic method is typically less than 2% andi 123
using the difference methcd is typically less than 0.2%.

Computer Program. The computer program flow chart is given in Figure B-5.
Tt has a time over-ruii function to print out all the data if there is not enough

remaining time for another iteration cycle before convergence. It compares the

time taken for the last iteration cycle with the time remaining.

Summary. The numerical method presented gives a practical solution to

potential field probiLms which cannot be represented by standard electrodes and
dielectrics. Field distribution can be determined in two dimensions and three

dimensions. Important parameters can be obtained such as potential field lines,

and potential gradients in magnitude and phase. Frrors in the potentials are

typically less than 0.5%.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

.! - potentia)

E - permittivity

E- = potential gradient

R 0 = distance of any node from axis of symmetry

hith ii - mesh length ior Cartesian co-ordinate system

"aiii - mesh length for circular cylindrical cn-crdinate system

r, z, o - circular cylindrical co-ordinates
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S TART

READ MARKER DEFINING FINITE DIF. EQU. FORMijj

READ APPROPRIATE DATA DEFINING NUMBERS OF

GRIDS (0. m, n) AND SIZES OF GRIDS

READ DATA DEFININ3 BOUNDARY CONDITIONS AROUND
( EXTERNAL RECTANGLE

ZjREAD DATA DEFINING INTERNAL CONDUCTOR BOUNDARY
CONDITIONS

LXREAD DATA DEFINING DIELECTRIC BOUNDARIES

[READ3 DATA DEFININ REQUU~tlD OUTPUT

WRIE REL I MI NAR Y DATA

L TALCULATE OPTIMUM

I IN F-R.ST TWO OPT U
ITERATIONS

SGRID POINT ON

c o oNsrANT_____N_)I_

II.L QUIRED FORM 01 LOUAIION8 ] STOREII in

CALCULATE 0n 6nAND STORE

FIUEB-5. COMPUTER PROGRAM FLOW CHART
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YES

0NNO

YES

1 INTERPOLATE TO DETERMINE POSITIONS OF REQUIRED EQUIP°TENTIALS

IS

IS

RINTERTABLE TOF POTERMNT OIASOND OREUEDQIPOTENTIALSGAINSA L
|I

tGRID POINTS

CALCULATE AND PRINT CO-ORDINATES OF POINTS WHERE REQUIRED
EQUIPOTENTIALS CROSS GRID LINES

STOP

FIGUiRE B-5. COMPMIILR PROGRAM FIUW CHART (Continued)
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x, y, z = Cartesian co-ordinates

= acceleration factor

a,b,c,A,C constants

l,m,n = constants governing size of region of solution

i,j,k = constants

A, 6,7 = forward-diffe-ence operator, central-difference operator,

and backward-difference operator
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APPENDIX C

STANDARD METHOD OF TEST FOR
MEASUREMENT OF ENERGY AND INTEGRATED CHARGE

OF PULSE AND PULSELESS PARTIAL DISCHARGES
(CORONA) U.ING CHARGE-VOLTAGE TRACE TECHNIQUES

Scope. This method is intended to supplement measurement of individual
pulses of partial discharges as covered in ASTM D-1868, by measuring the sum
of these discharges per cycle in terms of energy. In addition, the technique

provides information concerning the increase in specimen capacitance resulting

from cavity discharges, and an indirect means of determining the dielectric loss
angle, tan 6, as covered in ASTM D-150.

Significance. Pulse measurements of partial discharges indicate only the

magnitude of individual discharges. However, if there are numerous discharges

per cycle, it may be important to know their sum, since this sum can be related
to the total volume of internal gas spaces which are discharging. Also, in some
cases of internal (cavity type) discharges, they may be of a glow, pulseless or
psuedo-glow nature, which are not indicated Ly conventional pulse-discharge

detectors.

This method is useful for dc, ac, and dc impressed-on ac voltages. The
trequency range for ac voltages is 0 to 400 Hz. Higher-frequency square wave

voltages require a change in the detection circuitry tu accommodate the square
wave rise and fall times and high-frequency harmonics.

Principle of the Method. The method requires the placing of the test
specimen, considered essentially as a high-voltage capacitor, in series with A

low-voltage capacitor, across a sinusoidal test-voltage source. Two other bridge
arms provide a voltage for balancing at an applied voltage level below inception

of partial discharges, the sinusoidal voltage across the lDw-voltage capacitor.
Any partial discharges which occur at higher applied voltages in the specimen
will be integrated by the low-voltage capacitor to produce an unbalanceable

voltage. The unbalanced voltage controls the vertical deflection of an oscillo-
tcope beam, while a voltage proportional to and in phase with the test voltage
controls the horizontal deflection. A description of a suitable circuit for

this method is detailed in Appendix D.
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The oscilloscope display is simply a horizontal line below the discharge
inception voltage where no unbalanceable voltages are produced. Above the

discharge inception voltage the display opens into an approximate parallelogram.

Thz height of the parallelogram represernts the sum of the partial discharqeq
per half cycle, and the area represents the energy dissipated per cycle by the
discharges (Figure C-i)

Slope

C- C - C

FIGURE C1. IDEALIZED Q - V LOOP TRACE

Precautions -- Harmonics. The test voltage must be reasonably free from
harmonics in order to produce the required horizontal line below the inLeption
voltage. Harmonics will produce a wavy rather than a flat line. If the wavi-
ness is too severe, the voltage source may have to be filtered to remove the
harmonics. The removal of harmonics is more important when the quantities Lo

be measured are small.
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Surface Discharges. All discharges in the test specimen are measured,

whether on the surface or in internal cavities. If it is desired to measure only

internal cavities, the other discharges must be avoided. In the case of an

insulated conductor with an outer electrode on the surface (such as a cable or

generator coil), the surface discharges at the end of this outer electrode can

be removed from the measurement with a closely-spaced guard ring connected to

ground or by insulatina-fluid immersion.

Calibration of Oscilloscope Coefficients. In order to evaluate the paral-

lelogram (Figure C-i), it is necessary to determine the deflection sensitivities

of the oscilloscope. The horizontal-deflection sensitivity Sx is found from

observing the horizontal deflection Dh to a Lest voltage having a peak-to-peak

value of Vc as measured by accurate independent means.

Sx = V c/D h (C-1)

The vertical-deflection sensitivity, Sy, may be fuund from observing tie

vertical deflection, Dv, to a known charge, Qc' injected into the low-voltage

capacitor. The charge may be produced by a square-wave generator having a

peak-to-peak voltage, Ec, coupled to the low-voltage capacitor through P, cali-

briting capacitor, Cc, of a much smaller value.

Qc EcCc (C-2)

D v Dv

Alternatively Qt may be detern-ined from the turns ratio, n, of the detec-

tor transformer, T, and the voltage, Vp, required at the vertical input of the

oscilloscope to produce a vertical d(flection of the same magnitude as that pro-

duced by the discharges. Vp may be directly measured by connecting a peak-to-

peak reading voltmeter directly across the vertical input of the oscilloscope

as shown in Figure C-1,and read when the parallelogram is obtained. Then:

Qt A n VpC4 (C-3)

Where Q is the total charge per half cycle.

Calculation of Pesults. Integrated Charge. The integrdted charge per nalf

cycle, Qt, is the product of the vertical deflection, Dy, of Zhe oscilloscope

(of the height of the parallelogram) multiplied by the vertical-deflection
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Ssenstivity Sy.-

Qt Dyly (C-4)
Ee rgy. The energy per cycle is the area of the parallelogram measured in

the same units as the deflection sensitivities.

W I ASSy (c-S)
Where the parallelogram is well defined the area is the product of the

parallelogram height, Dy, and width, D conveniently measured along the center

axes of the oscilloscope raster.

Thus: W = DxDySSy (C-6)

Volume of Internal Gas Space. If Qt is graphed vs crest voltage applied,

V for a sufficient range of voltages above the discharge-inception voltage,

one will usually obtain a strai,;ht line, if one has avoided the effect of sur-

face discharges from a surface electrode edge with a guard electrode or oil

immersion. 1he slope of this line dQt/dVc = C - C is equal to the difference

between the capacitance of the specimen with the discharging cavities shorted

out, Cs, and the capacitance, C0 , of the sample measured below the discharge-

inception voltage. It is the same slope as the straight portion side of the

parallelogram figure, after conversion to proper units. If the internal gas

space is considered as a simple gas capacitance in series with the solid insula-

tion, then the following calculation gives the fraction if cavities in the

insuiation:

volume of internal qas space Cs - C0  (C-)
vo-•ume of 0olid insulation k C

so0

where ks is the dielectric constant of the solid or solid-liquid insolating

system.

Interpretational Analysis. The peak-to-peak-voltage height, Kp , of the
P

parallelogram in Figv'-e C-I, whether measured on the oscilloscope or with a

peak-indicating meter, is used to calculate the total charge transferred by all

the discharges occurring in a half cycle ',9t - nVp C 4) as the voltage swings from

posit.ve to negative crest and vice versa. The width of the parallelogram, w ,

is proportional to the peak or crest value of the applied voltaqe, V c which for
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the idealized straightedged parallelogram in Figure C-i is equal to the partial-

discharge inception-voltage value. Figure C-i applies therefore in cases where

the discharge onset in all cavities occurs at the same value of applied voltage.

In such circumstances,

V Kh 
(-a

Vp p Qt/nC4 (C-8)

and Vc Z Kowc (C-9)

where K and K are calibration constants. With Qt and Vc determined from the

parallelogram, the energy-loss per cycle, W, due to all discharges is given by

W = QtVc joules (C-10)

and the power loss, P, is therefore

P Z L --W = - cQ V watts (C-11)
2wr 21Tt c

where w is the radian frequency.

In practical insulating systems voids generally discharge at unequal volt-

ages, with the result that at first discharge initiation not all the cavities

necessarily discharge. Moreover, with increasing applied voltage increasingly
more cavities begin to discharge and this effect further accentuates the smooth

corner curvatures of the parallelogram in contrast to the sharp edges of the

idealized trace shown in Figure C-i. As a result, equations C-10 dnd C-11 can

no longer be used when a certain degree of accuracy is required and the discharge-

energy-loss per cycle must now be determined using a planimeter. The area, A,

determined by the planimeter constitutes a direct measure of the corona energy

and power loss:

i.e., A -fhp d(Wc) - fQt/nC4 K . dVK)
0

" nCi•-oSt d(Vc) (C-12)

W * A (nC 4 kko) joules (C-13)

and P w A(nC 4kkO) watts (C-14)
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Sometimes it is desirable to determine the effect of discharges on the

dissipation-factor va$,ie, tan 6, particularly since the latter is normally

* employed in the measurement of "ionization factor" of cables. The discharge-

* -power loss, P, may be expressed in terms of the tan 6 value, as,

P = WCx tan 6(-c- (C-15)_. 2P

or tan 6 2P (C-16)

Hence for the idealized case in Figure C-i

tan Q (C-17)•. ~ ~Cx Vc(-7

x c

However, for an insulating system having cavities with a wide distribution

of partial discharge initiation voltages, P must again be determined in terms

of equation (C-14).

Report. Identification - Includes information which describes the kind or

type of material so as to permit reordering the same material, to permit com-

parison between different materials or different production lots of thc same

material and to permit other types of comparison between different materials.

Description -- Includes information as to name, color, grade form,

manufacturer, source, size, shape, and fabrication details which are not pri-

marily related to identification.

Method of Test -- Includes a description of the test procedure,

test appratus, test specimen, test conditions (stresses), the amplitude of each

stress and the length of time applied, preconditioning and history, and ambient

conditions and any other factors which may influence the performance of the test

and the result obtained, and which will permit exact duplication of the tests at

a later time.

Test Results -- Includes experimental values obtained and number

of Lest specimens along with results from appropriate calculations such as

average, medn, statistical deviation, etc.
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Observations -- Includes information of importance to the under-

standing or interpretation of the test method and results which have not been

included in the foregoing sections.
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APPENDIX D

CIRCUIT FOR STANDARD METHOD OF TEST FOR MEASUREMENT OF ENERGY AND

INTEGRATED CHARGE OF PULSE AND PULSELESS PARTIAL DISCHARGES USING

CHARGE-VOLTAGE TRACE

A suitable circuit for the loop-trace (parallelogram) method is shown in

Figure D-1. A detailed list of the circuit components and the measurement

procedure follows:

Apparatus. Bridge. The bridge shown in Figure D-1 consists of four

essentially capacitive arms. There are two high-voltage arms, as in a high-

voltage Schering type bridge. One of these, Cx, (or C2 ) is the specimen to be

measured. The second, (CI), is a high-voltage discharge-free capacitor, usually

1a 00 Dý standard capacitor, with tan 6<.0001. The two low-voltage arms, C3 and

C4 , are capacitance arms, balancing the bridge at a voltage just below the dis-

charge-inception voltage, and then raising the voltage above the discharge-

inception voltage. The unbalance voltage above the discharge-inception voltage

is proportional to the sum of the discharges in thr. specimen per half cycle, pro-

viding certain precautions are taken. The unbalance voltage of the bridge is

displayed nn the vertical axis of an oscilloscope, and the horizontal axis is

driven by a voltage proportional to and in phase with the high voltage applied

to the bridge. The oscilloscope display properly consists of a horizontal line

at balance below the di6charge-inception voltage. Above the discharge-inception

voltage, the display breaks into an aiproximate parallelogram, with small steps

on each sloping side, but with a flat, smooth trace on the top and bottom. The

sloping sides of the parallelogram are the discharging portion of the voltage

cycle, and the top and bottom are tho nondischarging portions of the cycle.

Normal losses in the specimen are balanced by a variable resistor RI in

series with C1 . A convenient range for RI is from 0-1 megohm. Further balance
is provided by variable resistor R4 in parallel with C4. Resistor R4 also

functions to control the average voltdge level across C4 which might rise to

unacceptdbie values if the discharges of one polarity recurrently exceed those

of the other polarity. Resistor R, should have a sufficiently high value to

avoid any significant drain on the chargye occumulated on C4 during one half cycle

of the test voltage. Thus R4 C4 >1/2 f where f is tre frequency of the tfst

voltage.
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The loss tangents of variable capacitors C3 and C4 should preferably be less

than 0.0001. If greater than 0.0001, and unequal in value, their loss tangents
will have to be compensated for by adjustment of R4 and R . In this latter case,

it would not be possible to calculate the loss tangent of CX from the values of

RI and C2 or R4 and C V

Transformer T should have a ratio near unity (3/1 has been used), with the
primary having the most turns. The primary should have a 60-Hz impedance greater

than 0.2 MQ.

High Voltage Supply. A high voltage transformer with a variable supply volt-

age having a minimum amount of harmonics and ripple is required. Special filter-
ing to remove harmoz.ics or ripple may be required if they are great, and high

sensitivity is desired. It is also necessary to place a capacitor between the
high voltage supply terminal and ground, in parallel with the bridge terminals.

This should be as large as Dossible to minimize voltage drop at the bridge term-

inals due to discharges.

Measurement Procedure. The specimen, CX, is connected in the bridge, as
indicated in Figure D-1. The applied voltage is raised to 500 to 1000 volts (rms),

which is usially below the discharge-inception voltage. With thick specimens,
higher voltages may be used. With very thin specimens, it may be necessary to

stay below 300 volts to obtain an initial balance. In balancing the bridge,
element C4 is usually set first so as to achieve maximum sensitivity without

exceeding 100 volts on the element C4 >(Vt/100) C X. rhis requires a knowledge
of the approximate capacitance of the specimens. If this is not known, a safe

high value of C4 may be chosen for a preliminary balance. The value of Cx is then

calculated from fins: Cx = (CI C4 /C 3 ), and C4 is then reset for a second balance.
Balance of capacitance is achieved by adjusting C3 after r4 is set. Balance of
the tan 6 of the specimen is made by adjusting R4 or R

After initial low voltage balance is achieved, the voltage is raised to
selected levels above the discharge-onset voltage, which is evident from a

sudden change in the oscilloscope trace from a nearly horizontal line to an

open (approximate) parallelogram with step sides. Whether or not the steps are

apparent depends on the detector sensitivity and the ratio of individual pulse
discharge size to the sum cf these per cycle.
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Then the voltage is raised above the discharge onset voltage, the paral-

lelogram figure may sometimes tilt so as to have sloping top and bottom sides

or develop a curved top. This is due to changing tan 6 or capdcitance of the

solid (or liquid) insulation of the specimen with voltage, not due to discharges.

If this happens, a small adjustmer,t in C3 , R1 or R4 may correct the orientation

and curvature so that the top and bottom are horizontal and flatter.
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